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To the Reader

Behind this book there is above all the wish, first, to answer

the questions upon Psychic Healing asked by the ordinary

enquirer. Next, in simple human manner, as though you

who read these words and I who write them, were speak-

ing together as friends, to discuss the facts about Psychic,

or Faith, Healing so far as they are known today. Then
naturally after that, the scope, method, and goal and

future of such healing.

It will be, one hopes, not only a heart-to-heart but a

mind-to-mind talk, avoiding, as far as possible, the use of

academic "scientific" terms and applying everything that

we say to the life of everyday, and to the personal healing

of the reader or his or her friends. The test of psychic, of

faith, healing lies in the cure. That shall be our touch-

stone.

The words "psychic" and "divine" in the title will cover

Spiritual healing, "Faith healing," Mental and Absent

healing, healing by the "Laying-on-of-Hands," and, in-

deed, every type of healing outside ordinary Medicine.

Yet will the place and use in psychic healing of orthodox

medicine also be indicated. Nor will such particular phases

as the Spiritualist "healing by Guide" and medium, be

omitted, and with it the place and part of the Occult and
of telepathy. The Teachings out and technique of the New
Psychology and the modern science of the Mind will also

have their place in these pages.

9



10 TO THE READER

The relation of the Patient to the Healer, and the

method of Self-Healing, will have special exposition in

one of the most obscure and difficult branches of a Science

in which all, more or less, start from scratch, and in which
there are many pitfalls. Therefore, there will be no at-

tempt to "convert" and there will be generous admission

of failures when failure is present, for only by frankness

and an integrity divorced from sensationalism and above

all by original fearless thinking, shall we reach our heal-

ing goal.

Amongst the problems, we shall consider fairly such

facets of healing as the part played by Religion and the

Churches, together with Faith and Prayer.

I shall hope to show you the Healer at work and the

reactions of the Patient, and while realizing the reverence

due to a subject which is closely enwrapt with the mystic

and with devotion and the Idea of God, we shall find a

place for humor and the lighter side of life.

The author of a book of this kind should always indi-

cate his qualifications. I began taking systematic notes in

1941, but had already collected data in many countries.

My studies, technical and direct, have continued from

that time to the present, in which new visits of healing are

opening.

Shaw Desmond
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The Human Side of Healing

Psychic, or Faith, Healing has two sides: one, in what is

becoming a "science," the purely technical, the other the

human. Here I am first taking the human.
In no other science with which I am acquainted do the

emotions so subtly enter as in mind healing. Yet it is the

blend of the emotional and the intellectual, the heart and
the mind, which distinguishes psychic from ordinary heal-

ing, and which gives it its potency. The academic segrega-

tion of the intellect from the emotions has hitherto been
the weakness of orthodox science, for without feeling, the

brain becomes but a machine. Indeed, the later evolution

of science is compelling the scientist to recognize this,

especially in orthodox medicine.

We see in our Faith Healing what once we called

"miracles." "Incurable" cases of little children restored

whole to their parents. Husbands and wives and lovers are

snatched from the dark embrace of Death to find each

other's arms. Men and women sore stricken with malig-

nant growths or burning fevers find the one diminish and
the other abate. Stranger to relate, cancer has been known
to vanish within the hour, though more often a cure will

be gradual. Still stranger, not only do the agonies of

chronic arthritis subside, but, as I with doctors have wit-

13



14 A GUIDE TO THE POWER OF FAITH HEALING

nessed, the ossified deformities of joints will melt away as

by magic under the healer's touch and a goitre disappear

in a moment. Faith Healing is fact—splendid fact.

You who read this are not asked to believe in these

things without fullest proof. They are to you, as they

once were to me, nearly incredible. Nevertheless, the lack

of authoritative data and the many pitfalls in what is in

our day a new science demand the closest care and under-

standing before coming to conclusions, as will in these

pages be made clear. Such data is however now being

compiled and appraised.

Scepticism is natural and is often the key which opens
the door to belief and relief. Show me the man or woman
who is credulous and easy of conviction and you show me
the human being whose judgment is valueless. It is often

the agnostic rather than the croyant who makes the bal-

anced and the true believer.

As I write these words I have in mind the blind girl

whom I saw instantaneously receive her sight by the lay-

ing on of hands. I think also of the woman who, without

being false to faith, had prayed for four years that she

might be made whole and then, as attested by her doctor,

awoke from sleep one night to find a cancerous growth of

over a score of pounds removed, without trace, from her

abdomen. I am recalling, too, the not hundreds but thou-

sands of cases of cure by one of the world's foremost heal-

ers whom I have watched at work in the presence of

doctors, as in one summer's sunlit afternoon he brought

light and life to some twenty sufferers, many labelled

"incurable." And I am noting, again in my records, other

cures unbelievable of diseases also labelled "incurable"

by the doctors, and correctly diagnosed by the physicians

of allopathic Medicine.

I can recall nothing more lovely or satisfying in my
experience than the scene I witnessed once in a London
drawing-room of other days, now used for faith healing,
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where I had gone to watch a certain healer at work. The
white-coated helpers stood round, as a "battery" to aid the

vital conduction, whilst the healer herself, a lady of wise

renown, bent over the cloud of hair shading the face of

the young girl whose blinded eyes, moving from side to

side, seemed to be searching for the help that comes not

from earth but from heaven. Then came the laying-on-of-

hands, hallowed by time and the stories of Jesus in the

gospel records, and then . . . and then the choked cry from

the girl: "I can see! ... I can see!" Yes, she could see-

could see the faces bending over her and catch the smile of

the woman through whom the miracle had been wrought,

could see the elm tree in the old square beyond the tall

windows and hear the bird-song that from it came, her

own hands raised in the wonderment of that moment, and

knew that nevermore would she be condemned to the

dark. For her "the nightingale sang in Berkeley Square."

That was my introduction to healing of the blind by
faith.

Such seeming "miracles" are now recorded by medical

scientists in many lands. They appear "magical" or

"supernatural" to our present limited comprehension,

but doubtless the deeper laws underlying them will some
day be as clearly formulated and understood by the in-

tellect as they are now sensed and intuitively employed by
the mind of faith alone. For I will contend here that there

can be no abrogation of natural law, but that we, like

Jesus the Healer, are today feeling our way down to those

deeper laws underlying appearance the knowledge of

which can lead us "from darkness to light, from the un-

real to the real, from death to immortality," as an ancient

mantram has it.

Belief in survival after the death of the physical body is

slowly, surely and silently possessing the minds of medical

men in our day—consultants and general practitioners

alike. Men at the head of their profession have confessed
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their belief to me, yet I have known them also to say as

did one of them, "I dare not openly confess it, my dear

fellow, for my prejudiced confreres would think me weak
in the head and unfit for my work! They might stop send-

ing me their patients!"

Yet a strange change is coming over the English medical

scene in spite of this. Let us look at it.

First we survey a scene where in some of the Harley
Streets of today, men of distinction and devotion to their

profession, are to be found, afraid of their conservative

traditions, afraid of public opinion and not unnaturally

therefore afraid of this new strange psychic healing. Not
for them is the motto of my friend and enemy Bernard

Shaw, over whose hearth in Adelphi Terrace I would read

the words inscribed: "They say . . . What do they say? . .

.

Let them say!" Read rather over some but not all of these

lintels: "All hope abandon, ye who enter here." Yet hope
is now knocking timidly at these same doors and in some
cases finding the way in, for at heart these noble servers

of the public are wishful to study and to cure.

"Incurable" patients, returning cured to tell strange

tales of faith healing, spiritual healing, psychic healing

and the like, are greeted first with unbelief, or with expla-

nations of "suggestion," hypnotism, wrong diagnosis or

natural "spontaneous cure." At the next stage, maybe
after further evidence, scepticism fights a losing battle for

a time, then yields to acceptance, to conviction, and some-

times to vision.

I have been told by one or two of the greater psychic

healers now practicing that it is becoming fairly common
for doctors to steal to them for consultation and for cure,

and that they are beginning to advise some of their pa-

tients to do likewise.

The scene is indeed changing, and changing rapidly, as

the facts of the new healing steal from country to country.

At least one great British healer has left this country to
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take his gifts to the land of those other "Medicine Men,"
Africa, there to bring hope and health to black and white

alike, for faith healing knows no color bar. In that land,

where long years ago I made contact with Zulu magic,

there has been practiced for centuries the very same "ab-

sent healing," that miracle of miracles, for which the

Churches' Fellowship for Psychical Research is now set-

ting up a "distant healing" panel in this country, as re-

ported recently in one of our leading newspapers. Science

too is ceasing to sneer, and many who once would have

scoffed at these matters are now ready to investigate and
to apply them.

I remember the dark day when, very early in our mar-

ried life, my own wife, the Danish writer, Karen Ewald,

was condemned to lingering death from disseminated

sclerosis by the leading consultant of his day for that

disease. Just a few simple movements of the patient at his

request were enough for him to adjudicate and pronounce

sentence, with as little emotion, it seemed, as some judges

show in sending criminals to the gallows: "Your wife's

disease is incurable. She will die of it sooner or later. Yes,

there will be progressive paralysis. Her mental powers

will also be impaired and her articulation increasingly

affected. No, there is no hope."

Authority had spoken. No court of appeal.

Although specialists throughout the world had differed

in their diagnosis, the diagnosis of this fine and sincere

scientist was correct in itself, but incorrect in its grimmer
implications. Up to the time of her death, some thirty

years later, though my wife was a permanent cripple, con-

fined to her bed for thirteen of those years, not only did

her mind remain keen as a razor and her speech normal,

but the disease, though leaving her a permanent cripple,

arrested itself at a certain point and progressed no further.

How much less apprehensively might we not have lived

those earlier years had Harley Street then been less sure
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of infallibility and we ourselves less conditioned by cus-

tom to accept its pronouncements of doom! We can thank

the unorthodox healers of today, in their ever-growing

numbers and many shades of belief, that the words "no
hope" need never more be received as final.

And to you, the reader, to whom I am speaking, I say

with sobriety that "when God closes one door He opens

two." Karen Ewald's long physical incapacity opened
portals of the Spirit which otherwise might well have been

closed to her. She knew this, even as she knew that the

word "death" was a misnomer, that passing on only meant
"going into the next room" and that when she died she

would find our boy Jan waiting. Had her dread disease

come today she might have found both hope and cure.

This I say with unchallengeable facts and evidence behind

me.

As we have noted, the new hope has changed the out-

look of many in the medical profession. A friend of my
own, one of the first laryngeal surgeons of our day, told

me very simply how he and his wife were converted to

belief in the possibility of faith healing and acknowledg-

ment of the fact that the world of spirit could often do

what doctors and surgeons could not. Another surgeon,

like many of his fellows, confessed to having seen "at least

one miracle cure" which he could not even attempt to

"explain."

Whilst it is true that no case is now necessarily incur-

able, yet in these pages we cannot be too careful and re-

strained in our claims for psychic healing—the "Invisible

Healing" as it is sometimes known—since, as we shall later

see, it is a method of cure beset with pitfalls for the un-

wary. Nor must we forget that many cases do not respond

to it, or, after the first "cure," do not progress. Often it is

because after imagining themselves "cured," they drop

all further treatment.

It was this surgeon who said to me wryly: "In my pro-
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fession we are sometimes snobs. I dare not move even a

hundred yards from the vicinity of Wimpole Street be-

cause if I did so, my cases would not come to me, my fees

would be lowered, and with it my prestige." All this I

have had confirmed by many other lions of Medicine, in-

cluding one of the first surgeons in London, to whose skill

many little ones owe their lives.

I worked for some hectic political years with M. D.

Eder, the wholehearted human doctor who helped to in-

troduce psycho-analysis to England and who in those dis-

tant days would tell me much the same thing of this

professional co-operation but one which, after all, is com-

mon to many professions. But such penetrant writers as

Dr. Cronin, the doctor-novelist, have made something of

this plain, as did Shaw in his play The Doctor s Dilemma.

So we have the changing scene of Medicine here in

Britain, not only in the preserves of orthodoxy but in the

public mind. The Continent echoes the healing message—

a message which has possibly more power to cement the

bonds of international friendship than all the diplomats,

and by deeds, not speeches, perhaps to mesh with its net a

human society having within it the germs of a brother-

hood of man under the fatherhood of God.

We must not, however, expect too much of a psychic

science still in its infancy. That which can be said with

confidence is that new hope has dawned for the desperately

sick and ailing, and a practice come to light which, though

old as disease itself, is new to this present age and already

more widespread in our day than ever before. Where it

may lead, and to what new fields of research, even outside

healing, it may direct the more pioneering minds in

Medicine itself, cannot yet be known.



History of Psychic Healing

The history of psychic healing goes back into the mists of

time. Of it we have records in all the World religions,

both before the Christian Era, in India, China, Egypt and
many other lands, and in that Era itself up to the present

time.

It is accurate to say that nearly all the types and methods

of psychic healing practiced in past ages are being paral-

leled today. This is so even from the more scientific angle,

for it is but popular illusion, not confined to the layman,

that "Science," qua science, only came into existence in

the golden nineteenth century, with Newton and Darwin,

Edison and Rutherford. It is illusion too that Medicine

was but a matter of hit-or-miss before the present century

when anesthetics make possible surgery unthought of be-

fore, X-rays enable diagnoses to be made with unerring

precision, and systematic, though often diabolic experi-

ments upon living animals, of which the official figures

show only ten per cent as taking place under full anes-

thesia all the time, occasionally do yield new knowledge

of significant importance to man.

It may be news to many in this rushing, materialistic

mid-twentieth century that scientists in Medicine existed

long ago in India and China, Egypt and Greece, and that

20
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the great teachers in the fundamental schools of Eastern

Yoga were experts in the art of healing, not ignorant ex-

perimenters or "quacks."

In India, the Mother of medical science, with Sanscrit

and oral traditions fading back into the lost continents of

Atlantis and Lemuria and a chronology outdating by in-

calculable centuries our foreshortened Western records of

a mere ten thousand years, the Yogis have consistently

practiced a psycho-somatic therapy based on scientific

knowledge and justified by results. The science of Yoga is

rich in such records, and in the opinion of some Occiden-

tal authorities still has much to teach the West, as the

increasing rapprochements between East and West in our

day are beginning to show.

In the Diva Samhita it is claimed that by means of

Viparita Karani, a practice kept rigidly secret, involving

the use of mind and certain breathing exercises, "the yogi

conquers death and becomes an adept among all crea-

tures." As the true yogis almost invariably have perfect

health and are practically immune to disease, as those of

us who have studied them and their hatha-yoga know, this

claim may, at least in theory, have foundation, if not literal

justification. Nevertheless what may be applicable to the

Eastern body may not always be applicable to the West-

ern for the two are vitally different, both in atom and
nerve.

But to yoga healing I will return later when I come to

speak of esoteric schools of mind healing.

It is painful fact, however, that the great Indian schools

of both psychic medicine and pure psychology have been

ignored in Europe not only by doctors and psychologists

but by the ministers of religion. Despite the rare visits to

India, for research, of enlightened men such as the philol-

ogist Max Muller, the modern psycho-therapist Dr. Jung,

and the philosopher Ouspensky, it is only now that the

slow interpenetration of Western Medicine by Eastern
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thought in the form of a psycho-therapeutics based on
"religion" has shown itself. We see indication of this in

the setting up of such bodies as the Archbishops' Commis-
sion on Faith healing and in the serious attention now
paid to books by such writers as Kenneth Walker, eminent

surgeon and deep student of Eastern thought, and the

teachings of the esoteric Master known as "the Tibetan,"

whose recently published work on esoteric healing is a

mine of knowledge.

How ancient, and how forgotten is this art of the psychic

and of faith, is made clear by a short review of healing

intertwined with religion of past ages. For in India and

Egypt the priest and the doctor were one, as they were in

the Christian mediaeval period.

Whether we search the tablets of India or Egypt or

Greece, the early history of medicine, psychic or other,

and especially the medicine of mind, is often legendary.

In early India and Egypt it is I think clear that science and

religion, now in our day rapidly approaching each other

once more, were also one, the scientist without religion

being unknown. That the faith healing and mind healing

of our day will be one medium of their reunion on this

fast evolving earth, where even physicists and mathema-
ticians are being drawn outside Time and Space into the

four-dimensional realm of Religion, with its bewildering

challenges to all that once was known as "natural law,"

seems certain, and they are now working in "equations"

lying outside both. For the sciences are no longer com-

partmented either terrestrially or "celestially" but are

breaking down into one another. We shall one day dis-

cover "Physics" and "Psychics" to be one science, with a

new race of "psycho-physicists" pioneering along paths

hitherto undreamed.

Such fine-pointed analyses and syntheses as Ouspensky's

Tertium Organum and A New Model of the Universe,

and the later investigations by such distinguished psychi-
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cal researchers as Sir Oliver Lodge, and, though in life he

might not have known it, the "psychic" side of Einstein's

thought, show which way blows the wind.

Whilst one has no doubt that the Egyptian and Greek

forerunners of psychic healing practiced some form of

what we call today "Absent Healing," or healing at a

distance, sometimes by blessing amulets and charms, one

would not dare to try and define their "hypnosis" or

mental influence. Nor would one attempt to analyse the

age-old "hypnotics" of the Indian jugglers as demon-
strated in the mass-hypnosis of the "Rope Trick," in

which the camera does not record what the eyes of the

spectators behold. Yet we moderns have been employing

hypnotism in one form or other ever since the day of

Mesmer, from whom our word "mesmerism" derives. The
word "hypnotism" itself was given to our language by

James Braid, the Manchester surgeon, in the nineteenth

century.

Christian Science and the Roman Catholic Church,

both practice variants of absent healing. Though not a

Catholic, I had many opportunities of studying Absent

Healing as a student in a monastery of my native Ireland

as well as during my residence in Rome.
Influential and widespread cults such as those of Chris-

tian Science and the New Thought groups, do not spring

up in a night only to fade away in the cold light of dawn,

but by sheer demonstration of the rising powers of faith

and mental healing they grow and bear fruit. We shall

yet see the altars of St. Paul's and Westminster Abbey
used for the demonstration of faith and psychic healing by

successors to the twelve Apostles and to their Master, the

greatest Healer of all.

Peering into the twilights of the past, we discern the

shadowy forms of the priests of Karnak, that temple

colossus by the River Nile, as they moved to perform their

work of healing by mind as well as medicine. And, search-
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ing back still farther, there comes to us from some period

beyond definite recall the potent name of the glorified

Greek iEsculapius who practiced religion and medicine

together, and, as Homer tells us, "was raised to the rank

of the gods by the gratitude of mankind." Shades though

they be, the followers of iEsculapius, known as the ^Escle-

piades, must be regarded as having been a medical priestly

caste who, we know, were bound by the oath of the Hip-

pocratis jusjurandum not to divulge the secrets of their

profession, such mysteries, be sure, having a psychic as

well as a physical base.

He was followed down the centuries by the most cele-

brated physician of antiquity, Hippocrates, born in the

island of Cos about 460 B.C., who was either the 17th or

the 19th in descent from iEsculapius and was the author

of 60 works, lengthy and profound. This giant, whose

theories dominated the practice of medicine for centuries,

divided disease into two classes: one, the physical, which

included the food and the exercise of the patient; the

other, infinitely subtler, relating to the influences not

only of climate and water but of the seasons and, by infer-

ence, of the mind. He was credited with a life of over one

hundred years.

Hippocrates, like the faith-healer of our day, sometimes

used strange counter-irritants, and in the homeopathic

treatise The Places of Men, we read of his giving the

patient "a draught made from the root of mandrake, in a

smaller dose than sufficient to induce mania," or, as An-

tiphones had it:

Take the hair, it is well written,

Of the dog by which you're bitten

As we might expect, the early records of medicine seem

dominated by those keen-brained artist-scientists and icy

dialectic philosophers the Greeks, rather than by their
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rivals the Roman materialist-minded masons of empire

and according to Pliny, the historian, the Romans "intro-

duced Medicine later than any other arts and sciences."

After ^Esculapius and Hippocrates there looms another

great name in the story of Medicine—Galen, as he was

commonly called, his name being Claudius Galens. It

was he who compounded for the Emperor Severus the

most famous medicine in history, "Theriaca," the in-

ventor of which, however, was the Greek doctor Archag-

athus, a medicine which remained in the British pharma-

copoeia until the end of the 1 8th century.

This prodigy, Galen, who was born about a.d. 130, at

Pergamus, Mysia, and is believed to have died in Sicily

about the year 201, was the man whose writings were

universally acknowledged as ultimate authority—so much
so that for some hundreds of years no other authority was

seriously considered, the conservative medical profession

thus being, as it is so often today, "graven in clay."

Galen was a genuine psychic on one side, since in his

professional life he attached to dreams a profound signifi-

cance and believed that he was influenced by the spirit of

^Esculapius himself. He was the author of eighty-three

treatises on medicine, his De Usu Partium Corporis

Humani being written with acute scientific knowledge
and deep religious feeling.

At the turn of the Christian Era the ranks of the "ortho-

dox quacks," as well as the unorthodox, were torn by their

sectarianism. Even as early as 300 B.C., when the School

of Alexandria was established, its foundation resulted in

violent and dangerous differences of opinion between the

materialist "Empirics" and the ideological "Dogmatists"

who rightly insisted on thought before medical action, so

paralleling the schools of our day in their battles between

those who "doctor by draught" and those who "doctor by
mind"—in a word, between the medicine men and the

psychic healers. Plus ca change. . . ! History repeats her-
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self, yet always upon a loftier plane. In life, as in death, all

is a matter of "scales"—conflicting opinions of past ages

have long since stretched to their point of reconciliation,

as those of today will assuredly stretch to theirs.

Amongst all these Titans of medicine we must not for-

get the celebrated Greek philosopher Pythagoras, doctor,

physical culturist and gymnast, who takes high and pecul-

iar place. He was born about 570 B.C., thus ante-dating

Hippocrates, by nearly a century, but, unlike him, failed

to live for a hundred years. A true Universalist, having

from birth the universal mind, as other men of his type,

the legends about his personality and work are often

mythical. Yet enough that is authoritative remains to

place him amongst the foremost of the Great Psychics and
healers of body and mind. He employed music and gym-

nastics as part of the training he gave his students, as well

as many psycho-physical practices which came to be

known as the Pythagorean Mysteries.

In his own person this great philosopher and teacher

united the medical and other lore of the East, and is said

to have spent thirty years of travel in Egypt and India,

where he appears to have studied Yoga and its bearing

upon the prevention and cure of disease. He shares with

his countryman Plato the distinction of being one of the

wisest men who ever lived, his cardinal principle being

the application of religion to life, and therefore to healing.

And does it not appear that psychic healing itself is

just this—the application of religion to life? May it not be

that our greater faith healers of today are in truth the

spiritual pioneers and forerunners of a new four-dimen-

sional age, into which we are now making our first tenta-

tive steps?



Faith Healing in the Bihle

We have now glanced through the records, legendary and

other, of psychic healing down the early ages. We have

touched upon it at the dawn of civilization, traced it from

the schools of India, mother of Psychic and mind healing,

on through Egypt and Greece, to find ourselves, two

thousand years ago, on the threshold of the advent of the

early Christian Church, with its records of the Great

Healer, as Jesus has always been known.
Actually we find ourselves on the threshold of that form

of psychic healing now universally known as Faith Heal-

ing or Mind Healing. For behind all faith lies mind,

which is the machinery of faith.

Because Science the stepmother had not yet entered the

house of earth to dominate it and give form and food to

mind, the place of mind in faith-healing was not then

recognized. Nor was it realized that Psychic Healing, Faith

Healing and Mind Healing were all "psychic," in that

they concerned the soul, lying behind all phenomena.
The word "psychic" comes from the Greek psukhe, mean-
ing both "soul" and "mind," even though every occultist

and theologian knows that soul and mind are different

things, "mind" being but the instrument of "soul."

With the wealth of evidence for psychic healing now
27
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thrusting forward, the medical man and the medical

scientist are chary of using the one-time professional

shrug when psychic healing is mentioned. Like the trou-

blesome haunter of Tavistock Square, the ghost of un-

orthodoxy refuses to take itself off:

The other day in Tavistock Square

I saw a man who wasn't there-

He wasn't there again today,

I wish that man would go away!

A substantial though fast diminishing fraction of our

world still regards the Bible as the final court of appeal in

all things, from Eve and the serpent to healing.

In point of fact both Old and New Testaments are

speckled throughout with references to psychic and spirit-

ual healing, and to healers who were able to perform it.

The indefatigable and meticulous Cruden gives in his

Concordance some hundred biblical references to healing

or healers, or to the spiritual import of health to human
beings, good or bad.

To give a few instances, we are told in Genesis xx, 17,

how Abraham by prayer
'

'healed Abimelech, and his wife,

and his maidservants—and they bare children." In Levit-

icus xiii and xiv we have not only minute instructions

to the priest in his work of diagnosing disease but, in the

latter chapter, the way of atonement for the cleansing of

the patient—"and the priest shall make an atonement for

him before the Lord . . . and he shall be clean."

In II Kings, ii, 21, we have Elisha "healing the waters"

so that they in their turn should bring life and not death

to the multitude, whilst elsewhere in the Book of Kings

we hear of the anointing by oil, an oil used both for

crowning a king and for healing. In Psalm xxx, 2, David

sings "O Lord my God, I cried unto thee, and thou hast

healed me," for healing by prayer is found throughout
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the Bible, and in Psalm cvii, 19, 20, we have a suggestion

of "absent healing" where the Lord "sent his word"

through His priests who were healers.

When we come to the New Testament there are records

of psychic healing of every kind, from the laying-on-of-

hands to the spoken word, and from "absent* healing to

that of contact, as in the case of the woman whose issue of

blood was instantaneously cured as she secretly touched

the hem of the Nazarene's garment. And once again we
have replicas of these today in hundreds of cases. Such

"miracles" would even include the raising of Lazarus

"from the dead" or, as we would prefer to say, "from the

seeming dead," for it is known that once the life cord, the

"silver cord" of scripture, is severed in true death, no
restoration of life may be accomplished. "Miracle" in the

sense of suspension or abrogation of law does not exist, as

we have earlier said.

Out of the many instances of psychic healing given in

the New Testament we may select only a few. That thou-

sands of such instances remain unknown is quite certain,

for the records of the life of Jesus of Nazareth which have

come down to us in the Gospels are in no sense complete.

Ever since the Nazarene and his chosen Twelve did

their healing work in the magic circle of Galil, a Hebrew
word meaning "circle," on the Galilean hills and by the

Genesareth shores, they have left behind them a trail of

healing and holiness which now has meshed the world, to

wind itself about the hearts of men and women who have

been their followers from that day to this. Would that this

had been acknowledged by the Churches who throughout

those centuries forgot, amongst much else, the healing

message of their Founder, and despite his commandment
refused to continue his work of healing as Christian

institutions.

Across our stage, ere the Early Church had been born,

we watch the Great Healer and his lesser healers at work,
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calling to the immortal spirit through the failing flesh-

mortality calling to immortality.

Here is Jairus, one of the rulers of the synagogue, fall-

ing at the feet of Jesus saying: "My little daughter lieth at

the joint of death: I pray thee, come and lay thy hands

on her, that she may be healed; and she shall live." The
Master turned to the father to say serenely: "Be not afraid,

only believe." For ever he demanded faith, which is al-

ways, not sometimes, the essence of spiritual healing,

though we shall later deal with that.

Entering the death chamber, the Master took the little

twelve-year-old maid by the hand and said to her: "Talitha

cumi/' which meant "Damsel, I say unto thee, arise"

(Jesus spoke Aramaic but probably Hebrew too, being a

Jew). And so, to the astonished fear of those present, she

arose, and the Master, always mindful of body as of soul,

told them that the little one should be given something

to eat.

In those simple words, the Master set the scene of all

healing for all time—healing of body as well as soul. They
may not be separated.

Another immortal story is that of the ten lepers, given

in Luke xvii. Of the ten who were healed only one re-

turned to thank the healer and "with a loud voice glori-

fied God." Here again Jesus spoke of faith, saying to the

grateful one "Thy faith hath made thee whole." Then
he asked "Were there not ten cleansed? But where are the

nine? There are not found that returned to give glory to

God, save this stranger."

Such ingratitude from the healed has pungent meaning

for many healers of our own day. One of our foremost

healers, whose mail and fame is international, once said

to me: "Some that are healed are truly grateful. Many
others we never see again—they neither keep their prom-

ises to come for further treatment nor even drop us a

card to tell us how they are for our records. Perhaps a
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patient is seemingly healed at the first treatment, but is

advised to come for a check-up from time to time. Then
he, or more often she, thinks—"I am all right now, so

why bother?" As many cases need several treatments, such

people sometimes find themselves ill again which brings

them flurrying back to us, or else they write letters abus-

ing us because the cure was not final at the first go off!

Yet these are usually people who only come to us after

the ordinary physicians have given them up as incurable!"

In those words of the healer—"given up as incurable"—

we have again an oft-told tale—the tale of large sums

spent on specialists of differing opinions, of scepticism

and doubt giving way to desperation as, in the grip of

malignant disease, the patient finally hurries to the de-

spised faith healer when it is almost too late. That woman
who touched the hem of Jesus' garment "having an issue

of blood twelve years, which had spent all her living upon
physicians, neither could be healed of any" is duplicated

every day in the houses of the psychic healers.

We can note now another correspondence. Many might

say: "these stories were of individual cases of people who
were frightened or excited. What about a congregation of

sick folk—can they be healed en masse in these days, even

as in the days of Jesus?"

I have watched "mass healing" in a great London hall

administered by one of the most selfless of Christian dis-

ciples, Brother Mandus, founder of the World Healing

Crusade, a man who has the Jesus touch. I have seen him
cure in one evening many people separately, then, be-

cause his time was up, turn to his audience to administer

"total healing." He has been doing this for years, with

many records of resultant healings, thus following the

practice of his Master of whom we are told in Matthew xii:

"and great multitudes followed him and he healed them
aiir

Strangest of all the "miracles" of Jesus—strange, that is,
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to the modern mind—are those of "casting out devils."

We read in Matthew iv, 24, that, his fame running like

quicksilver through Syria, "they brought to him all sick

people that were taken with divers diseases and torments,

and those which were possessed with devils . . . and those

that had the palsy; and he healed them." But could such

things really be? Could men be possessed by devils?

Well, my reader may rest quietly assured that we our-

selves have seen such things done. I say soberly that I have

seen lunatics healed from possession by evil spirits. There
is also the copious testimony of the world-known doctor

Carl Wickland, of California, whose book Thirty Years

Among the Dead is a classic record in its way of detailed,

witnessed and confirmed instances of the "casting out of

evil spirits" from demented patients confined in a mental

home, who regained their reason as a result, in most cases

instantly. I once spent an evening with this great deliverer

of the distraught and can vouch for his own sanity and
balance. It would take too long to describe the method he

employed in any detail here. Suffice it to say that the "evil

spirit," who was found to be more often only a confused

spirit, when removed by application of static electricity

to the patient, was able to be conversed with and reasoned

with by the doctor before being directed on to "its own
place," and that in some cases the actual identity of

the earthbound "dead" wanderer was ascertained and

checked.

Dr. Wickland is not alone as a medical man in believing

that "possession by spirits" can be a cause of madness.

After playing in a cricket match at Colney Hatch, the

London lunatic asylum, against a combined team of doc-

tors and patients, a doctor there told me that, although

sceptic, the evidence for possession by evil spirits had

shaken him. At about the same time we had visiting us an

old friend of my wife, hitherto a convinced materialist,

who was on his way from an International Congress of
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Alienists, of which he had been President. To my surprise,

he admitted to me that the alienist or specialist in lunacy

had now seriously to take into account the possibility of

possession by spirit entities. It was some years after that

visit that the whole Scandinavian world was "shocked into

consciousness" by the outbreak of spirit manifestations in

Denmark, Sweden and elsewhere, and by the falling away
from grace of leading materialist professors who now
gravely acknowledged that spirits, both good and evil,

were horrid fact!

But the Galileans, of whom but a small fraction were

Jews, did not have to be converted from the modulated
insanity of materialism, for that is what it is. They not

only believed in worlds of spirit from wrhich the human
being returned from life to life to the school of Earth to

learn, but many of them, as we see in Luke ix, 19, be-

lieved that Jesus himself was "John the Baptist" or "Elias"

or "one of the old prophets risen again." Reincarnation

was a common belief at that time, King Herod himself

believing that Jesus was John the Baptist (Matthew
xiv, 2).

Today we see the fulfilment of his own promise: "He
that believeth on me, the wTorks that I do shall he do also;

and greater works than these shall ye do" (John xiv, 21).

Further attestation, for miracles other than healing, can

be found in such modern books as Lucius Humphrey's It

shall be Done Unto You (Methuen) and The History and
Power of Mind by Richard Inglese, published by The
Occult Book Concern, New York. And if it be thought

that I am credulous and without knowledge of biblical

criticism and exegesis, I can only point to my own New
Testament exegesis of Jesus or Paul? (Skefhngton), a book
that has been read in many lands.

It is the wise man who, in these days of scientific and
other miracles, refuses to declare anything impossible but,

nevertheless, holds the unknown sub judice.
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In Matthew viii we are told that Jesus gave power to the

twelve apostles to "heal the sick . . . raise the dead" and
"cast out devils," and we hear of Peter and John curing

the man "lame from his mother's womb" who "leaping

up, stood and walked . . . walking and leaping and prais-

ing God." There are cases recorded too where the sick

were cured by the shadow of Peter falling upon them as

was the blind man in John ix, 6, by spittle on his eyes.

"Absent healing," which in our day is at times more
successful than direct treatment, we also find in the Naza-

rene's records. Take the case of the centurion whose serv-

ant was ill and whose messengers sent to Jesus for help,

returned and "found the servant whole who had been

sick." Jesus's second miracle was also performed at a dis-

tance (John iv, 46-53). This was the case of the nobleman's

son, sick at Capernaeum and "at the point of death." To
the anxious father, beseeching his help, Jesus simply said

"Go thy way; thy son liveth" and the man believed. "And
as he was now going down, his servants met him, and told

him, saying 'Thy son liveth.' Then enquired he of them
the hour when he began to amend. And they said unto

him, 'Yesterday at the seventh hour the fever left him.'

So the father knew that it was at the same hour, in which

Jesus said unto him, 'Thy son liveth': and himself be-

lieved, and his whole house."

In my own records I have an exact parallel to this story,

even down to the spoken word and the coincidence of

time, each point being carefully checked by me and others.

It was in a West African gold mine with which I was as-

sociated and such "absent healing" is common in parts of

Africa, as some of my travelled friends can vouch.

It is sometimes assumed by people who have not made
a study of the subject at first hand, that most cases cured

by faith healing are really cases of neurosis or hysteria.

But the truth is that the great majority of those who go to

faith healers have had all manner of diseases diagnosed by
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competent medical men and treated by them without suc-

cess, before they took this step. "Neurosis" and "hysteria"

are certainly not applicable explanations in all cases,

though of course they may apply in some. I have seen

both men and women crippled with rheumatism, at

times without the power to lift their limbs, walk away

from the healer "under their own steam," leaving behind

them their crutches and, let it be said, their doctors, who
upon occasion had come to scoff and remained to pray.

Once, in a central London hall, two thousand of us saw a

seemingly hopelessly crippled man leap in the air on his

way out, to demonstrate his delight at being relieved.

"Impossible" cases are healed today as they were by the

Master Jesus, notably two types that rarely yield to the

allopath—the blind, and the deaf and dumb. We are told

in Matthew xii, 22, of a man thus afflicted who was

brought to Jesus and healed by him "insomuch that the

blind and dumb both spake and saw." Here again I, with

others, including doctors, have seen intractate cases of

blindness and deafness cured. One of the former I men-
tioned in Chapter 1 ; another I can recall had been given

up as hopeless by the medical world. Typical of the heal-

ing of deafness was the case of a woman of education who
after the laying-on-of-hands, which I watched from a few

yards away, was able to hear even a whisper. In another

case of deafness, where the patient could not hear even a

shout, after a few moments of treatment by touch, the

ticking of a wTatch could be heard.

The Pharisees, of whom we have our modern models,

said of Jesus: "This fellow doth not cast out devils, but by
Beelzebub the prince of the devils," and of course we hear

accusations of the same kind levelled at the healers of

today by Church dignitaries who ought to know better.

Remember, those "miracles" of Jesus were not isolated

instances but were being done day and night upon many
hundreds, even thousands, of mentally and physically
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sick. His apostles were doing the same. Similar "miracles"

are being witnessed in our day not only by the lay public

but by the professionally selective scientists, whose minds
and methods I have studied at close quarters, notably in

the International Institute for Psychical Research which I

founded in 1932, on whose first councils stood many great

names of science.

Yet again, and always, I must warn my readers in these

pages that although all these things are true, the cure of

the moment is not always the cure for all time. "Cured"
cases need watching and caring for weeks and even months
after cure. Things don't go like that in this imperfect

world which itself is a school—often one in which we learn

by suffering as well as joy.

When we leave the gallant loving Jesus and his apostles

and come to the Early Church of Paul, we find the Christ

healing tradition continued. Would that what might be

termed the "Apostolic Succession" had so continued it

through the centuries down to our day instead of the links

being broken as the years went on and the healing became
intermittent.

That the Early Church held the chain of faith and

psychic healing we know. For instance, in Acts viii we read

that "Stephen, full of faith and power, did great wonders

and miracles among the people." He was one of "seven

men of honest report, full of the Holy Ghost and wisdom"
chosen by the Twelve Apostles who "laid their hands on

them," and who were pledged in their healing and other-

wise "to give themselves continually to prayer/' For

prayer meant power. And it was this Stephen whom the

high priests and the learned doctors stoned to death, their

victim praying for them as he "fell asleep," the beautiful

and accurate term given in the record.

The story of the spiritual healing of the Pauline

Church, and of Paul himself, would occupy a book. It is

the story of a talented, sincere man, of unbreakable will
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and conviction, a man afflicted by an unhappy sex complex

which turned his voice and pen against the one half of the

human race we call Woman, as we see in his first epistle to

the Corinthians and elsewhere. Yet despite his fanaticism

was he blest with remarkable thought and inspiration

when touched by the fiery coal of the spirit.

Psychic and faith healing run not only through the

Gospels but through the Pauline records, which, as many
authorities contend, unmistakably demonstrate that Paul

and his followers were what we would now call "psychics"

or even "spiritualists." This indeed is made quite plain,

for they had their mediums, their "testing of spirits," their

"gift of tongues" with which modern research is familiar

as the "direct Voice," and others of the practices of what

now in the mid-twentieth century is an international

Spiritualism. It is evidenced, I think, in I Corinthians xii,

xiv, xv, and II Corinthians xii, in Ephesians xii and else-

where in Paul's writings. We find other confirmation too

in I John iv, "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try

the spirits whether they are of God. . .
."

In setting down the above I am not unaware of the

differences of opinion among philologists and exegetists

as to the authorship of some of these epistles, as of much
else in the New Testament. But none of this invalidates

the story they tell of psychic healing in the Early Church.

That Paul was a healer, both of bodies and souls, first,

foremost and all the time, we cannot doubt. It is shown
in his instantaneous cure of the father of Publius in the

island of Melita, and again in I Corinthians xii, where he

states that to some men and women are given "the gifts of

healing by the same spirit."

Nobody knew better than Paul the Psychic that the cure

of disease takes place first in the mind and affects the body
only secondarily, because "energy follows thought" and
the body follows the Mind and the flesh the Spirit.
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Healing in tne Dark A^es

When we come to psychic or faith healing in the Middle

Ages, we lose ourselves in a nearly unimaginable witches'

pot of religion, superstition, and necromancy, illumined

here by the altar light swinging before the Blessed Host,

and there by the monk-physician with the herb gardens of

his monastery, as the monks vainly sought to hold the

cross of sanity aloft in what we rightly call the Dark Ages

of the wilderness of Europe.

The Christian Churches might have come far away

from the teachings of their Founder, the Healer of bodies

and souls, but it was primarily due to them that the hal-

lowed mellowed banners of Art and what there was of a

bastard Science still fluttered 'neath the toll of the monas-

tery bell. There was even still a surviving tradition of the

healing miracles of the Apostles and their Leader and a

brave attempt made to keep that tradition from dying as

it ultimately did even before the Reformation and its

iconoclasts came to give it its death blow, not a coup de

grace.

These centuries of darkness bred charlatans as they bred

plague, pestilence and famine. In the highways and by-

ways of England and the Continent there were to be

found healing pretenders of all types and colors, batten-

38
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ing upon the superstition and ignorance of their day as

upon themselves, for the quacksalver often came to believe

in his own nostrums.

On the side of the forces of light you had the priest, who
was often also doctor, doing his work as a whole selflessly

and nobly, helped by bands of devoted women both lay

and conventual, with the crucifix and wimple of the nuns

passing their blessed way between the beds of the hospi-

tals, such as they were, and into the homes of the sick,

bringing the story of the Great Healer to suffering souls

and bodies. Soul and body were not separated in this

medieval medicine, and now that in our day, after their

long divorce by the materialist science of the nineteenth

century, they are once more being considered and treated

as inseparable, it is interesting to note at work again the

law of the Ascending Spiral, as we return to the earlier

idea or ideal, minus the churchly superstition, upon the

new and higher scale.

That law of cyclic return upon the higher arc persists

throughout evolution. We have many a doctor working

today with the priest, and modern psycho-therapy itself is

based upon the inseparable partnership of the soul with

the body which contains it and by which it is contained,

some of the foremost names in this science bringing it

from and into greater worlds lying behind the world of

sense and perception. These are not inventions but facts,

even though the terms employed by orthodox psychiatry

be not those that I am here employing.

Coming to the later period of the horrid Middle Ages I

will make special mention of Paracelsus, one of the most

extraordinary and bizarre characters to stride upon the

dark confusion of the medieval scene. With genuine

knowledge, excellent diagnosis and effective practice he

combined a choleric pugnacity and outrageous insolence

of behavior never more violently exhibited than when
exposing the orthodox quackery of his medical contem-
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poraries. Born in 1493, he just missed the scientific age of

healing, for it was not until the 16th century that, as the

most excellent Margaret Goldsmith says, chemistry was to

separate itself from alchemy and advance into the state of

a science. His was the name, nevertheless, which for four

hundred years held and sometimes still holds the stage in

the popular imagination.

This genius of medicine, who literally rejoiced in the

name of Philip Aureolus Theophrastus Bombast von

Hohenheim, Paracelsus being the rude rendering into

Greek and Latin of his patronymic, was the only son of

William Bombast von Hohenheim, a physician and chem-

ist in a small town near Zurich and married to the lady

superintendent of the hospital attached to the convent of

Einsiedeln. From his father he obtained the rudiments of

Latin and anything else Bombast von Hohenheim thought

he knew, and continued his studies at the University of

Basel. He also studied magic and the occult sciences under

the famous Trithemius of Spankein. Otherwise he ob-

tained his education in the school that was nearest his

heart—perhaps the best—the school of life and travel. For

the bombastic Paracelsus, who certainly merited his

father's middle name, took to roaming much as some
married men take to amorous adventure. Leaving, like

them, what he would call the sordid safety of home, he

ran or rode or crawled hither and thither in the African

jungle and over the Asiatic deserts, picking up everything

he could, coin or credit, "probably by necromancy and

quack cures" it was said by his enemies, and, let it also be

said, a considerable and variegated knowledge of medi-

cine.

Indeed the urgent Paracelsus, upon one of his returns

from "going foreign," did celebrate his new-found knowl-

edge and shock the healing world of his day by publicly

burning the works of the hitherto unchallenged Galen, so

ushering in his academic career with a typical flourish. He
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declared that Galen did not know as much as his shoe-

latchets and, not altogether unwisely, that "reading never

yet made a physician; countries are the leaves of nature's

code of laws—patients his only books."

By the time he had reached the determinative age for

great men of thirty-three, Paracelsus could boast that what

was probably more by personal hypnotism and cajolery

than dosing, he had cured thirteen "incurable" cases of

princes. As Professor of Physic and Surgery at Basel he was

then at his zenith of fame, and was called in by all the

great ones of his day who, as the wealthy have done ever

since, gave themselves over into the hands of the fashion-

able quack at fashionable fees. Yet "Bombast," let it not

be forgotten, despite his quackish flamboyance, was a

physician of rare skill and high imaginative quality.

Not only is it assured that this "psychic physician"

really made extraordinary cures, but also that he and his

group contributed original thought to the study of the

medicinal properties of metals. And so exactly did he suit

his medieval age and tower above all others in the healing

huggle-muggle of the Europe of that time, that he "ex-

erted an influence for centuries after his death."

But alas!—the people's idol, together with his drunken
sword which, towards his spleeny end, he would wave
against any who dared to doubt him, roused such hatred

in those to whom we may delicately refer as the "profes-

sional quacksalvers" of the regular faculty, who feared his

magnetic competition no less than their colleagues' flay-

ing tongues, that, helped by his chronic alcoholism, he
crashed from grace—sword, spleen and all. Expelled from
decent society he finished by being pitched out of a

window by the servants of an irascible physician who de-

tested him, and in the fall had his noble neck and career

broken. So, in 1541, ended the frenetic course of Philip

Aureolus Theophrastus Bombast von Hohenheim Para-

celsus.
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Men like Paracelsus were often two men: one, a man
who, for the sake of a fee, and trusting to the faith and
heightened emotionalism of the patient, induced by fear of

death and the healer's impressive personality, went out to

kill or cure; the other man, a genuine lover of his kind,

anxious to use whatever skill or knowledge he possessed

to help a fellow mortal, fee or no fee. Indeed we are all

of us two men and two women, and so should be chary of

judgment.

In an age when the alchemist sought for the Philoso-

pher's Stone (a search in which, by the way, he himself

took part) it was Paracelsus the scientist who, in his re-

searches into the mineral as medicine, turned his col-

leagues' attention towards what we would now call chemi-

cal therapeutics and so gave new direction to medical

thought. But it was Paracelsus, the faith-healing psy-

chologist, who was one of the first men to use the healing

power of mind intelligently with and of deliberate pur-

pose, rather than "religiously," not trusting blindly to

heavenly aid, but knowing very well what he was doing.

His was indeed a very modern intelligence, flamboyance

notwithstanding. He was the first to suggest something the

electrician of today now knows to be true, that the human
body itself is a magnet and battery, all this three hundred

years before Medicine used electricity or knew anything

about bacteria or germ, and it was his theories which did

so much to develop the thought and practice of his fol-

lower Mesmer, about whom we are going to hear and who
was born in 1734. He had, indeed, profound posthumous

influence upon the nineteenth and even the early twen-

tieth-century psychology, in which the psychologist is still

in the West, though not in the East, struggling with his

own confusion. Indeed he was among the first to intro-

duce the Mind to healing. Modern too was his insistence

upon the need to study each patient as a special case and
not trust to standardized treatments for all, he using, all
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unconsciously, the basic method and etiology of the

Nazarene. With characteristic bluntness, if not worse, he

told his colleagues they had "entirely deserted the path

indicated by nature and built an artificial system fit for

nothing but to swindle the public and prey upon the

pockets of the sick." Their safety, he told them, was

simply due to the fact that their gibberish was unintel-

ligible to the lay mind. First study your patient, he said,

but it was to be three hundred years before the medical

world began to obey him. In his understanding of the

power of the human mind over the human body he antici-

pated the modern psycho-analyst, as did also Male-

branche, the French metaphysician, born in 1638.

Bombastic poseur though he undoubtedly was, drunken

brawler though he became, and guilty as he may have

been of doubtful practices, let us not judge Paracelsus

as a good man or a bad, a wise man or a fool, but rather

give him honor as a man who saw so much, so clearly, in

the dark of his time.

If, as one of my chief actors, I bring on to my stage the

paradoxical Paracelsus, it is because he is the arch-type of

the more reputable healing poseurs of the Middle Ages.

Also I do this so that in the pages which follow, the reader,

with whom I am trying to discuss and to share anything I

may have gathered about psychic healing during the last

quarter century, may beware of damning any healer be-

cause of his mistakes or even errors. Some of our most

gifted healers, orthodox and heterodox, have often been
men and women of doubtful antecedents and even prac-

tice, for the woman shares the healing of the Middle Ages
with the man. Orthodox medicine insists that the doctor

is either black or white, which is nonsense, for doctors of

every type can be both. Highly gifted and therefore at

times highly strung, these people, like you and me, had
two sides to them, in healing as otherwise. "Judge not that

ye be not judged," said the greatest Healer of all.
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We can be gentle also to the Middle Ages in their dark-

ness and confusion. For many devoted souls could be

found throughout the European scene who were in their

way angels of light. Doctors without fees. Women without

home or husband but not without love. Fine and fearless

souls entering the death-houses of pestilence and the

Black Death. And all these simple Samaritans without

exception were working not only with their rude skills

and medicaments but with underlying faith—a dazzling

undying faith in the human soul and its healing poten-

tialities. All were faith healers and lovers of our common
humanity.

We still have their likes with us in the mid-twentieth

century, as we shall always have them.

For of such is the Kingdom of God.



Mesmer Brings Science to

Psyckic Healing

Up to the 16th century, leaving aside the ages-old Indian

schools of scientific medicine and, in a degree, the Egyp-

tian and Greek and Roman schools, Science in any mod-
ern sense of that august word had not even been con-

ceived. As the preceding chapters have shown, scientific

methods were employed to some extent, but exact records

and statistics were unknown. There was not in any coun-

try a national college of medicine for the tabulation of

knowledge or the regulation of practice, for example, still

less any international scientific organization, though

there may have been local bodies here and there who
sought to exercise some supervision over their graduates.

Medicine, though with individual flashes of great men
here and there (of women we scarcely hear), was for the

most part a hotch-potch of dubious alchemy, astrology,

superstition and tradition in which ignotum per ignotius

often obtained, with a legendary descent from Cheiron the

Centaur, half horse, half man, who was supposed to have

introduced the art of Medicine to Greece!

None of this, however, prevents us from paying tribute

to such great men as Galen and Pythagoras, Hippocrates

45
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and even such strange and cunning mixtures as Paracelsus.

We know that the surgeons of ancient Egypt were highly

skilled, as were their physicians, their wonderful mummy
bandagings never having been approached in perfection

even today.

Of course all of this was a far cry from the meticulous,

statistical and empirical science of our time, a time which

has tortuously climbed out of the witches' pot of the

anarchistic Dark Ages, when guesswork took the place of

group work and phantasy the place of fact.

It is true that a gallimaufry of psychic healing trailed

its uncertain way across the European scene—a healing

hiding itself in holes and corners and often in the charla-

tan who exploited the superstition of the time. Neverthe-

less, as we have seen, such a healing did exist and was

indeed the forerunner of the modern "scientific" psychic

healing, in which organized observation and recording

are added to "miracle" and explanation of results is

sought.

In Europe the crossing of the scientific threshold took

place when the alchemist began reluctantly to yield to the

chemist—that chemist who lost to Alchemy what the

astronomer was to lose to Astrology. Chemistry had come
to rationalize Medicine and, as we know, the chemist was

to become literally the lord of creation, creating as he did

an entirely new world out of an old and building up a

crystal prison of prisms, cell on cell, in which one day he

was to find himself entombed. In the building, as is the

rule on our planet, what was gained on the swings was lost

on the roundabouts, because with the onslaught and in-

cidence of "Fact," religion and the psychic (always the

same thing) began to recede, in what was to be known as

the Battle of Religion and Science. But it was only a case

of reculer pour mieux sauter ("recoil in order to leap"),

for it is now, in our day of science supreme, that the

scientist is learning that his science of matter is incom-
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plete without the inspiration of religion and the "Idea of

God," and so, recoiling from matter, is leaping into spirit

and taking his matter with him.

Hear the words of the man who of his time was our

greatest scientist. Einstein has told us that "the finest

emotion we can endure is the mystic sensation. It is the

base of all real science. He who does not know this emo-

tion and cannot be surprised any more, has rather died

already! The knowledge that the Impenetrable exists, yet

manifests itself in the greatest wisdom and most radiant

beauty, can be understood only in a weak and primitive

form; yet this realization is the pith of real religion."

Not only is the Scientist, and his devotee the Man-in-

the-Street, beginning to find that Science is being resist-

lessly forced towards the spirit that lies behind all matter

—of which indeed matter as we know it is but one of the

expressions—but that without "religion" in the infinitesi-

mal divisions of the material, it becomes increasingly

impossible to explain it. That is why some of my scientific

friends tell me that not only are they now working in

equations lying outside the material, which is to say out-

side time and space, outside temporal and spatial equa-

tions, but that the school of materialism is on its death-

bed. As one man puts it, "it is all over bar the shouting."

What is so significant and interesting is that none of

this means that the scientist or his admiring layman is

rushing to join a church or to study theology. Far from
that, this renaissance of religion in science, and of the

psychic or spiritual in healing, is marked by a complete

lack of interest in theological disquisition and by that

turning away from the orthodox churches of every type

which with the dissipation of dogma in vacuo, is the stag-

gering phenomenon of our time.

If it be asked: "But why trouble to investigate psychic

healing? Does it matter that we should know about the

spiritual in healing and why cures take place?" I should
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reply: "Knowing why enables us to avoid many psychic

pitfalls which can hinder or even prevent cures."

Paracelsus pinpointed the answer with: "Medicine is

not merely a science but an art; it does not consist merely

in pills and plasters and drugs; it deals instead with the

processes of life, which must be understood before they

can be guided. ..." Paracelsus made use of both, as do all

really effective physicians, and as did his successor whom
we are now to meet.

Enter Franz Anton Mesmer!
He was born in the Swiss village of Ignanz on Lake

Constance on the 23rd of May, 1734. His father, a simple

religious man, was a forester. His mother, Maria Ursula,

who wished her boy to enter the priesthood, was a fine

woman who did not insist upon his doing so. For Franz

was not to be a priest of a church but of a world, and the

high position I give him upon our stage is due to the fact

that he epitomizes the treatment of the modern psychic

healer in our Age of Science.

Franz Anton was sent to a monastery for education, the

monks specializing in Latin and in the music which Mes-

mer loved, he playing the 'cello and piano. Although he

was a bit of a dunce in general knowledge, in music he

eclipsed his surroundings and through it obtained, at the

age of fifteen, a scholarship in the renowned Jesuit college

at Dillingen in Bavaria.

I am here trying to see Franz Mesmer apart from the un-

holy verbiage and malignant nonsense that has shrouded

the real Mesmer from our world. Actually, in stitching his

shroud the brotherhood of the orthodox Medicine Men
stitched their own. Whilst they are forgotten, it is Mesmer
who is remembered today now that the discoveries of para-

psychology, of healing by mind and of psychical research

are providing new and vital links between the sciences.
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Mesmer's originality frightened and paralyzed his pro-

fessional contemporaries, for he was a fully qualified

physician, taking his degree with honors in 1765, when he

was thirty-one. His Latin thesis on that occasion showed

the influence of some of the great medical names in these

pages, including Paracelsus. Entitled De inflnxu plane-

tarium in corpus humanum, it dealt with the possible

influence of the planets upon the human body and in-

quired whether the sun and moon, and even other heav-

enly bodies, did not give out a subtle emanation of

fluidum—an idea which was to pervade all this thought.

Even before Mesmer, Friedrich Hoffmann of Halle, who
died in 1742, had pinned his faith to some such etheric

fluid affecting nerves and muscles. Today, let us note, the

effects of the solar rays upon the body, and of the lunar

rays upon the brain, are well acknowledged, and these

effects I myself confirmed in my five months' voyage

round Cape Horn in 1930 in the four-masted barque the

''windjammer" Hougomont, which I called the Albatross

in my day-to-day log entitled Windjammer: the Book of

the Horn. The deep sea sailorman knows all this.

Where others fumbled with their noxious draughts and

saw and knife, Mesmer fumbled with the mind, yet ever

certain that he was on the right path. Where they saw the

body, he saw, if you like, the soul. Where he spied the un-

breakable interlacement and unity of body and mind,

their vision was obscured by the gross, tangible corpus.

Convinced that his was the right way, he told his world

that the profession of Medicine, in its reliance upon
drugs and its rejection of the element of mind in disease,

had taken the wrong turning. And how the spirit of Franz

must rejoice in its heavenly abode at seeing from its lofty

perch the demonstration and justification of his prescience

. . . unless he has already returned to earth and is again

working among us in another guise!
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The "animal magnetism" of Mesmer was the electricity

of the mind rather than that of the body.

What this genius declared, in effect, was that there was

perpetual action and interaction between mind and body
. . . and soul. His fluidum, or ether "fluid," was the per-

vading medium or means and its action or working was

demonstrated in "animal magnetism." Much of this was

later confirmed by the greatest electrician of his time and
one-time president of the British Association, Sir Oliver

Lodge, who was on one of my own panels. To produce this

magnetism Mesmer used magnets and electric shock—the

latter now accepted as part of modern medical practice,

especially in psychiatry.

Some of this "magnetism" must have affected Mesmer
himself for his "conversion," with its touch of "cosmic

consciousness," completely transformed him. This pain-

fully conscientious physician who treated his poor patients

free of charge, who disdained honors or money, a man of

notable modesty and unambitious, in a moment of time

became literally a new man. As an earlier psychic healer,

Paul of Tarsus, had put it, he "put off the old man and put

on the new." And the outcome was his "etheric" theory of

magnetism as a healing agent.

His wife, the aristocratic Frau Maria Anna von Posch,

the widow of a high Government official and his senior by

ten years, unlike the wives of so many healers of today,

was no help to him, save in her influential connections.

He loved her conscientiously and remained a virtuous

husband, her money aiding him in his elaborate equip-

ment and experiments in physics and chemistry, for he

had a passion for knowing. But his spiritual passion was

for music and he established a Viennese salon which be-

came famous, his first musical protege being the great

Mozart, then twelve years old. Wolfgang Mozart, like

Mesmer in his healing and like all the psychic healers of

our own scientific age, had to face the contempt of the
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old-standing musicians who considered it "ridiculous im-

possible madness" to take the music of such a boy

seriously.

One might even say that music, directly and indirectly,

played a distinguished part in Mesmer's "psychics" as

doctor and in what our world knows as his "mesmerism,"

the possession of the higher phases of creative as distinct

from interpretative music being infallible indication of

the higher evolution of the soul. But the Indian psychics

through the ages have known of the profound effect of

sound in somatic healing, now being used in our occupa-

tional therapy.

Mesmer himself, whilst ignorant of the potencies and

properties of the tremendous weapon, or rather wand, he

held in his hand, always insisted that his theories were

"science" and his practices "purely scientific." "Magnetism
is so closely connected with the science of medicine," he

warned, "that only qualified physicians should be allowed

to practice it." He knew so little about the working of his

mental machine that he never guessed he was using some-

thing to be known years later as hypnotism, as was demon-
strated in the Espensingen case of an epileptic sixteen-

year-old girl, which was one of the most widely known of

his many cures. He used "passes in the air," "fixature with

the eye," and will power.

The response of pedantic orthodox Medicine to his

success, and particularly of the specialists, was to label him
a "quack," whereas it was often they who were quacks.

Never in any of his large number of cures did Franz Mes-

mer claim that he performed miracles. Always did he

insist that there could be no abrogation of natural law.

His relationships with his environment at this time

were stimulating. Maximilian Josef III, Elector of Ba-

varia, invited him to Munich to give him his opinion

upon the faith cures of Father Gassner, an "unscientific"

priest who believed in God and evil spirits. Mesmer was
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quite dogmatic on the point. Exorcism, he pronounced,
quite wrongly as it happens, was "pure superstition,"

whereas his own magnetism was "a physiological reality";

thus he laced himself within the fold of a "scientific"

medicine which was itself riddled with superstition. To
prove this "physiological reality" he then let loose a

stream of cures sufficient to paralyze the profession-

cures which included cases of stomach complaints, hernia

and blindness. As we are seeing our own psychic healers

do every day, he also made the lame and even the para-

lyzed to walk. I myself have seen a young woman suffer-

ing from disseminated sclerosis of the spine so much
affected by a single mental contact treatment that her

health and powers of movement improved to a significant

degree for a time, although in her case the improvement
was but temporary.

But, just as they do today with his successors, the pro-

fessional orthodoxists, together with the Church, con-

tinued to damn him, as they said he had reverted to the

practices of the "animistic" Bavarian, Dr. Stahl, who had

died in 1734. In this they were backed by a university

professor with the apposite name of Hell, a Jesuit priest

who had been one of Maria Teresa's court astrologers and

has today many parallels. It is only fair to say that Father

Hell had employed magnets and brought about cures in

this way before he met Mesmer, against whom he now
bitterly turned, regarding him as the child of the Devil.

It must be remembered that this was the age of the

Leyden jar and that electricity was for the first time "run-

ning electrical" in men's minds. We are not saying that

Mesmer was the first inventor and "imaginator" of elec-

tricity for healing, but that he was the first real pioneer of

the "scientific-electrical" idea in healing. Indeed, without

realizing it, he was neither more nor less than a scientific

"psychic" healer.

Then the orthodox physicians tried another line and
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began to complain that Mesmer's patients moved about

unconsciously like somnambulists in a sort of trance, com-

pletely dominated by his will. They said it was witchcraft

or due to the Devil in whom they, like their priestly allies,

devoutly believed! And, to give the Devil his due, witch-

craft is fact, as psychic science now knows and African

Mau-Mau has demonstrated, though Franz Mesmer knew
nothing of it, for Medicine, like Theology, was still in the

infantile stage. Actually it never occurred to him that his

"magnetic sleep-walking," as he named it, had any connec-

tion with his "animal magnetism." For Franz was a baby-
unbelievably naive.

From the records of the time and from drawings, one

can picture this lovable mind-healer within the setting of

one of his Parisian clinics, in which every healthwards

help of sound and color was employed, not, as his enemies

said, to mask his charlatanism but to influence the mind
of the patient to influence the body. From this "tall,

broadshouldered man, of wide face, high forehead, and
thoughtful brown eyes," of a dignity poised, unaffected

yet assured, impressive health and confidence emanated
to the patient. Always carefully and beautifully attired, he

passes in his purple silk coat with his assistant, both carry-

ing long conductive wands of finely wrought magnetized

iron with which they lightly touch each patient at the seat

of his disease. With strains of music inducing receptivity,

the patients link hands to form an "electrical chain," just

as they do in healing circles today to create a reservoir of

power, or a "battery," as it is called.

Mesmer was one day to discard his magnets, only for

them to be revived a century later by Charcot, and again

revived in our own ultra-scientific day in the various elec-

trical "shock" treatments for mind and body now em-
ployed in combination with hypnotism. Modern tech-

nique employs hypnotism not only for mitigating the

pains of childbirth and in dentistry but for such varying
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ills as psycho-neurosis and eczema. The British Medical

Association in a report issued in April 1955 made their

first pronouncement upon hypnotism since 1892, so be-

stowing respectability upon hypnotic treatment and so

does Science return to her hypnotic treatments of over a

century ago.

There is, however, one significant difference between

the phenomena of our mid-century and those at Mesmer's

"Order of Harmony" and curative circles, whether in

Vienna or Paris. Whilst the most violent crises and con-

vulsions showed themselves in the Mesmer treatments,

such crises are rare today.

Although we cannot be too cautious in avoiding rash

conclusions, my own conviction is that many of these tur-

bulences were caused by the hypnotic nature of the treat-

ment, of which Mesmer was unaware. But in "possession"

cases, by violent spirits known to modern investigators as

the "dwellers on the threshold" or more colloquially as

the "playboys," they are not uncommon, as I have myself

observed during years of observation and experiment. But

it should also be noted that the ordinary poltergeist dis-

turbances and hauntings now spattering our newspapers

and scientific records have nothing to do with the fore-

going. They belong to another order, the lower astral.

But Mesmer was no spiritualist. He was always seeking

natural rather than supernatural explanations for his

healing successes and his animal magnetism. In the

Aphorismes de Mesmer, a collection of his philosophical

ideas discussed in the many Harmony Societies of that

time and made by Dr. Caullet de Veaumoral, there is the

reference: "Drugs for internal and external use must be

sparingly applied, but they must not be discarded alto-

gether." For Franz Anton Mesmer was no crank but a

rounded personality who, like all the greater healers, used

allopathy and homeopathy as well as "magnetism." The
modern schools recognize that Psychic Medicine uses
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everything from healing by faith to healing by drug, and

from the dianetics of the science of mental health to diet.

(Of the modern "dianetics" it may be said that they claim

to render treatment by shock and surgery sometimes

unnecessary.)

The position of Mesmer in his world was contradictory

and peculiar. On the one hand, when he made his on-

slaught upon Paris in 1778, he not only was hailed by his

French and other disciples as a prophet and miracle

worker, but his Animal Magnetism swept the capital into

its net. Not only did professional and lay men and women
in the highest position, including the Royal Censor and
Director of the Museums, and Lafayette himself, endorse

his electrifying methods without reserve, but the Parisian

salons made Mesmer treatment fashionable and "the thing

to do." On the other hand, mean disgraceful lies were

told about him by the physicians, whose practices were

being badly hurt by this man whom they hated. As for

the French puritans, for such existed and exist, they de-

clared Mesmer's clinic to be not much better than a

brothel, whilst the official report on Animal Magnetism
was anxious to explain to the supposedly highly moral
Parisian world that, the magnetizers being men, the Mes-

mer treatment would arouse immoral sexual feeling in

women!
One of the dangers to all psychic healers is that their

women patients may fall in love with them, as Mesmer
constantly rediscovered, because psychic influence is al-

ways present and psychic patients, as distinct from the

neutral patients of the ordinary doctor, are often highly,

even pathologically, strung. Nevertheless it is noteworthy

that in our modern psychic healing this falling-in-love

with the healer is comparatively rare, for the modern ap-

proach to medicine is more "intellectual" than romantic.

Healers, especially priests, always dread this eventuality.

Bailly, the leader and Stiggins of the Committee of
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Enquiry, brought as his final shock the accusation, entirely

unfounded, that the female patient was taken into the

dark section of Mesmer's clinic and that "the magnetizer

generally keeps the patient's knees enclosed within his

own and as a result the knees and lower parts of the body
are in close contact," causing inflammation of the senses!

The American Stiggins, Anthony Comstock, would have

revelled in him.

The fact was that Mesmer was not only a highly moral

man, but that, like all finer spirits, money meant nothing

to him. He made no charge for much of his work for the

poor who, invited by the rare phenomenon of a democrat

in practice, scandalized the rich and titled nobility by

mixing with them at his clinic, where all were treated

alike. Also he refused two offers of government pensions,

one of 30,000 livres per annum and the other of 340,000

livres, to reveal his secret.

A man of most modest life, "scorning delights and liv-

ing laborious days" from his youth, Mesmer only pas-

sionately desired one thing—that his "mesmerism" and

method should be recognized as purely scientific by the

heads of the medical profession everywhere. As he told

everyone, that was frankly his reason for visiting Paris in

1778, for there he had vainly hoped to find what he had

not found in Vienna, a medical mind not ridden by tradi-

tion, prejudice and cant.

Already at that time he had cured blindness, in what

was to become the world-famous case of Maria Theresa

von Paradis, a wunderkind of music and one of the Em-
press Maria Theresa's musical prodigies, whose blindness

had struck her at three years of age but despite which she

became famous throughout Europe as a pianist whilst

still in her teens. The people loved her.

It was this genius whom Mesmer cured of her blindness

in 1777, after only three weeks of treatment, his being the

first human form she saw. Before them all she asked to
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see the starry skies and on the garden terrace raised her

arms in reverence to her God, offering to Him her life in

gratitude "here under the shimmering ceiling, here,

where I am standing."

The rest of the story of this blind girl is one of the

ugliest in the annals of orthodox medicine, though paral-

leled in some respects by certain incidents of our own day

related to me by distinguished medical men. The old

Vienna School of doctors, who hated Mesmer for this cure,

which had silenced them for a time, appointed a com-

mittee of investigation which, following the lines of so

many committees of this kind both then and now, gravely

found that although it could not be denied that the girl

could now see, this only proved she could never have been

blind! A later committee formed in Paris to investigate

Mesmer's hundreds of cures was similarly "framed" by

the orthodox faculty, and similarly declared against him,

though with one notable dissenter to its prejudiced find-

ings, the great botanist, de Jussieu. The investigation was

completely materialist and with a certain horrid instinct

by-passed anything of the psychological, of which, though

Mesmer himself knew it not, his method was so largely

compounded. Mesmer was declared "charlatan." Even
that gallant magnificent Voltaire, then still alive, made no
motion to save Franz Anton Mesmer from the Academie
guillotine. Like so many kindred bodies, the French

Academie des Sciences showed itself to be the grave of

original thought and the cemetery of the lone dark fretful

line of genius that has died, as Mesmer was to die, of a

broken heart, unrecognized, unhonored and unsung.

The foolish judgments of those hide-bound academi-

cians are only too likely to be paralleled in our own
day by the verdicts of the Committees of Investigation

into faith healing recently appointed by the orthodox

churches. The same will doubtless be true of their new
investigation into the healing circles of Spiritualism—that
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movement which, despite its many crudities and even

superstitions, has been responsible for the resurrection of

psychic healing in modern time and for presenting the

facts of a proved Survival. The dice of orthodoxy are al-

ways loaded against the heterodox, and in the long line

of such investigations there are, so far as I know, few ex-

ceptions to this inertia of Science and Religion, this hatred

of the new and the imaginative which almost invariably

comes from above, not from below.

None of this, however, is to condemn the modern scien-

tific approach, which in the end, with its slower empirical

method, will take research further than could the intuitive

imaginative approach alone. We need both—the intuitive

as the fons et origo of the "Idea," and the intellectual for

the working out and proof of that "Idea."

Our science of healing is being ruthlessly guided to

horizons lying outside time and space to what, both as to

goal and method, is becoming a purely psycho-spiritual

healing, in which the physical becomes not the end but the

instrument, itself almost ceasing to have existence and
objective.

To take a notable example out of many, it meant a

research of fifteen years by the Boyd Medical Research

Institute, Glasgow, to discover that a drug diluted almost

to infinity, so that not one molecule of the original drug

remains in solution, retains a form of energy which will

affect living cells. To put it simply and paradoxically, this

means that something that has already ceased to exist still

lives, or, as one interested who followed the long trial of

experiments expressed it: "It seems that it goes beyond the

material ... we have reached the outside edge of what the

world knows scientifically." And that is true of all healing

by mind. I believe that the fine silver probes of such

breath-taking experiments as those of the de la Warr
group at Oxford are extra-spatial pointers.

Such experiments demonstrate my point, and from such
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directions may come startling confirmation for our proofs

of the soul's survival of death. It has always been my con-

tention that the science of healing touches all other

sciences. For at the center, whatever its forms, there can

be but one science.



Quacks: Qualified and Unqualified

When Mesmer reached Paris early in 1778, such hetero-

dox luminaries as Voltaire were still alive, and it was

some such men that Franz Anton Mesmer, ingenuous,

simple man, naively imagined would espouse his own
medical heterodoxy, as later perhaps did Hahnemann, the

founder of Homeopathy, who at this time was working

for his medical degree. Franz was to discover, as many
pioneers are still discovering in the mid-twentieth cen-

tury, that the rationalists and critics of orthodoxy in all

its forms were as "orthodox in their heterodoxy" and as

conventional in their unconventionality as any scientist

or theologian of them all, nowhere more so than in psychic

science.

Later, the French Revolution of 1789 was to usher in

"The Age of Reason," an age not only of the sans culottes

but of a murderous hate of all religion in the sacred name
of reason and with it of mesmerism and mind healing in

any form. The trouserless, as was natural, believed only in

the body which, it was true, the hated aristocrats had

abused beyond the limit of human endurance.

About the time of the French Revolution and after the

turn into what was to be a nineteenth century of Science,

there had already begun the battle of Religion and Science

60
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—that Science whose invincible dogmatic phalanxes of

"pure Reason," whatever that might mean, stood over

against the black cohorts of that other dogma of the

Churches. Franz Mesmer was soon (in 1814) to doff his

motley of earth, and to pass from the European scene, a

ruined man broken on the wheel of medical orthodoxy

helped by an Orthodoxy of Religion still savage. The
European capitals, in healing matters at least, seemed to

be split into camps, with the protagonists ready, in the

Age of Reason, most unreasonably to slit one another's

weazens.

The historian of the period watched the up-and-coming

scientists showing their teeth and hurling their anathemas

at the Clerical anathemizers who, under the sign of the

Cross, moved into the fray with Jehovah, not Jesus, at

their head and damning everybody and especially what
they called a "godless" Science. On the other hand, the

Third Camp of the enlightened mesmerists and the

mental healers, now lumped by the orthodox doctor with

unqualified quacks and charlatans, was being torn to

pieces by both the others, the Scientists insisting that they,

the Unqualified Third Camp, were quacks and murderers.

In a word, you had a materialistic Science with its God
of Reasonable Matter gradually set ruthlessly not only

against the one-time healers of body and soul, the

Churches, but against any religion and any God. And that

is still true with a tiny difference. For the tide has begun
to turn away from Matter to Spirit and to the higher

reason in the new physics and new mathematics, and
Science, driven outside the Time and Space in which it

was joyfully prisoned, has begun to make discovery of the

Soul which it now finds to be lurking in and permeating

its protons and photons, its mesons and molecules, its

algae and its atoms. In fact, the scientist has found that

if he does not wish to destroy himself and his world, he

will have to concern himself primarily not with matter
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but with matter's soul, not least in the cure of disease,

matter being itself the mask and instrument of soul, and
the outward and visible signs of all this are our schemes

and demonstrations of psychic healing.

However, the medical Science of Europe of Mesmer's

day, in its rejection of religion, would have nothing to do

in any form with hypnotism and mesmerism.

Outside both these mutually antagonistic bodies of

medical orthodoxy and heterodoxy, cutting capers, con-

juring the Devil, and thoroughly enjoying themselves, was

such a motley as may not today be imagined of money-
suckers and bloodsuckers, of quacks, near-quacks, mes-

merists, hypnotists, magicians and jesters jingling their

caps and bells as they flourished their bogus degrees.

These "professors" not only professed to cure the body
but the soul and, stranger still, like their priestly de-

nouncers, to cure the former with the latter—in which,

however, they found themselves on the borderland of a

great truth to be revealed a century later in modern psy-

cho-therapeutics. In healing it is often the quack, qualified

or unqualified, who is the chance forerunner of later

discovery.

Trapesing and trooping after the motley of crank and
quack came the always unconscious masses—and not only

the Masses but the Classes, who in this discovered them-

selves to be of the same gullible stuff of our common
humanity. Indeed, those other pretenders, the registered

medical fraternity of the time, themselves often close to

quidnunc quackery, preening and prouting, solemnly

garbed like undertakers, found themselves also perilously

close to bankruptcy, for the jesters and jinglers, drawing

first blood, were scooping their own cases from them and,

what was worse, sometimes curing them!

This was the age of such quack healers as the magnifi-

cent Cagliostro, who promised his patients eternal genera-

tion, just as another gentleman guaranteed fecundity to
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the barren couples by the use of his patent couch, whilst

others dealt in the Flowers of Perpetual Youth at so much
a bottle. The truth was that these liars were filling a long-

felt want, as the advertisements have it, for the passing in

Europe of religion and of God had made their poor

wretches of patients so miserable that they yearned even

for the quack to fill the vacuum. And as we know, Nature

abhors a vacuum, and, as Professor Whitehead has told us,

space is not empty but filled with an interstellar hydrogen.

This is probably the driving force behind all our universe

of matter.

But though the French Academy had buried Mesmer as

they were one day in the eighties to bury Liebault and

Bernheim, they had not buried their theories, and so

England and the Englishman, with their power of resur-

rection, as so often before, were to keep the line of mind
healers unbroken. Actually, "God's Englishman," a natu-

ral psychologist who never applies to his life his psychol-

ogy but only his blind instinct, now took up the wondrous
tale of healing by hypnotism and suggestion.

The continental tricksters and miracle workers might

go on cutting their capers across the Channel in France

and Germany and elsewhere, but, throughout, to hold

intact the gossamer links of "divine" or psychic healing,

there were to come serious students of magnetism and
mesmerism, of somnambulism and hypnotism, and, gener-

ally, of heterodox healing by mind of both body and
mind. There were such names as those of Count Puysegur
who was fascinated by hypnotic healing, and Alexandre
Bertrand, who, about 1854, as a physician, was interested

in magnetism as a curative agency and was the greatest

force in the study of the power of therapeutic suggestion.

But there was also a line of English physicians who derived

from the French magnetic schools, one of the most im-

portant of these being Dr. John Elliotson, who, in 1837,
coming under the influence of the Mesmer theory of
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"animal magnetism," actually successfully performed
many surgical operations upon hypnotized patients, as a

Dr. James Esdaile had also been doing in India. This

gifted but unfortunate surgeon, Elliotson, was Professor

of Theory and Practice of Medicine at London University

and had been President of the Royal and Medical Chi-

rurgical Society. Despite his eminence and being the

pioneer of modern hypnotic surgery, he was "warned off"

by the University College Hospital Council, a hospital

which he himself had helped to found in 1834, and so,

his dignified contempt for all this still unshaken, he was

finally dismissed from London University and cast out

into the Gehenna of those who dare to think for them-

selves.

But all this eminent egomania was helped at this time

by the in itself beneficent coming of chloroform and

Joseph Lister's anesthetics and antiseptics, Elliotson's

fellow physicians laughing at him and his experiments.

Nor, as we have seen, was his case unusual. Elliotson's

belief, like Mesmer's, in a universal fiuidum antedated

the latest views of our own modern scientists and of astro-

physicists such as that great original, Whitehead, who like

Lodge himself, saw some etheric or other medium uniting

all the universe, spatial and extra-spatial. When after

"mesmerizing" his world and putting so many others to

sleep by his magnetic passes, Franz Mesmer had himself

passed into "the sleep that knows no waking," as the

ignoramuses of his time had it, that world waited to see

upon whose shoulders the mantle of Psychic Medicine

would now be thrown.

Actually, these bumpkins of science and religion had in

Franz Mesmer flung over one of the most gifted originals

of any age, a man who was the pioneer into the far and fair

city of Psychic Healing. More, it was Franz Mesmer who,

as I have shown, brought modern science into Medicine,

taking the bridge from what through the Dark Ages had
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been the haunt of superstition, of pseudo-religion and a

butchery of knife and saw deriving in those ages from a

bloodstained dogma not only of religion but of medicine.

And it was Mesmer, with his magnets and ''magnetized

water," his music and his colors and his mind, who, how-

ever dimly, first began to sense the use of the Mind in

medicine.

Elliotson, like Mesmer, as we have seen, became the

despised and rejected of orthodox science and of the sa-

distic element which has so often haunted it in its reception

and rejection of new and brilliant theories and theorists,

for Age distrusts Youth and Youth, Age, the former be-

cause of experience, the latter through lack of it. Every

artist, writer, painter, or musician, knows this, as in music

Beethoven and Wagner knew it when, upon their burst-

ing upon a dismayed and orthodox world of music, their

orchestras, breaking into laughter, flung down their

instruments in contempt of the master music they refused

to interpret. It is the blood sacrifice of the pioneer, as

many who read these words will know, for the greatness of

his message may often be measured by the volume of his

time's professional contempt for it.

Elliotson, though cast from high office in the medical

world, was to have a distinguished follower in his own
country. This was the famous James Braid, a Scottish sur-

geon living in Manchester who had become interested

when he heard Charles Lafontaine lecture on magnetism
in 1841. Like Elliotson he derived directly from the de-

spised Mesmer who now, literally with a vengeance, and
too late, was coming to his own and like Elliotson he

might have been a postulant for the healing mantle of

Franz Anton Mesmer. Braid gave the word "hypnotism"

to our language, derived from the Greek hupnoo—make
sleep. The young Liebault in France, who made a deep

study of Braid's work, declared that "Suggestion was the

keynote of Braidism."
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The psychic ball was kept rolling on the Continent

about this time by Dr. Durand le Gros, to whom we owe
the word "ideoplasticism" and who was the author, in

i860, of Cours de Braidisme, ou Hypnotisme Nerveux.

His international lectures aroused wide public interest

and his famous daughter "La Belle Sorgue," the French

Syndicalist leader, whom I knew when I worked with

her for some years in international politics, would often

tell me about her famous father's work in scientific heal-

ing, hypnotic or other.

After the passing of Mesmer in 1 8
1 4, no further postu-

lants for his healing mantle appeared until Elliotson and
Braid, both of them surgeons, in the mid- 19th century, to

be followed by the two most distinguished claimants to

the mantle. These were the founders of the Nancy School,

Liebault and his most distinguished pupil, Bernheim,

both of them deriving from James Braid, who by their re-

searches were peculiarly fitted to wear the magic robe.

Instead, they were dispossessed by a man who, though a

genuine researcher and also in the line of the psychic,

was a rather stupid and obstinate materialist—Jean Martin

Charcot. And here we are to watch upon our stage the

playing of a tragi-comedy.



Charcot, Mrs. Eddy, Freud and

tne Moderns

We have seen the tormenting and annihilation of Mesmer
by the French Academy and by the Vienna Old School of

Doctors, the pundits of which one day were to laugh their

fellow townsman Freud to scorn and pointedly dissociate

themselves from his work. Now we are to see the coming
of the neurologist Charcot with his renowned Saltpetriere

School, and of two remarkable young men who founded

what was to become the equally renowned Nancy School.

Scientists, like the Mob they persistently despise, shy

at words rather than the ideas behind them. The grave

and reverends of the Academy had shied like frightened

horses at Mesmer's ' 'Animal Magnetism" when he wrote

his Short History of Animal Magnetism in 1781.

Now for something which, one day, was to make a world

laugh. The French Academy gentlemen, after portentous

deliberation, decided not to listen to the young Nancy
School geniuses, the before-mentioned "two remarkable

young men," Liebault and Bernheim, idealists and non-

materialists. Instead they deliberately gave their magnifi-

cent attention to the implacable enemy of the pair, Jean
Martin Charcot, a sincere materialist scientist who in 1882

67
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managed to get his paper entitled Essai d'une distinction

nosographique des divers etats sous le nom d'Hypnotisme
read, not to the august masses but, as some ribald person

called them, the "august asses" of the Academy.
Now Jean Martin Charcot knew very well that if he

were to mention Mesmer's "animal magnetism" in his

paper he would follow many other pioneers "down the

drain." So he never breathed the horrid words. Neither

did he give poor Mesmer any credit whatsoever for the

leading work he had done, which Charcot understood very

well for he himself had studied Mesmer's magnetism and
had revived experimentation with his magnets amongst

the students in his own Saltpetriere laboratory. In most

matters this neurologist was a fair-minded and distin-

guished man, but in fights between gladiatorial scientists

quarter, though always expected, is seldom given. And,
after all, Mesmer was dead!

In appearance Charcot was a very tall disdainful man,

with the bearing of a conqueror. It is said he froze both

his patients and his friends, and Havelock Ellis severely

criticized the obstinacy and stupidity he showed in refus-

ing to consider any psychological element in the matters

he studied. He was also rooted in the belief that hyp-

notism and hysteria were first cousins, imperially ignoring

all mental factors and concentrating only on the physical.

The "Academicians" of all lands are often at heart

materialist, and this was pointedly true in "the Age of

Reason" at the end of the 18th and opening of the 19th

centuries. Their God is Matter, even though they de-

nounce all gods as false—especially those of their clerical

opponents and adversaries. They wallow in Matter much
as their adversaries often wallow in Dogma, matter and

dogma, like parallel lines, meeting in space. The Nancy
School lot, headed by Liebault and Bernheim, they re-

garded as just as pack of mystics and muddlers, young

men in a hurry, horrid provincials just come up from the
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country, and so it was natural, and better still, quite safe,

to relegate them to the outer darkness of the unrecognized,

which they promptly did.

Unfortunately for the verdicts of prejudice, it was these

young men who refused to stay under the table, and in the

long years to follow it was their ''mystical nonsense" which

was to sweep the world and lay the foundation of the

future "healing by miracle."

So far as we have traced it, the line of descent in scien-

tific psychic healing went as follows. First the Swiss Mes-

mer came before the public with his magnetic rods and
magnets and his stress upon the effect of the mental upon
the physical body and his use of music and color. Then,
well into the first half of the 19th century, we had the

background of the Academies of Medicine rejecting all

healing unorthodoxy, with the jingling riot of "profes-

sional" quacks and charlatans stealing their patients, while

lone, urgent but unrecognized voices of genuine mental

healers sought vainly to be heard.

Apart from such men as Elliotson, Braid and Durand le

Gros, mentioned earlier, as the next link in our chain, was

the appearance about the mid-century of the materialist

Charcot who, as we have noted, temporarily revived the

use of the Mesmer magnets at the Saltpetriere School and
continued "mesmerism" in the form of hypnotism. Hot
upon the renown of Charcot's School, however, came the

growing fame of the two "mysticals" Liebault and Bern-

heim who together founded the celebrated School of

Nancy in 1882. In this school hypnotism was used, as well

as suggestive therapy of which Liebault seems to have

been the pioneer, with Bernheim as close collaborator.

It ultimately triumphed over the Saltpetriere School of

Charcot, who was no psychologist, and came to hold the

center of the field in European psychological medicine.

So far the men had had the stage of mental healing to

themselves.
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Enter Madame!
About 1875 we find two remarkable women making

their appearance, the one upon the American, the other

upon the European stage. The American, born in New
Hampshire, U.S.A., in 1821, was the greatest healing

propagandist of all time, the redoubtable Mary Baker

Eddy who showed our world that disease, like its cure,

derives not from physical roots, as the world thinks, but

from spiritual. The other, a Russian and her polaric op-

posite, the theosophist Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, was

also to become world known, but not as healer except of

men's and women's souls, although her theosophic coad-

jutor Colonel Olcott was one day to study psychic healing

and write about his own striking healing capacity in Old
Diary Leaves. However, because of the direct influence

of the doctrines she taught, collectively known as Theos-

ophy, upon the use of the mind in curing the body-
doctrines derived from the oldest healing and esoteric

schools on earth, the Yoga—it would be inappropriate to

omit her name from our record and that of her Theo-

sophical Society founded in 1875, which was to draw
adherents of every color and type and to retain upon
many of the most cultured individuals of either sex an

influence which persists to the present day.

Such
'

'groups" as those of the Christian Scientists and

the Theosophists are in our times the pivots and pioneers

of the future. Actually there are, all told, fewer than a

dozen of such inter-race and inter-nation driving forces

and impellents of what may be called "The Plan" behind

this later evolution of the Aquarian Age into which we
have just put our heads. Of this I speak as one who has

studied Theosophy both from inside and outside the

Theosophical Society, and from my knowledge of the

teachings of two other bodies which I helped to lead.

Strangely enough, one of the most important and con-

structive of all the greater inter-nation "groups" now
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showing themselves is largely concerned with spiritual

healing and is based upon the truth that man evolves

eternally, with lives and deaths but figuring as days and

nights in the cyclic "years" of his progress. It is such

groups, in this day of "group" organization and inspira-

tion, which would seem to be the inspirers and actual

mechanisms of the New Age developing about us. Directly

or indirectly, it is they who are stimulating men and

women of real thought to the realization of what were

once called "supernatural" sources of healing and to the

profound effects of Mind and Religion together upon the

healing of the mental and physical bodies. But the

"Group" is now entering both Science and Politics. It is

the living form of the future.

Contemporaneous with Mrs. Eddy was Phineas Park-

hurst Quinby, the son of a blacksmith, also born in New
Hampshire, in 1802. This good man was what he called a

"Faith Healer," but, though deeply religious, unlike

Mrs. Eddy, he did not ally his healing with a religious sect.

He called his philosophy and healing powers the "Sci-

ence of Christ," a Christ in Whose healing he believed,

and he derived from Charles Poyen who himself derived

from Mesmer, for Poyen had practiced mesmerism in the

United States as a professor of Animal Magnetism in the

first half of the nineteenth century. Hearing him lecture,

Phineas Quinby discussed mesmerism with him and said

he believed himself to have healing powers, which turned

out to be true. Although he was not a qualified doctor, he

began to practice mesmerism and made many cures, and
by the late fifties gave up all drugs in his treatments, dis-

covering, he said, that the curative agent was not his drugs

but the faith of the patient, and after that he cured by
faith alone.

Quinby never co-ordinated his philosophy. The New
Thought Movement, founded by some of his patients who
understood his ideas, was to do this for him, notably in
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such books as In Tune with the Infinite by Ralph Waldo
Trine.

It was upon Mary Baker Eddy that the spotlight of

fame in "psychic" healing was to fall after the Charcot

and Nancy schools had come and passed. In this chronol-

ogy I am necessarily only mentioning those who received

public and professional attention as psychic healers,

whether favorable or otherwise. But recognition is seem-

ingly dependent not upon merit alone but upon the in-

tangibilities which no man may command, as G. K.

Chesterton would have averred.

Mrs. Eddy, in 1866, flung out a net which was to cover

two hemispheres—that of Christian Science. And it is only

fair to say that for thousands her "Science" proved to be

their best path to religion and the stars. In our book, even

when we differ, there shall be no ungenerous withholding

of tribute where tribute is due. In 1873 she founded her

"Journal of Christian Science" to feed a flock which one

day was to run into millions—and, something more diffi-

cult, all to run the same way!

She healed the sick body much as the lovable Krish-

namurti, the Indian ex-theosophist, seeks to heal the sick

mind. In the Eddy case this was done by denying the very

existence of the disease she was out to "cure." In the case

of Krishnamurti, it seems to be done by denying the value

of all human effort, art, science, religion and teaching, so

that "jumping time" and all human striving by a Hindoo

transcendentalism, peace and permanent beatitude may
be enjoyed. Both these extraordinaries, the one a woman
and the other a man, were destined to set a world ablaze

controversially and to create armies of followers and

propagandists.

Mrs. Eddy, after she had cured herself, alone, of the

effects of a terrible fall, wrote in her world-known bible,

Science and Health: "In the year 1866, I discovered the
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Christ Science or divine laws of Life, Truth and Love,

and named my discovery Christian Science."

It was her giving faith-healing the imprimatur of

Christianity that sent her stock soaring.

It is easy to "guy" Mary Baker Eddy, but she was a

most remarkable woman who came to believe not only in

her very genuine powers to heal but that she alone was the

chosen of Christ as the revelator of the mental principles

behind Christian Science. Nor may her remarkable cures

by suggestion be contested.

Next in the long line of what I call psychic healers

comes the sincere, brave pioneer Sigmund Freud, who has

caused even more consternation and discussion with his

psycho-analysis than Mrs. Eddy with her Christian Science,

and who set the world by the ears on Sex.

Like Charcot, under whom he studied as a youngster,

Freud was influenced by the "suggestionists" Liebault

and Bernheim, both of whom he studied very thoroughly,

making the first German translations of their works and,

with characteristic generosity, acknowledging that he had

first learned about suggestion from their "extremely im-

pressive demonstrations." Later on he gave up all interest

in hypnosis, after evolving his own revolutionary method
for examining his patients' mental condition by "free

association." His psycho-analysis raised hell, as well it

might, but it was an epoch-making step forward in the

study of the mind and the cure of mental and neurotic

complaints. It aroused fierce opposition, clerical and
medical, and the later materialist Behaviorists hated and
still hate the Freudians, the battle between them corres-

ponding in essence with the old one between the "Fluid-

ists" and the "Animists," for the scientists, without realiz-

ing it, are always returning to their cold mutton and call-

ing it "hot."

In Freud we have come indeed to one of the strangest

figures to cross our stage. A Jew like Jesus of Nazareth,
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he was his polaric opposite in all else—an atheist, an in-

nate sceptic of religion, a lover of scientific investigation

who, subtly and unconsciously hating the Idea of God,

wished to replace the God of Love whether personal or

impersonal by a neutral loveless God of Science. With a

fantastic depth of scientific knowledge and extraordinary

powers of observation and deduction, he combined a

dismaying spiritual density with a blindness which shut

him away from much he might otherwise have discerned,

and which others with greater spiritual perception did

discern later when carrying his work further. In courage

he could hardly be surpassed, for only a brave man indeed

would have dared to launch on the world of science, and
particularly the world of healing, such an olla podrida

of truth and fiction, of undigested fact and deep-seated

prejudice, as well as of genuine discovery in the darker

pathology of the mind, as his doctrines comprised. His

was a mind synthetic and all-embracing but a mind leav-

ing out the deeper knowledge of spirit and, frankly, of the

No-Man's lands of before life and after death. Together

with his appreciation of the work done by the Nancy
School he could combine a bland indifference to the yoga

and other Eastern schools of psychology and mental heal-

ing which in some vital respects had antedated his own
"discoveries" by tens of thousands of years! But Sigmund
Freud, like his brother scientists of other fields, had the

"ten thousand years belt" of human history clamped

about his distinguished head.

It was this colossus of brain who was to force his way
on to the stage of mental healing and place before an avid

world his theories of psycho-analysis, of suppressions and
complexes, of phobias and fixations, of psychic censors, of

inhibitions, of dreams and of Sex . . . above all of Sex. It

was not Freud's fault that all this was interpreted by

heated youth as a doctrine giving licence to sin and to sin

in delightful co-partnership in the good cause of scientific
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experiment. Freud, who did not believe in sin qua "sin,"

probably never intended this—only that was how it

worked out and that is how his teachings were interpreted

in practice by thousands who eagerly read his books. Yet

one does suspect that the master himself suffered, like the

novelist Lawrence, from a patho-sexual condition which

perhaps sadly needed his own psycho-analysis. Physician,

heal thyself!

Nobody, after the first few flutters and protests of the

other schools, including the materialist school of Behav-

iorism, dared to challenge Sigmund the Great, who ruled

supreme over the callow youth of Bloomsbury, Chelsea

and Oxford, whom I for one, by written and spoken word,

was vainly attempting to debunk! His most distinguished

pupil, the brilliant inspired Jung, was to depart from him
and some of his theories, and, helped by time, launched

with others a critique which in the end was to undermine

his influence. For Freud is no longer king, and other kings

have come who in their turn will lose their heads and
their crowns.

But Freudism, with its seeming licence, like Charles

the Second was to be "an unconscionable time in dying,"

holding, as it seemed to hold, before the eager "genitalia"

of youth, and of age, the oldest most deadly bait in the

world—freedom to "sin." Science by sinning! Adam could

have told Sigmund something about that, and so could

his wife Eve—only he might have regarded them as old-

fashioned, and how they would have regarded Sigmund
only God knows, but one may guess.

One of the healers and links of unorthodoxy's chain of

healing by suggestion, by mind, and by faith, about the

Freudian period, was a man who for a time held the atten-

tion of a world. This was Coue, the little Nancy apothe-

cary, who now blushingly shows himself, for he was a very

modest man, as I found in my meeting with him when he
and I were individually giving our lectures in the New
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York Town Hall. The power of Auto-Suggestion, or self-

cure by self-suggestion, was Coue's gospel, and the repeti-

tion of his famous formula, "Every day and in every way I

am getting better and better!" certainly effected innumer-

able cures—cures which depended upon the perseverance

and trust of the patient. For although Coue insisted that

he was not a faith healer, or any other kind of healer, but

only the teacher of a method, it was necessary that the

patient should have some belief in the power of auto-

suggestion itself and the efficacy of the "formula" before

any cure could be expected.

After him, other names bring our line of mental healers

to such men with a method as Hubbard with his "Diane-

tics," one of the most modern "schools" of mental thera-

peutics to attract public interest.

And with us all the time in our modern age are the

psychic healers of Spiritualism and of other "unorthodox"

schools of religious belief, as well as many who are now
healing within the orthodox churches. Eminent in these

fields are such world-known healers as Harry Edwards and

William Henry Lilley, Brother Mandus, and Elsie Sal-

mon, and there are many lesser known.

Each age cannot see the next. Mesmer could not con-

ceive of hypnotism, though a hypnotist. Braid did not

dream of suggestion, Bernheim of psycho-analysis, or

Freud, his enemies said, of anything except Sex!

So here we have our line of the chief healers from the

passing of the great Mesmer in 1814: Franz Anton Mes-

mer; Dr. John Elliotson; James Braid; Phineas Parkhurst

Quinby; Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy; Liebault and Bernheim;

Charcot; Sigmund Freud; Emile Coue. Then follow the

moderns, mostly spiritualists, mentioned above.

It is the work and method of modern psychic healers we
shall now consider, as fairly and sympathetically as may
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be possible. But it will not be a sympathy without criti-

cism, for if there be any new essay of the human mind
which needs watching and criticizing in these days of the

unleashing of magic and magicians of science and medi-

cine, it is that of psychic healing, whether you call it mind-

healing, faith healing, spiritual healing, or just "psychic."

Always we have to remember that this healing is one

still largely without the data of orthodox medicine built

up through the centuries. We still lack tables which will

show us, first, how far the new healing gives permanent

cures, and secondly, whether it alone could accomplish

these cures as apart from orthodox treatment. Only long

painstaking work and observation, combined with day-to-

day records for case-histories, and with its own schools and
examinations, may place healing by mind upon an equal

footing and foundation with its orthodox predecessor.

Happily, that work has now commenced and in many
lands, but I believe that to secure that equality and foun-

dation will need the co-operation of the ordinary orthodox

general practitioner and specialist, and also of national,

and especially international, bodies devoted to healing by

faith and mind.

Not blind attachment and impulsive sentimentality but

careful thought and consideration are essential if you and

I are to find the healer and healing that heals.



8

Famous Healers I Have Seen at Work

Personality lies behind all healing, especially the heal-

ing which is psychic. Personality means power. The person

of the healer is the conductor or instrument for the power
which comes from its invisible source—God.

Healers themselves make fascinating sketches. I have

watched them at work, vicariously or directly—white,

black, brown and yellow. I have seen all types from the

demoniacal African Medicine Man and the impassive,

smiling slant-eyed Japanese to the assured serenity of the

Indian yogi, behind him centuries of healing, mental and

physical (I have been sometimes for long periods a student

of yoga itself). I have watched the White psychic healer of

our time and of either sex. The White Healer in particu-

lar, varies from the psycho-analytical quicksalver of ortho-

doxy and heterodoxy to the healer by hypnotism and
"passes of hands" and "power of the eye," up through the

rarefied regions of a "white" Western yoga fortified by

mind and finally, in spiritual healing, to the lonely pin-

nacle of the divine unconscious—the Everest of earthly

healing.

After years of observation and cogitation, I would ven-

ture with restraint to divide the psychic healers of both

sexes into three groups. First, (a) "Magnetic" healers, who
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in one or other form employ what their great protagonist,

Mesmer, and the Christian Scientist of our day who criti-

cizes him know as "animal magnetism:" Secondly, (b) the

Healers of the "Middle Way," far above the "magnetics,"

who, dimly aware of the power of the mind, use it both

consciously and unconsciously in their work and grope

after its fuller possibilities, varying their methods in the

more evolved exponents, by advocating before actual

treatment the physical and mental preparation of both

patient and healer by both prayer and physical purgative:

Lastly, (c) the "Spiritual Healers," who work largely in

the unconscious but use even there what many years ago in

my university lectures I baptized "the Controlled Intui-

tion," by which I meant a certain gradual replacement of

the intellectual process of brain by an intuition controlled,

not by brain, but by a higher center, through which the

Higher Inspiration flows—something which is gradually

making itself felt in these days of the miraculous and not

only by the scientist.

The Spiritual healer, though he often knows it not, is

the possessor of this psychic-mental method or quality,

and habitually uses it in what he sometimes calls "divine"

healing, although, to speak accurately, all healing, and of

any kind, is divine.

Already in these pages we have seen the "magnetic"

magnetizer Mesmer at work in the twilights of psychic

medicine of long ago, with his electrified wand and mag-
netized baths, his music and his sensuous media, helped

as curative agent by the electric shock, now once more
being used today by the psychoanalyst and psychiatrist.

We but uncover and rediscover!

Let us now look at some of our healers of today at work.

The scene is a great London hall, packed to the roof

with men and women of all classes and types, some greedy

for sensation, some scientific sceptics for ocular demon-
stration, some prayerful, and some just curious. All such
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audiences are made up, roughly, of three types of human.
The first, just the curious; the second, folks who being

sick most earnestly, even frenetically, desire surcease from
their pain; and the third, students of this new healing

psychic force, interested from a technical angle, a few of

them thinking of taking up psychic healing as a profession.

The focus of this great audience is a powerfully built

young man unconscious of anything but the fact that, as

he, like so many other psychic healers, accidentally dis-

covered, he can heal by touch, or, as it is called in the

bible, "the laying on of hands." His gaze from beneath

his heavy black brows is slightly ferocious but the grey

eyes are gentle—yet he looks like anything but a mystic,

and I found it necessary to recall that one of the best and
gentlest healers I ever knew had been a professional boxer

in his early days. The psychic healer is not a type. He may
look like anything . . . that is to say, anything but what he

is, as in the case of this young man, who in his spare time

works for his daily bread with his muscular body as a

street laborer in the employ of a local authority, his real

gift being offered freely, he being a young man of generous

nature with a passion to serve. One other extraordinary

gift he possesses—the capacity when in semi-trance to

draw with a power and insight of which he is bereft when
normal, for like many other healers, he has a dual per-

sonality. Some of his drawings might be Italian primitives,

such is their stark appeal. His drawings out of trance are

nothing, but being a simple young man, of art all un-

knowing, he cannot distinguish them from his power-

laden primitives. I have studied him for some years, and

he tells me that he is controlled by his guardian angel and

by the spirit of John the Baptist.

The patients either climb the few steps or are carried

on to the stage where the treatment takes place. Like all

such, there rests upon them an air of abandonment, even

indifference—but beneath all this bravura of mask, there
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is a certain anxiety, with it that expectation of "miracle"

which so many keep secret in their hearts, the secret which

now and again steals forth like a sunglint from behind

cloud. Some of these unhappy ones have spent vain years

seeking cure from their ordinary doctor or have passed

from hospital to hospital and consulting-room to con-

sulting-room of the specialist. Some of them have only

just heard of psychic healing and of the direct interven-

tion of the angelic in human sickness—others have heard

for years but were inbitten sceptics, a number of them
having been "warned off" either by their physician or

their priest. In this warning, priest and doctor often go

hand in hand instead of throwing wide the doors of heal-

ing by mind and faith, the priest threatening with eternal

hell and the odium theologicum, the doctor with his

odium scientificum. But such bugaboos are becoming
beautifully less in these days. The facts have been too

much for them.

It is a scene typical of thousands of others in our hegiras

of healing, when our pilgrims are fleeing from the Old
Medicine to the New.

Patiently they await their turn, as the young healer,

unpretentious, bends over his patients to touch them with

his finger-tips rather weakly as though seeking for the

source of the pain and not being very sure of himself,

though assured of his mission.

One sees that this young man is a lover of his kind, only

desiring to follow his Master Healer, Jesus. His set expres-

sion becomes at times Christ-like.

I have seen in one of such demonstrations remarkable

happenings. A man with rheumatoid arthritis and seem-

ingly incapable of movement, suddenly starts up and
losing his stiffness, runs down the steps off the stage and

out of the building not as though his angel were calling

but as though his devil were after him, leaping in the air

from time to time as he runs, as he exults in his cure—an
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exultation that often breeds egoism, the egoism of the

sick.

The audience applauds as at a public spectacle but the

healer does not bow, as he passes on to the next sufferer.

Sick folk enter these temples of healing with their

crutches and under the spur of treatment want to throw
them away, as you see them do at Lourdes. Blind folk gaze

blankly and unbelieving at their saviour who has been

the instrument to restore their sight and then cry "Thank
God!" as they find it is true and focus their friends whose
faces they thought they had lost for ever. The deaf are

silent and seldom speak aloud their gratitude—but you
can see it in their eyes. All these things are now to be seen

in cities all over the world, but nearly always it is the

Spiritualist who launches the movements—and with them
the phenomena of Galilee, only, alas! to find organized

Churches still "incurable," for like a deaf adder, they

"stoppeth their ears" and sulkily refuse to pay credit

where credit is due. Nevertheless, the best of those whom
they regard as their spiritualist enemies thank God for

the ark of the Church healings now launching, and so

follow the example of Jesus of Nazareth who knew no
difference of creed.

These healing temples, whatever their origin, are the

temples of the spirit. Perhaps they are the common ground

upon which all creeds may meet and so will, out of their

disunion, bring about the union of the Christians and

their churches.

In contrast, we take a glance at the work of another

healer of bodies and souls, a woman who, having behind

her a strong religious body, has an advantage over many
healers. She is, as we look in on the consulting-room where

she does her work, bending austerely over her patient

though deeply anxious to relieve her from her sufferings

and, a very different matter, if possible to cure. Abate-

ment of symptoms does not always mean cure of the
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disease as all intelligent orthodox doctors know. Early

psychic treatment persistently prevents serious disease,

and the tragedy is that the sufferer trying it, so often comes

for treatment after he or she has been pronounced incura-

ble by the ordinary medical man.

I take this lady because, like many of her type, hand-

some, with steady intelligent eye, sensitive hands, and

the earnest desire to heal, she would appear to have all the

qualifications of achieving the highest percentage of cures,

but the imposing externals do not necessarily make the

great healer, for like the wind, the spirit cometh where

it listeth.

This lady does effect many striking cures, but I happen

to know that instead of making, say, twenty to fifty per

cent as do some healers, her actual permanent cures are

under five per cent, taking, say, four years' freedom from

disease as the test. Yet she has many ameliorations and
alleviations as well as complete relief of pain to her credit,

and these may easily be ten times the number of her

permanent cures. All this compared with the more than

seventy per cent of permanent cures of a contemporary

healer who brings no more ' 'faith" and healing passion to

his work than does she, so introducing at this point of

my record the first of many contradictions in a psychic

healing which is studded with the pitfalls which we shall

later consider.

Healing is a gift—a gift possessed actively or latently

in some degree by hundreds of thousands of people of all

countries who do not know it, but, despite the facile

assertions to the contrary, it is extremely rare in the higher

degree and potency. Healers are born, not made, nor will

the wish to heal alone give the power to do so any more
than the burning wish to write makes the writer or the

painter, as so many aspiring authors have discovered.

You can number on two hands the number of violinists

of the highest class in the world. The same applies to the
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number of those known healers who may be termed
"miracle workers." But they exist.

For the model of this third and last class of healer, the

spiritual or "divine" healer, I have fewer than a dozen

representatives known to me from whom to choose. Yet

of such high spiritual types unknown outside their own
circle there must be scores and if one includes the yoga

Indian healers, under one of whom I studied Hatha-Yoga
for a lengthy period, many hundreds.

My "model man" is a being of such personality and
"ray-power" that to come within his aura or electrical field

and presence is instantly to feel permeated and uplifted

with his "ray," this being sober fact and not phantasy, as

hundreds can bear witness. In watching this simple un-

assuming disciple of the Christ he knows he serves, you

might be watching the Nazarene himself at work. The
medical profession will laugh at this, but unfortunately

for them, the new "electronics" and instruments capable

of measuring and even seeing the aura. These gentlemen

are old-fashioned. To them belongs the past, to psychic

science the future.

In his healing I have observed two things— the one, that

his mere proximity coupled with his soothing manner and

gesture seem to be a preparation to receptiveness: the

other, that without any hypnotic passes, the sick man or

woman, without strain, seems to resign himself or herself

to the healing hands as a little child to his mother, the

arms a cradle.

His "technique," if one may use such a word, is to touch

with the fingers the seat of the trouble whether it be the

ear for deafness, the eye for blindness, or, say, the abdo-

men or throat for malignant or simple tumors. Always,

even without direction by the patient, the seeking fingers

seem "to touch the spot." Sometimes he will reserve a

sick person after the first preparatory approach and ex-

amination and, later in the evening, make a second ap-
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proach and treatment. One has seen patient after patient

walk back to his place with healing or sight restored and

cases of lameness and rheumatism in which there is either

improvement or seeming cure. After such eulogy, his

name may here not be given, but those who seek will find.

These gifts of the high spiritual healer who cures souls

as well as bodies, are not for all, and even in the case of

my model, I have known of failures, for every healer by

faith and mind has these, a refusal to admit which brings

weakness, not strength, while many spiritually and men-
tally ill-equipped healers have strange reluctance to

admit defeat. Such failures will always be frankly ac-

knowledged in these pages and reasons for them given.

There is no such thing as a "100 per cent, healer."

Men and women are sometimes cured without con-

scious faith, something which causes the hater of faith to

deny its efficacy, but he is wrong. I say "conscious," for it

is my absolute belief that unless there be some faith, even

unconscious, there can be no cure. I am also persuaded

not only from theory but from direct observation that

faith is the key to unlock the door to the secret deeper

etheric centers.

Perhaps significantly, the first spiritual healer in the

cases cited in this chapter puts his faith directly in the

Master Jesus he serves, the other, like the first, a man of

splendid integrity, also putting his in God, but through

the medium of his angelic helpers, who he believes are

always behind him when he cures. And, if it come to that,

may not both be right?

To summarize the three types of healers into which at

the opening of the chapter I divided our healers and their

methods, the first group of "Magnetic" healers are really

the primitives of the "hit or miss" kind, who have never

studied their subject and who are the inductors and con-
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ductors of a coarser vibration than the two groups which
come after them.

They are the good-intentioned "elementaries," who,
discovering by chance that they could heal, just go on year

after year in happy-go-lucky fashion. Never students, and
believing rather foolishly that "healing is just a gift" and
that behind it there is no technique, they do not progress.

They of course sidestep Science and so wobble their un-

certain way between the stars, for they also do heal at

times and they also, like all of us, are starward bound.

But how little we know as yet about the secrets of the

"Deeper Healing."

In psychics we are indeed surrounded by a great

mystery.

Such elementaries are the automata of healing, auto-

matic conductors of the coarser etheric centers, centers at

which even orthodox medicine is beginning timorously to

guess and to which we shall later return. These, if you like

to use the word, "primitives," are working as stimulants of

nerve and muscle rather than as carriers of the hidden and

more refined currents and influences, for the "electrical

current," known to the ancients as the life fluid or elixir

vitalis, of the psychic physician is itself but the tangible

form of the divine Mind and Spirit by which the whole

curing process is informed. For everything in healing, as

everything in evolution, runs by "scale," and without

scale, perspective dies.

The second group of the "Middle of the Road" healers,

souls who definitely feel themselves "led," "guided," are

more evolved. Led by occult forces at which they dimly

guess, often relying on the errant "Guides" of the Astral

Plane, and occasionally on a certain primitive occultism

or "magic" or in technical reading and even in a nebulous

experimentation, these "Middlemen" keeping to what

they hope is a safe middle of the road, sometimes find

themselves in the ditch. For healing needs the adventurous
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spirit which unlocks the door to inspiration—not
'

'safety

first."

The third and last group, the "Spiritual" or, if you

prefer, "Divine" healers, are of another mould and evolu-

tion. In one sense only, "they are born, not made," for

they are almost invariably students of the deeper laws

behind their craft. Jesus, the Nazarene, was one of these.

Also they are, because they must be, occultists, as we shall

later understand, for the reason that until the healer has

touched the magic circle of the occult, he or she has not

really begun to think in the profounder sense of that

word, a circle which has little to do with the vulgar idea of

a "magic" which is so rarely the magical.

There is about these "Chosen of the Lord" a certain

divine fire, referred to scripturally as vessels "touched by
the coals of fire" of the Holy Spirit, the supreme exemplar

of which was Jesus. Such heal sometimes at touch, they

themselves rarely suffering from physical ills, though,

being high-tensioned sensitives, at times from neurological

and mental disturbance.

Unlike the two lower groups working, in their several

degree, in the dark, these men and now women, work in

the light, although woman, as a sex, is still remote from
the active healing art. They are illumined men and
women . . . they seem to have direct contact with God,
and to them the healing power of God is to be found in

everything and everybody.

The sign manual of the angelic in healing, is the perfect

union and working in the healer of body, brain, and soul—

that Soul to attain conscious union with which, according

to the greater conscious mystics and occult intellectuals,

is the goal of all earth's activities, whether of suffering or

joy, for we learn by both.

Already we are beginning to realize the sometimes

intense complexity of the subject of this book and its

worthiness of study and practice.
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It is knowledge which brings about the deossification of

the gnarled bones of rheumatoid arthritis at a touch, the

melting of foul ulcers and even cancers, which the modern
history of psychic healing tells us we are now achieving,

and even greater miracles touching the very life centers,

for as Jesus the miracle worker declared of his miracles of

healing: "Even greater things than these shall ye do . .
."

Our healers in these days of the Healing Renaissance are

doing these "greater things."

And here comes in naturally the prime though vexed

question of what the Psychic Healer, or rather the Psychic

Doctor, should tell his or her patient, commonly known
as "What should the Doctor tell?" on which hundreds of

healers have expressed their widely contradictory views.

Because of the psychological base of psychic healing,

this question is of the deepest importance, and the answers

I here set down, resulting as they do from many years of

study and personal contacts with doctors and patients of

all types in Britain and abroad, I give with a certain neces-

sary restraint, for general application, all of us being

amateurs in an art persistently in flux and daily making

discoveries more or less profound:

What the Healer should tell his Patient.

(a) Be frank with your patient and promise nothing,

always remembering that, especially in mental healing,

the healer's subjective mind is easily read by the patient's

own unconscious telepathy, so that deceit is useless and

destroys mutual confidence—something that orthodox doc-

tors forget!

(b) Treat in each case the patient on his or her merits,

avoiding any set plan for approach and introduction on

first contact.

(c) Be chary of artificial "building-up" of the sick per-

son, as this sometimes results in a falling-down, especially
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in nervous subjects—above all, don't be credulous about

your own cures, and don't talk about them.

(d) Take your man or woman into your confidence, so

far as they are able to bear it and to understand, and being

scrupulously truthful, give them true confidence by three

statements: first, to fear nothing but to hope everything;

next by giving them a simple statement of the technique

behind the cure, including both physical and mental prep-

aration; and, lastly, telling them never to lose faith if

immediate cure does not take place, as psychic healing by
mind and faith is largely a gradual building-up and ac-

cumulation of power, which, often weeks or even months
or, in rare cases, years afterwards, can, so to speak, "ex-

plode" into a cure, and especially that many visits may be

necessary before cure is attained.

(e) Tell them that faith cannot be forced, but that if it

be present, even only as a "grain of mustard seed," it can

do God's work, as Jesus, the Healer, himself averred.

(/) Tell them to pray—not with the feverish desire of so

much petitional prayer, but, as in the invocative and
creative potent "Our Father!" of Jesus, leave it to the

Power Behind the patient, as God knows best! (Petitional

gnostic prayer is seldom answered because it is not "crea-

tive," there being nearly always doubt at its heart.)

(g) Secure from the outset the trust and confidence of

your patient by making plain that, given the co-operation

of a brave heart, the cure has already started now, on

contact.
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Successful as opposed to unsuccessful cure of disease,

mental and physical, depends not only upon the healer

but upon the patient. The patient makes the healer!

This section is aimed particularly at those who are sick

and want to be healed. A great surgeon always, and
rightly, asked his patients: "Do you want to be healed?"

The affirmative answer carried power as he knew.

I want soberly and with knowledge of my own lacks, to

set down the conditions of successful healing, in what is

the partnership of Patient and Healer, with, I hope, a

mildness of expression and good intent which may carry

its own conviction.

After years of observation not only of the faith-healer

and of psychic healing generally, I wish to open by setting

down the elementary importance of having from the be-

ginning an understanding and reciprocal flow of mind
between Healer and Patient. In a cure, the basis of which

is vibration and mental telepathy, there simply must be a

free passage to and fro of the weaver's shuttle of mind by

which the curative "electricity" may travel. There must

be no check, and, above all else, to secure this there must

be no dallying with negative thought, that is to say, with

worrying gloomy thought which encases the thinker in an

90
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iron jacket which prevents the entrance of joy and light.

The greatest living oriental mind-healer says that "joy" is

the finest carrier of cures. This has been repeatedly

proved by the greater doctors of medicine down the cen-

turies having been invariably men of searching personal-

ity, and, on the other hand, with the power of invocation

and evocation. It is the power, whether the operator

knows it or not, first to invoke the Power Behind life and

then to evoke within himself the power to use that power,

which marks the natural physician. The Medicine Man
of Africa and his brother of Harley Street have that in

common—and if my travels mean anything, perhaps not

only that!

You know that feeling of instant attraction or repulsion

you can have to or from a doctor, a dentist, or a dancing

partner. You know the effect it has, first, upon your mind,

then upon your nerves and receptiveness, and, ultimately,

upon your body. Many schools of medicine today recog-

nize this, recognizing also that dislike breeds disintegra-

tion and hate, disease, as Lombroso and his predecessors

discovered centuries ago. It is just like that in psychic

healing by mind and faith.

Healers like Harry Edwards, Brother Mandus, and
William Henry Lilley are physicians, first, of souls, and
then of bodies. Ere they open their lips, the patient has

already been permeated by what, without sentimentality,

may be called the love of humanity which from them
emanate. Speaking even psychically, their auras and vibra-

tions already at a distance are mingling with that of the

patient to bring his or her mind into harmony and to

make him or her receptive.

In these pages, as has been stated, there is no attempt to

convert any reader to any creed by a writer who himself,

belonging to no church although worshipping with his

fellows in all Churches, unconcerned with theology or

creed, still, as mystic, believes that Jesus was the greatest
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of all healers and perhaps of all the sons of man, for he
nearly always called himself the Son of Man. And if his

name enters these pages again and again, it is only be-

cause he was the supreme example of successful healing

and "successful love," for he was the great Lover of Souls,

the bodies of which he cured. So I believe that this min-
gling of auras, as happened when he cured the woman of

her issue of blood and "felt the virtue" (or strength, which
the Indian Magi call prana) "go out of him," was one of

the secrets of success. It was, as it still is, the extension of

these vibrationary waves which made and makes "healing

at a distance," or "absent healing," possible. It is, if you
like, "a radar of spirit," and actually, as one knows from
one's contact with them, the scientists, like their confreres

of religion, are finding collaterals and parallels of their

physical phenomena in the phenomena of spirit.

What, then, for the ailing person, are the steps necessary

to cure?

First, find your healer.

Find your mental type by "feeling." In this, at least,

trust your intuition but do not "rush it." Use what I many
years ago first called "the controlled intuition"—which is

to say, follow your mind as it works, by cultivating that

"awareness" which is the mark not only of mental control

but of your own progress on the road of evolution. Ac-

quire this control by hard work, working on and with

yourself, by refusing to be swept off your feet by senti-

mentalism and facile emotion, but always permitting the

free working of the intuitive beneath.

For some, this will mean little. For others, it may be the

little portal to a new thought not only on healing but on

life and its companion, death. It is not only God who must

"temper the wind to the shorn lamb," but the lamb which

must temper it for itself.

Next, having found your healer, stick to him or her!

It may be some time ere you find him or her; for some,
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of either sex, a male healer is best and for others, a female,

but so long as you are under your healer's care, faithfully

follow that healer's instructions. So far in the history of

healing, ancient or modern, there have been few names of

women, but this being the Age of Woman, we are seeing

and will continue to see the advent of women healers of

high rank.

Here I should venture a word of warning. There should

never be intimate personal relations between healer and
patient when of opposite sexes. Always there should be a

sort of divine neutrality. The moment the closer personal,

and especially the sexual, enters, the healing current is

short-circuited and the essential healing power and its

polarity of the sexes is shut off, this being one reason why
the wives and husbands even of ordinary doctors, when
ill, instinctively prefer to consult a physician outside the

family. None of which should inhibit friendly, even

comradely vibration and feeling between patient and

healer of opposite sexes, who should be "comrades on the

path," or, as I express it in the title of my autobiography,

Pilgrim to Paradise, fellow pilgrims to the stars.

At this point, we should not forget that all contacts with

our fellows, whether in healing or otherwise, place us in

vibrational, which is to say, mental contact with the

person contacted, something which may or may not in-

volve the contact physical. That also is why the man or

woman who practices "awareness" is able at will to sever

undesirable and especially "vampirish" contacts, and
many of us know people who are literally and often un-

consciously, "vampires." We feel weak when they leave

us, feel as though we had been "sucked out," just as with

their opposites we feel stronger and uplifted.

The import and importance of contacts with fellow

humans of the right sort was demonstrated to me by a

great Egyptian spirit healer, whose remarkable work I

watched for some years. This fine soul told me that he had
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deliberately chosen the work of healer and teacher for his

work and that he insisted upon the importance of contact,

psychological and psychic, saying, in connection with a

long-standing case of sclerosis of the spine which, with

him, I had studied for some time:
"
Personal contact can

be everything—only let me get my hands on her and I may
cure her." This woman had powerful will and as powerful

scepticism and repeatedly refused personal meeting with

the great Healer.

Next, if after substantial trial, you find your healer un-

congenial or ineffective, don't hesitate to change him or

her.

Change of healer has often brought about cure of dis-

ease and, to repeat, what one healer can't cure, another

can.

In these pages there is no wish to "convert." Indeed,

throughout these pages I am most anxious to respect the

personality and even what may be wrongly called the

"prejudices" of my Reader, whether man or woman, and

especially to seek, humbly, to understand his or her point

of view, which I sometimes think I feel as I write, in a sort

of precognition!

Now leaving the mental and reaching to the physical,

let us see how the Patient may help the healer, and so

perhaps make the difference between cure and failure.

Already we have seen the import of proper vibrational

attunement between patient and healer which itself will

help the body, a body which, for preference before heal-

ing, must be made as fit and clear as possible, by deep

breathing each morning and evening on rising and going

to bed, and don't forget a daily dozen of simple gymnas-

tics. Next, all poisons must be cleared from the body, for

preference twice instead of the usual once, each day, as

otherwise the forces behind the healer will be nullified

and the patient will be like a man trying to ride a bicycle

with the brake on. So constipation must be tackled by
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each person finding the best mild laxative, and when,

with my travelling medicine chest, I appointed myself

"lay-doctor" to my shipmates on my five months' "wind-

jammer" voyage round Cape Horn, I insisted on all my
patients using the non-habit-forming cascara sagrada and

drinking as much fresh water as they could tolerate, hav-

ing learned through my yoga teachers and from hard ex-

perience that water is at once an internal cleanser and a

food. And always, when possible, I prescribed some exer-

cise daily in the open air.

Eat only when hungry—never otherwise, and, for pref-

erence two or at most three meals a day, and drink tea

and coffee in moderation . . . and of course, except in the

strictest moderation, avoid tobacco and alcohol. Above
all, let your sex life be disciplined rather than ascetic and
with love and comradeship for its base ... to all of which,

plus mental discipline and training, I personally attribute

a long life almost without sickness. I have yet to have my
first headache whether in my fairly recent trawler voyage

to the Arctic or in equatorial Africa. My working day is

still anything from eight to eighteen hours, although I

only work the latter on rare occasions, and I might add in

this connection that it is the experience of many that if

the work fits the worker, whether of brain or hand, the

length of hours has little effect upon the health. Actually,

within reason, the harder the work the better the health,

but it must be varied work of both brain and body, and
done with all dark "negative" thought banished.

If you who read these words will generally follow a

scheme of living upon the above lines, always remember-
ing that it is the Mind which ultimately determines the

health of the body and its recovery from disease, you will

not only see but live life and so give your healer and your

God a chance.

It is at least the essence of the wisdom of the ages in

relation to mind and body.
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No one can guarantee to anybody absolute restoration

or absolute health, because there enter into such ques-

tions, if we are to accept the teachings of the great eso-

tericists, karmic, racial, and parental considerations which

lie outside this work but the study of which through

reputable sources, some of which are indicated in these

pages, is suggested to those who wish to tread the paths of

the Deeper Thought.
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How to Learn to Heal

At this point I am going to ask you who read: "Do you

yourself wish to learn how to heal?"

I am assuming that my Reader comes under one or

other of the following categories: someone who either is

ill, himself or herself, or knows somebody who is ill—

a

child, a relative, a friend: someone who is not ill but

either from a religious, or an intellectual point of view, is

deeply interested in something which, in this age of

miracles, is the supreme miracle—healing by mind. Other

readers will come under other categories, each one of

them having its concern with psychic healing of all types,

whether the healing be known as "faith," "spiritual," or

"divine" or by any other name.

Among these last will be some who necessarily are

limited as to number—that is to say, those who themselves

wish to become healers and to know the technique and the

"know how." These again will be of many temperaments

and types, with at times extraordinary difference of brain

and nervous power, and the still more extraordinary dif-

ference in the natural capacity to heal. For the gift of

invisible healing is one so varied in quality and scope and
power that in no other treatment of disease is there, in my
experience, such differentiation.

97
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It is literally true that every son and daughter of man
is born with a certain healing power, however small. In

my investigations, I have yet to meet the first person of

either sex who, with the will and the good intent, and hav-

ing faithfully tried it, has no power to ameliorate or heal

sickness in self or in others. The difficulty is, first to con-

vince the average human being of this, and after that, to

get her or him to try—just to try.

How many human beings are there whom we have

met whose touch could cure headache, and, still more,

heartache? For in the curing of pain, we must never sepa-

rate heart from head, or body from mind. Keep that in

your mind, you who read these words and wish to become
healers. We are all One before God—we are all parts of

God—we are all, in a sense, gods, little or big.

The recognition of this fundamental truth is shown by

the fact that there is scarcely a philosophy or a religion in

the world today which either does not recognize this or

trend towards this universal concept which in the East

alone has been the center of all thought, religious or

philosophic. The Eastern sages apply this thought to their

work, and it is also true of the Christianity which the East

gave to the world, for Jesus was an oriental. There is no

exception to this, and it is by this that the yogis effect their

miraculous cures which so many have seen in their travels.

This recognition and application is the essence of all

psychic healing, for, once more, in it, as the great Eastern

healers have it, energy follows thought. The deep cause of

the failure of so many of our Church religions today is

that unlike their Master Jesus, they do not apply their

religion to life. If you wish to become a successful healer,

you must either do this or give up your healing.

Yet, although it is true that everyone has some trace of

healing power, that is to say, the power to conduct the

universal healing power which lies behind all life, the

healer himself or herself, never, never heals. The Healer,
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I say it with reverence, is God. Whether the healer be-

lieves in a personal or impersonal God, this rule for suc-

cessful healing applies and all evolved doctors and healers

recognize it, as should the aspirant for whom this chapter

is primarily written. This aspirant should never forget

that although the healing power is "universally on tap,"

so to speak, and though it is omnipotent to heal, its appli-

cation, and therefore its success or failure, is dependent

upon the human channel along which it has to pass. The
human transformer or dynamo or battery, call it what you

will, in contact with the power house, has to "step it

down" so that it becomes effective, and it is for you who
want to learn how to heal to find out by practice and ex-

periment whether you can accomplish this. The ordinary

transformer that we use in our houses for "stepping down"
our current of electricity for light or power so that it may
safely pass to give us heat and light without causing a

"short circuit" followed by blankness, is an exact replica

of the human body and nervous system. Once more, we
are all electric batteries and wireless sets.

Folk forget that if the conductive power is too powerful

for the patient, harm may ensue. Sometimes in psychic

healing the reverse is true, and extra power may fail to

cure the patient through leaving him untouched.

In a word, the conductive and directional power of the

human conductor we call the Healer, coupled with the

power of restraint and limitation, must always be of such

sensitiveness as will enable the maximum healing power

to pass with the minimum of danger to the patient, for it

is the healer's mind which regulates its electrical dis-

charges, though many healers now practice this control

unconsciously.

Professional healers do not yet recognize this nor of

course do the aspirants. They are going to recognize it.

For now they are beginning seriously to have to study the
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technique of their craft, which is a blessed craft, delicate

but power-laden.

Next, the pupil for healing must find out how far the

art of attunement to his sick people is his or hers. In its

developed conscious form it is still rare.

Here we also reach the principle of the attunement of

the Patient and Healer. Each patient, as I have already

said, and say again in a treatise where repeated emphasis

is deliberate, must find his or her own healer. In extreme

cases, I would even dare to say that the healer who is a

saviour for one man or woman, may for another person

suffering from the same disease be a failure or even a

hindrance. This explains the sometimes unaccountable

failure by a healer to cure a certain disease in one man,
and yet have behind him a long record of successful cures

of the same disease in others.

There are also refinements of this conductive power,

which, I am persuaded, the more advanced healers will

one day have to investigate. Thus, the physical and espe-

cially the mental condition of the healer at the moment
of practicing his craft will momentarily affect his powers

one way or the other, a variation depending in its turn

upon many other things, including also the physical and

mental condition of the patient at the time of the treat-

ment. Orthodox psychiatry of course ignores much of this.

The healer must be balanced in mind and body and

have an exercised and dieted body if he or she wishes to

get the best results. Some now recognize this and use

simple gymnastics combined with abstention from exces-

sive alcohol or tobacco in order to secure the maximum
efficiency.

This naturally brings us to the consideration by the

learner of the effects of drugs and diet upon the power to

heal.

It is only fair to say that I have known two healers, one

of them an Englishman of high curative powers and the
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other, a Canadian, who were cigarette "chain-smokers"—

but these were remarkable exceptions to the rule in the

highest places of mind healing, which is the complete or at

least partial abstention from alcohol and tobacco, whilst,

as for drugs, though with care they may be used by the

allopath, they render the psychic healer nugatory and

even a menace to the sick person. "Training to heal" is

necessary for both healer and patient.

The healing aspirant need not be an ascetic or celibate,

as so many seem to think. Indeed, a balanced normal sex

and full social life helps, not hurts, healing and the healer,

as they help everybody. A Tibetan healer once wrote, in

effect: "Plenty of work and plenty of play makes plenty of

happiness every day."

Some of the schools of the Eastern ascetic thought have

of late years considerably modified their views in such

matters, especially when Yoga dietetic teaching is applied

to the Western body.

As the question of vegetarianism is constantly raised,

and contrary to the views of many of my vegetarian friends

and quite apart from the humanitarian and other argu-

ments against the eating of meat, I am convinced after

close personal study and experience amongst various

vegetarian communities that the moderate eating of meat
and fish and of animal products such as eggs and butter,

milk and honey has no deleterious but rather a beneficent

effect upon psychic healer or patient. Modern experi-

ments into the tendency towards "deficiency diseases,"

including degeneration of the spinal cord and pernicious

anaemia amongst "Vegans" in particular, unless protected

by pills etcetera, have sent up danger signals not to be

ignored. Bernard Shaw, a lifelong vegetarian, nearly died

of pernicious anaemia, being, like many thousands, saved

by liberal doses of liver extract. Various occult schools,

including a leading occult Oriental School in Europe,

now favor a mixed diet, save in the special cases of higher
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occult study and in individual cases of "natural" vege-

tarians in which vegetarianism is essential to secure full

freedom for telepathic communication. Further, al-

though many can do so, there are some who simply cannot

live on an exclusively vegetarian diet. (Yet, like many
others, and after I have entered the Chicago stockyards to

get my facts, I became a passionate advocate of "painless

killing.") On my table at all meals I have fruit, salads and

raw vegetables and I, thinker and athlete, believe in fast-

ing for a day each month or so.

Although I am a lifelong non-smoker and practically a

total abstainer, and therefore may be prejudiced, the

examination of many systems and theories of diet and

stimulants has brought me to the considered conclusion,

as St. Paul, "The Troubled Saint," put it: "let every man
be fully persuaded in his own mind" not only in the diet

for psychic healing but of everyday. Literally, in this,

what can be one man or woman's diet can be another man
or woman's death. Yet I am convinced with all Eastern

thinkers that when the Western body and mind shall

have reached a certain point in evolution, we shall all

be vegetarians.

As every yogi knows, there is only one rule of dietetics

which applies to every human being, and that is the daily

drinking of clean water—unboiled for preference as boil-

ing lessens its vitality. Water is a universal food, cleanser,

soporific and gland feeder, and a man or woman is as old

as his or her glands. If my occult and other studies go for

anything, it will one day be discovered by the "psycho-

physicist" that the two tiny pituitary head glands and the

tiny pineal gland lying behind the third ventricle of the

brain are the dominants and determinants of our physical

and nervous system. Occultists consider the pituitary

glands as controlling the functions of the other glands of

the body and especially growth. Medicine considers the
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pineal to be vestigial, but the occultist calls it "The Third

Eye"—that is the eye of intuitive and of spiritual vision.

Water has saved my life in the African desert and in the

dismaying conditions of food in my sea life, has carried me
scatheless through four Continents.

As every healer is a medium between two worlds, that

of the third and of the fourth dimension, and as all such

communication causes wastage of the "water body," the

healer in particular should renew his or her power by

drinking as much, but not more, water than he or she can

tolerate. It should be drunk for preference between meals

and used as a basic to tea, coffee or mineral water. Tea and

coffee should not be too strong nor drunk repeatedly. (On

my Arctic trawler, where we drank gallons of tea a day, I

called it "rot-gut!".) And a last hint—the healer should not

be faddy about food but eat and drink what he likes but

always in moderation, and, when possible always have

fruit and some raw vegetable such as salad or celery on the

table, avoiding too much starchy food—the latter a hint to

my many vegetarian friends.

"Training to heal" is indeed right for both healer and
patient. The channel through which the electric current

passes must be clean—that current which the medieval

chemist and alchemist called "the elixir of life," the word
deriving from those great healers of the past, the Arabs,

who knew it as el ikser (our "elixir"), "the philosopher's

stone," with which the alchemist hoped to transmute

metals, something at which our modern scientists laughed

. . . and then themselves found the way to transmute

them! Our world owes much to Islam in both healing and
science as well as astrology, as I have learned in a quarter

of a century's association in various countries with my
Moslem friends, who are now translating some of my
books, and perhaps this book you are reading, into Urdu.

It has been a dream of mine for half a lifetime that one

of the first things that the healers of the different nations
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should do is to launch an Internation Clearing House of

Mind Healing, for the establishment of a common termi-

nology and exchange of experience, especially psychic ex-

perience, one which should delve into the distant past as

well as into the present. For much of that for which our

psychic healers are now feebly groping in mental healing,

was known in ancient India. Western medicine has its

own triumphs, particularly those of surgery, but it has

failed badly in its belated psycho-therapy as well as in

its prophylactic medicine. I strongly believe that the

thoroughly equipped healer of either hemisphere should

know both Eastern and Western Schools and methods. For

allopathy has its place in psychic healing, just as has Yoga
diet and exercise.

Before we go to our Rules for Training of Healer and

Patient and their preparation for the Act of Healing, I

wish to emphasize that, apart from our Eastern contacts,

we are now treading what is terra incognita. Indeed we
are at times treading dangerous ground, with dragons in

the path. Also, we must persistently remember that in

these pages ours is not healing by "medicine" but healing

by mind.

Finally, my advice to the serious learner and aspirant in

psychic healing may be put into a triptych: first, at the

outset, watch other healers of as many different types as

possible; secondly, plan steady reading of psychological

and mental healing books; and lastly, the most vital—ex-

periment—experiment—experiment!

And now to come to the technique of preparation.
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The Technique of Preparation

Everyone talks about healing and being healed. Few
mention the prime need for preparation, both physical

and mental, for healing by both Healer and Healed: how-

ever one world healer about whose methods I know a

great deal, insists upon careful physical and mental prep-

aration before he will attempt the cure of the patient.

When some would-be patients, expecting "miracles"

whilst you wait, shy off doing this, our friend simply dis-

misses the man or woman—and that is that.

As knowledge progresses, the Healer of the future will

find himself or herself facing entirely new problems of

healing together with the patient and to an increasing

degree. Perhaps, one day, when combined with normal

allopathic cure, these questions may take precedence over

much that in these early days we now regard as funda-

mental and permanent. For, as I have already indicated

in other chapters, our Psychic Healing is about to take

forms and qualities as strange and suggestive as our eco-

nomics, our machines, and our institutions political and

social.

But whatever forms and qualities the healing of the

human mind and body may one day assume, it is assured

that the technique of preparation and the "technique of

IQB
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contact" between healer and patient will take high, even

primal place.

That is my reason, at this juncture, not only for pre-

venting the wrong people from coming into the profes-

sion, but for preparing both Healer and Patient for a

healing of the future which will embrace not only the

practical, applied sides but the vital ''intangibles" of the

New Healing now dawning over what is still nearly Un-
known Country.

First, I will address six "Don'ts" to the Healer, and then

six ''Don'ts" to the Patient, from either of which both

Healer and Patient may learn and so help the mutual

preparation for cure and for the better understanding of

the interesting, sometimes exciting, pages to follow:

(a) Don't become a healer unless you are sure that for

it you have a "call" and vocation, and, still more

important, that the gift of healing is yours:

(b) Don't imagine the wish to heal means necessarily

the power to heal, or that having the gift renders

study unnecessary: place on your wall the words:

"Physician—first heal thyself!"

(c) Don't "set up shop" in what for so many would-be

healers is spiritual shopkeeping, done primarily

for gain; this, even though the laborer is worthy of

his hire and has full right to be rewarded for his

work:

(d) Don't devote your life to healing until you have

experimented as a postulant healer for at least some

months, which is the only way to find out whether

you are a real or only a wishful healer—and judge

only by results. (Remember, although most of the

great healers discovered it by chance and "slipped

into it" by degrees, these men and women study

daily both book and patient):
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(e) Don't "preach" at your patients and don't force

them in any way, realizing from the outset that if

you cannot attune yourself to your patient and so

bring him or her into attunement with the infinite

power behind all life and healing, you have no
right to attempt to cure disease. (Jesus never

"preached"—he just "loved"):

(/) Don't indulge in fads and fancies such as postur-

ings, hypnotic "passes" of hands, or pretense at

being in touch with some great spirit behind the

scenes who endows you with powers of miracle;

don't make any claims; don't pose or "prance";

and, above all, don't despise your patient!

In your innocence you may think that some of these

"Don'ts" don't apply to you! Examine yourself after de-

taching yourself from your ego to do so, and you may be

surprised.

Now for some "Don'ts" for the Patient, who may be

you who reads these words:

(a) Don't go for treatment to your healer without, if

possible, first having seen him at work, so as to get

the feel of him to know if your vibrations suit, as

otherwise you may not know whether that physi-

cian is your healer or somebody else's:

(b) Don't approach your psychic doctor as though he

or she were a god or goddess, but as a fellow

human whose life is devoted to helping people just

like yourself; and don't be either suspicious or

fanatically believing in that healer but just "yield"

yourself as a child to a mother:

(c) Don't spoil both your healer's vibrations and your

own by pouring out your "story," as such outpour-

ings weaken the healer and clog the channel, he or

she being concentrated only upon yielding himself
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or herself to the Power Behind so that the solacing

current, itself omniscient, may flow freely to the

affected part. (N.B. Some healers prefer not to hear

anything beyond the barest detail of the disease and
others may work best when they know nothing at

all!):

(d) Don't expect instantaneous cure, as so many do, for

"cure upon contact" is rare, and one great healer

whom I know and with thousands of cures behind

him, says that he has never known of such; and
don't listen to kind friends who tell you that your

healer, although he knows of its possibility, is no
good because he failed to cure them at sight!

(e) Don't imagine that it is your healer that heals—

every honest healer will tell you that it is not he or

she but God who heals—the healer is but the instru-

ment for the technical workings of something that

neither he nor anybody yet understands:

(/) Don't expect miracles—for when miracles come it is

nearly always when they are unexpected, and don't

force yourself to have "faith," for faith, like mira-

cle, comes like the wind which bloweth where it

listeth and no man knows whence it cometh or

whither it goeth; but when both faith and cure do

come, as they often do, then thank God for it . . .

.

and also please don't forget to thank your healer,

as many casually forget to do this.

The positive must always follow the negative, especially

the positive creative attitude of the healer to the patient,

so, if there be anything to add to this healer technique,

it is that the mind should be held serene and that no
wandering worry be allowed to enter the daily life and—
especially in the treatment room—no thought of failure,

as he or she who heals will know that every day they, as

instruments, perform miracles and see miracles. The ne-
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cessity of this positive to replace negative thought should

also be impressed upon the sick person.

The first contact with the sick is the important one, for

in the telepathy of the sick, the first impression is likely

to be lasting. In private consultation, it is desirable to

have a reception room of cheerful color and decoration

and with cheerful literature on the table. If a receptionist

be employed, a woman is usually best and, if sensitive,

can be a valuable adjunct to the healer and healing, for,

like the telephone girl, it is her voice and personality that

the visitor first encounters.

The voice should be modulated, neither harsh nor sub-

dued, and always quietly assured. The power of sound, as

the psychologist and our experience tell us, is of high

moment, and music, gramophone and otherwise, carefully

selected, is perhaps the best introduction of all, as has

now been demonstrated by Volanda Irion, the Hungarian
pianist, in American hospitals where by music she cures

sickness. She has visited England to interest the medical

profession in her work of healing by sound.

Always remembering the effect of your voice, you will

approach your highly sensitized and apprehensive patient

by words which never betray the fear of not curing. Be-

lieve what you say, and be careful of touching the patient,

being guided entirely by your feeling, for some patients

respond to a gentle touch and some resent it. Having
watched the effect of the human voice and of music in my
travels and lectures upon individuals and audiences, I

know these directions to be of importance. Never force

the moment. Timing and the employment of sound both

in your own voice and in modern sound-therapy as a cura-

tive agent is of an import not to be overestimated. Watch
it! Use it!

The subtle powers of Sound in psychic healing are only

now beginning to be realized, although the Sanscrit rec-

ords are pregnant with allusions, as for instance in the
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example of "the four weapons" controlled by sound. Our
experiments today in sound and vibration not only in

what I may call the sonic-therapeutics of Medicine but in

other sciences, would seem to indicate that not only has

music curative value, as the thinker-musician, Cyril Scott,

has repeatedly confirmed, but that in sheer power, con-

trolled sound may one day replace the brute force of our

propellent and other explosives. John Worrell Keely, of

Philadelphia, U.S., already in the 1890's had produced

before experts a model metal airship flying machine
which, when he played a certain note on his fiddle, ac-

tually flew—flying under control, and he named this

"power out of the air" Dynaspheric Force. Ignored and
laughed at, this man, like Mesmer, who used his music in

his healing, died of a broken heart.

The details of this will be found in one of the greatest

books ever printed—The Secret Doctrine, by Helena

Blavatsky.

But already our scientists of today have through sound

caused fire. Science is rediscovering the Lost Giant of the

ancients' "Fourth State of Matter," and with it invented

the pilotless plane.

In healing the human mind or body, sound cures by the

rearrangement and transmutation of the molecules.

For some of this, one has the endorsement of "The
Tibetan," whose masterly teachings have now spanned

our world, and one may also refer to what is known in the

East as "The Old Commentary."
The Vedic "Word of Power," Vashat, and the sounding

of the Hindu sacred Aum were the words used by the

scientists of ages past who sponsored The Ancient Wis-

dom, of which some of our modern thinkers are now
eagerly again picking up the threads to apply it to our

present problems.

"Color and color-changes are inseparable from the

operation of the higher etheric powers," says the excellent
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imaginative writer, Desmond Leslie. We are now seeing

sound and color interblended in our television sets and

beginning to be used in our curative work, especially on

the skin, as Finsen used his rays. And all this will one day

give us our cancer and other cures, as the experiments

upon certain plants indicate.

But in this awareness of sound and otherwise, there

should never be any attempt to "impress," for the telepa-

thy between healer and healed is working all the time and

any artificiality is at once detected by the invisible tele-

pathic shuttle flashing to and fro between the doctor and

the doctored. Nevertheless, each healer must be guided by

his inward monitor and, without suppression of his natural

personality, must do his work in his own way . . . and in

the way of the patient; for the treatment of no two patients

should ever be the same, as, unless we reject the theory of

rebirth, each patient is a separate soul with long anteced-

ent history in other lives, each case being decided and
diagnosed on its merits. (When in psychic healing I use

the word '

'diagnose," I don't mean the diagnosis of the

ordinary doctor, but that of the subliminal mind of the

psychic healer to which that healer surrenders, allowing

the subliminal mind to "diagnose" and to send to the

seat of trouble the necessary vital current.)

In all this, you, the healer, are aiming at one thing

only . . . attunement. If you attune the patient's mind to

yours and yours to the Healing Power behind, you will

cure. If you don't or can't, you will not cure. Experience

will help you to what is called in the East the Union of the

Whole, which is, indeed, translated by the word yoga.

Finally, pray and meditate daily, never in meditation

leaving the mind blank, and, as opportunity offers, sug-

gest the same to your patient—but don't preach! It is fatal.

In the healer's consulting-room or on his platform there

is room for all religions and for no religion. Jesus had no
creed or color bar. He just loved and healed.
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Live each day in itself and tell your patient to do like-

wise. "Take no thought for the morrow," counseled the

greatest Healer of all. Let the Lord take care of it and you
and your sick man or woman, and let your patient feel

that the only thing to fear is fear. And never, never! tell

your patient that he or she is incurable. Leave that foolish-

ness to the ordinary doctors, for every psychic healer

knows that nothing is absolutely incurable ... at least

not by psychic healing and mind. We who with ordinary

doctors present have seen cancers and goiters melt, seen

hopeless cripples tied to their couches leap up on their

atrophied muscles, and know of absent healing of desper-

ate sicknesses on the other side of the earth—who are we
to say that any disease, however desperate, is incurable?

Finally, as apart from the healer, the positive prepara-

tions for healing by the patient can be put into a few

sentences, they are so simple:

First, let no negative, that is to say, painful or despair-

ing thought, remain a moment in your mind but replace

it at once by hope and faith—for this is the creative power

behind all the occult systems of healing and has such

strange powerful effects even apart from healing that they

come almost within the term "miracle." When for a

whole year I made one of my first sustained efforts in

positive creative thinking by refusing admittance to any

ugly or dismaying thought under any circumstances what-

ever, and with it employed each morning before leaving

my bed positive creative prayer, it was followed by an

extraordinary series of happenings, all within a single

day, indeed within a few hours, which had to be experi-

enced to be believed. Thought has power, for good or

bad. Positive creative thought gives life. Negative thought

brings death. Negative thought rejected is turned into

creative thought which gives life.

Remember those last words. They may mean life for

you as they have meant it for others.
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Tne Cnila ana Healing

Here, standing before the ordinary physician, is a little

boy, at whom I am looking. With trusting seeking eyes to

the healing hands above, he awaits the miracle, just as did

the children 'neath the hands of the Healer, Jesus, the

lover of children . . . "Suffer the little children to come
unto me . .

." He is the child unknown.
It is this child unknown that the orthodox doctor has

to know and does not. But the psychic healer does not

have to know, because in the world behind the world

there are Those who do know. He is not the healer but

the instrument of these penetrant forces, as every greater

healer has insisted to me. (And may I here say that in the

term "Child" I include all children from babies to teen-

agers.)

It is difficult for me to make wise selection from the

notes I have made through the years upon the Child and
the Doctor and the Child and the Parents. But I, also an

instrument, will seek guidance.

It is the father and mother who play the vital part in

the prevention as in the cure of sickness in their children,

strange though it seem. Bring to the psychic doctor a sick

and sensitive child who comes from a home in which the

parents are always quarrelling, and you bring a child who
»3
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has less chance of cure than one who comes from a home
where the parents are comrades and lovers.

This sensitiveness is at times alarming in its reaction to

the parents.

Children are sensitive plants. Like sounding boards,

they react instantly to the moods and characters of their

parents who usually know little about the mentalities of

their offspring.

Not only irrespective of their own sex, do they react

differently, even fundamentally, to male and to female

healers, but, it is advisable to match the healer with the

child if possible; for as our psychic healing matures, we
even suspect that race and many other factors may subtly

affect the mental cure of disease and the choice of healer.

For example, I think Irish and English, African and
Indian children react differently. One day statistical ex-

periments may show that boys may generally be more
receptive to healing by women, and girls by men. What
one healer can do with a child, another may not—some-
thing which we also find in the teachers in our schools.

If the parents nag and hate each other, it is a physical as

well as a psychological fact that first the mind, and then

the brain and body of the child, boy or girl, become ex-

cited and sick. Experiments from the time of Lombroso
have indubitably proved that such excitement at once

changes the bodily secretions, turning them bitter, even

though the unfortunate child may understand nothing of

the causes of parental strife. What the parent does not

realize is the depth of passionate child reaction and the

springs of that reaction to all this. With it the parent

cannot comprehend the dreadful neutrality of the modern
child and its seeming amorality and, above all, the effects

of the excited surcharged mind on the body of that child.

Child psychiatrists tell us that until about four, the

child's emotional needs and his or her satisfaction are

centered on the mother, but that then, up to seven, the
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father helps to take over. Then, behind everything, come
the urgent persistent problems of adolescence, with those

of sex, with which problems my guide to sex and mar-

riage, Adam and Eve, concerns itself, and about which

through the years my mail-bag and my personal contacts

have been filled. I have also lectured throughout the

world to children of all ages from babies to teenagers, and
from such contacts I have had a rich soil from which to

draw my conclusions.

Continuously with all this there has come to me the

conviction that (a) the parents who consult me as a lay-

man know incredibly little about the child-mind, in rela-

tion to sex; (b) that where cure is sought, psychic healing,

in one form or other, often offers remedy; and (c) that not

the method so much as the psychological and sensitive

capacity in the healer, himself or herself, is the determina-

tive.

The field of phantasy is also for many adults just a

"fairy" field, whereas it is for the child a field of fact, and
all this concerns healing mind by mind and with it the

body. To take a single instance, many little ones speak of

their invisible playmates, fairy and human, only to be

laughed at by the insensitive parents who forget their

own childhood and the "ghostie" playmates with whom
they played, for the psychic memory is of all the most
fleeting. Intelligent modern parents no longer do that,

some of them even knowing that some branches of psychi-

cal research are coming to the conclusion that nearly all

children are clairvoyant and that their fairy playmates

may have more behind them than childish imagination.

The child rebuffed in such beliefs feels hurt and dis-

mayed, and as the psychoanalyst now tells us, the harmful
effects may be felt not only then but through life.

I knew the wonder-child and seven-year-old poet, little

Logan Wilshire, the son of an American editor and a lady

who had Red Indian blood in her veins. This healthy
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robust child in his childish fancy had dozens of invisible

playmates, it being written of him that "he played with

all the hierarchy of Olympus." Knowing that such play-

mates could be "real," his parents never laughed at him
but, instead, played with him and them! The result was

one of the most beautiful children of that day, whose verse

and stories would compare with those of any adult writer.

Another boy whom I have known for many years, how-

ever, deliberately invented a fictitious character he called

"Sonny Boy," upon whose innocent head he would lay all

his own sins! Some of these children in such imaginings

cannot distinguish between the real and the false, but I

have known of many children who believed firmly in their

guardian angels, their foolish elders scoffing at them and

trying "to knock such silly fancies out of their heads,"

upon occasion with dire result to mind and body.

Parents—laugh with, not at, your children. Above all,

never quarrel before them.

In my casebook records, I have two, one of a boy, the

other of a girl, whom I observed for over a decade, their

parents persistently quarrelling. The boy, a "spastic,"

would burst into impotent tears as he vainly sought to

move on his couch, to intervene, his face white with suffer-

ing. In the similar case of the girl, who was however a fine

specimen of girlhood and a writer, she gradually devel-

oped what is called the disease of aggravation, acidosis,

so common in our day. Acidosis itself leads to embitter-

ment, first of body by pressure upon the solar plexus or

"inferior brain," then to disturbance of the superior

brain, and finally to digestive and other troubles. The
adolescent and grown-up life of this girl was affected, as

was her whole writing career.

I have watched in many cases the effect of such parents,

at times under the influence of the psychic doctor, ceasing

to fight and to become friends. The results upon the

children are magical, the acidosis departs and emotional
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equilibrium is regained, as any good psychiatrist will con-

firm, all this indicating once more that disease has mental

causes. Even ordinary allopathic medicine is steadily

moving towards this conclusion and, let it not be for-

gotten, it is often only the spiritual healer who can cure

these intransigent cases, for with all this chapter the

spiritual or psychic healer is primarily concerned. Affec-

tion in the home means for the children one of two

things—first, either the prevention of disease, or the cure

of disease. Nevertheless, as we shall later see in our chapter

on Esoteric Healing, and though the specialist as yet

knows it not, the karmic tendency behind affects all heal-

ing for good or ill.

In my travels and at home, I have watched sick and hale

children of every color—black and white and brown and
yellow. All of them, like my own children, I have found to

live in a world of phantasy, playing with invisible play-

mates, and finding the real or normal in the worlds of the

unreal and in ''miracles." They live in a world of mind—
if you care, a psychic world. Such strange mortals need the

psychic healer. Nevertheless the orthodox psychiatrist

has done and is increasingly doing good work amongst

children.

Coming to a physical case, is the mother of a little girl

who was born with her foot fastened to her hip. The
doctors say this must be left until the child is three years

old and they then must have her brought back to them in

order to break her leg. Mother is in despair. A friend tells

her not to do that but to try the absent healing of Mr.

Harry Edwards. She does so. One morning as the child is

being massaged, she suddenly screams and shoots her leg

out, cured. That is but one case out of many other

"miracles," although here I must emphasize that in such

miracles there is no abrogation of natural law, but, as

Jesus did, the reaching down to the deeper law now re-

vealing itself in these days of miracles. Nor in these pages
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is there anything but admiration for the often self-effac-

ing surgeon who himself also performs his miracles of

surgery.

Children, especially unspoiled children, are curiously

susceptible to "absent" healing, which is healing at a dis-

tance by thought and prayer, often much more even than

adults; and let it not be forgotten that absent healing is

"telepathic" healing. Spoiled, petted, or ill-used and tor-

tured children are much less pliant and receptive to it.

But, generally speaking, children are much more recep-

tive than their elders, perhaps because what some occult

healers know as the "youth essence," is fresher.

Here let us note that in a craft ever advancing in ex-

perience, children are now being cured of everything

from rickets to blood troubles and from "spastic" condi-

tions of twisted nerve and sinew to every class of skin

disease and from even rarer ills such as "blue" babies to

cases of obscure paralysis and obstruction often defying

the orthodox neurologist and alienist. I have records of

such recoveries so striking as to be nearly unbelievable.

Nevertheless, I must warn parents that cure does not

always result, though amelioration generally does, and

such warning I emphasize from time to time, for psychic

treatment bristles with pitfalls, especially for the credu-

lous; this was one of my reasons for writing my book

Psychic Pitfalls upon the analogous subject of psychic

research which concerns also psychic healing. But this

applies to all psychic healing, although the percentage of

cures is probably in some cases, and especially those

labeled "incurable," much higher than that secured by

ordinary medicine. On the other hand, if the ordinary

doctor or specialist is getting results, it is inadvisable to

change to the unorthodox mental and faith healer. I have

even heard the study of the nervous and digestive systems

and of the anatomy of the body recommended to a student
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of "psychics" by a great psychic healer, and this I cordially

endorse. We must use every side of the curative.

When I lived among them, I have watched at play the

Zulu and other Negro children—"little black lumps of

God's own love," they have been called, for they are

seldom ill. They will play even with the deadly mamba
snake which I studied at close quarters in Africa, offering

it a saucer of milk without being bitten. When bitten, the

Zulu "medicine men" use snake stones to extract the

poison. All these black races, in one form or other, prac-

tice "psychic" healing and practice it successfully.

Many years ago when lecturing in Scandinavia, I took

the rare chance of observing a home for hideously de-

formed children, some of them "spastic" monstrosities.

There I saw some of the more terrible sides of the

"spastic"—children with hands and feet fastened from

birth to various parts of their bodies, even a child that

seemed to have two heads—a sight that did not leave me
for years and that broke one's heart at the casual cruelty

of nature. For a little I even thought that doctors should

be permitted to perform euthanasia to save these poor

dear young things from a lifetime of misery until I found

that many of them were quite happy, for Mother Nature

has her anodynes.

I little knew that at least some of these warpings pre-

sumed incurable could be put right, but not by the knife

of the surgeon. Already the psychic healer is doing this.

There is a remarkable woman healer on earth—the now
world-known Elsie Salmon of South Africa, whose white,

strong and beautiful hands have brought life to thousands

of children, for she practices the laying-on-of-hands.

In a leading London newspaper there appeared about

1951 the story of what may be the strangest miracle of

modern times. We have seen crooked limbs straightened.

We have observed the ossified swellings of that modern
curse, rheumatoid arthritis, vanish under such hands, but
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what no one had seen was a child born without a hand,

growing a hand, as did a child who, after being taken to

Elsie Salmon, began to grow perfect fingers and a thumb.

I should hesitate to give this illustration of the magic

power of faith healing, were it not that even medical men
have witnessed other "psychic miracles" equally wonder-

making. Yet this modest noble woman rejects any idea of

"miracle-working." We have seen little children smitten

with the dread infantile paralysis, even little babies, laid

before Elsie for her healing hands to be laid upon and to

restore them. And once again, one may soberly say that to

psychic healing there are almost no observable limits—

perhaps one day, we may find there are none!

Nor does "faith" enter into this baby healing, except it

be the faith of the broken-hearted parents, for a very

young child does not know the meaning of the word, and

this is but one of the many puzzles of the new-old healing,

which, be sure, works on "law," but not on the laws of

our psycho-physical world. We shall meet others later in

these pages. We have to grow used to what I will call the

"Deeper Law," just as in this emergent world of scientific

miracle we have to get used to jet-planes and "flying

saucers."

Meningitis, nephritis, and the other "irises," epilepsy,

spinal troubles, blood troubles—all these have yielded to

the "laying-on-of-hands."

But there have been protests such as this: "Oh! but

how can you speak of such cures, when you have such

cases as that of a spastic child born a hopeless cripple?

Have you ever observed such cases? My boy was born that

way, even though his father and I were completely healthy

folk. I have had to watch that little boy die from year to

year—ah, Shaw Desmond, have you ever experienced

that?"

To which I replied: "I have, even though my wife and

I were perfectly healthy people with perfect antecedent
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family histories. With his mother, I watched our lovely

boy with his passionate expressive eyes and humor and

his sensitive moods, lie from the date of his birth in a

Dublin maternity home, impotent to move. With his

mother I travelled far and wide and consulted specialists,

including the first specialist of his time, my wife's uncle,

Professor Sloman, the great Scandinavian surgeon who
invented the grafting of nerves. He operated brilliantly

but vainly on the boy in his Danish clinic, encasing him
in a jacket of plaster of Paris whilst hour after hour the

child moaned in agony. We were told by leading London
and continental specialists that there was no hope, no
cure, and when that Saturday morning came and his

mother met me at the door of our Twickenham house to

whisper: "He is gone," I could only say from my heart:

"Thank God!" How many other parents have endured

the same, they being told, "No cure—no hope!" For in the

medicine of that day, ignorant of psychic healing, there

was no hope.

Not so today. Broken fathers and mothers, sick from
unavailing specialist consultations, may now take their

little ones to have done for them what Jesus the Lover of

the little ones did—to have maimed limbs restored and so

to speak to have the dead bones rise up, light to come
back to tear-dimmed eyes, and new hope to human hearts.

Had he lived today and had I known what I know
today, my own boy might have been alive and well

through the glory of "miracle."

I do not know. At least he would have had his chance.

There comes back to some of us students of psychic

healing for the child a dream of new types of hospitals

and clinics, designed, administered and "inspired" by the

men and women now showing themselves who, knowing
that this life is but one of a chain, behind it a "Plan," will
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be able to bring the necessary inspiration and drive and
spiritual intelligence to the work. Such places of healing

will be based upon the recognition of the New Science and
the New Thought now coming forward throughout a

world which is recognizing that all disease starts with the

mind and only ends with the body and that mental manip-

ulation, when necessary, should include physical manipu-
lation and cure. Psychiatric social work, coupled with

continuous mental hygiene and with such correlatives as

"absent" healing and occupational therapy, all this helped

by music and color, will most certainly bring about a

magical transformation in child healing. And we will

want to see attached to each hospital a staff of psychic

healers, only in that day they will have to delete the two

last words from the signboard, "Hospital for Incurables."

The present hospitals, however excellently intentioned,

and the hospital official and mechanized atmosphere will

be transformed for the sick child and the new American

and Scandinavian experiments will be studied and intro-

duced. The human stuff, especially in the child, in these

nervous days has substantially changed and is much more
susceptible to mental and especially to auto-suggestion

than in the past, with the resultant "miracles" which we
witness every day.

It is all coming.
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Absent Healing

The children, as I have said, are much more susceptible

to absent healing than their elders, and I have projected

the reason, for I do not wish to introduce the mystical and

magical in these pages for their own sake and so will

always, when possible, give the proof of what I state.

Nevertheless, there is something both mystical and

magical about healing at a distance. Nobody knows its

technique or machinery, but this applies more or less to

all psychic healing. We only know that it works. Even our

great healing prototype, the Master Jesus, his knowledge

as far beyond ours as ours is beyond the ape, did not

''know the reason," he only knew that it was, and like all

the finer things of life, that he drew it out of the air.

Can we heal at a distance? Yes, and under any condi-

tions and at any time. After experience in four continents,

I can say that.

To understand, we must first clear our minds of cant, of

Time and Space, of physical medicine, and the knife. In

the four-dimensional world in which the mental and faith

healer works, there is neither time nor space. To think is

to have. To think is to do. It is the law behind creative

thought and creative prayer. Over twenty years of active

research have convinced me of that. When the scientist

123
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declares that these things are nonsense, the reason is

simple—he does not know because, as he turns in his

squirrel cage he is deaf and blind to demonstration and
refuses to hear like the deaf adder who stoppeth her ears.

Amongst my scientific friends, I number many such.

Their students hear such statements and themselves also

non-knowing, go about repeating them as did Kipling's

monkeys with their "Brother, thy tail hangs down be-

hind." Ignotum per ignotius.

Nothing is created except by thought. Creative thought

is the distant beacon towards which modern science is

tending as surely as it is being ruthlessly forced outside

three dimensions. Scientific friends of my own in constant

touch with the scientists of what is vulgarly known as

"the next world," know that Over There everything from

transport to houses is created by thought. It is only be-

cause the process is direct in a mental world which is time-

less, spaceless and matterless, forthcalling the materials by

creative thought, that such facts obfuscate our bemused
scientists, who, let it be said, are themselves miracle

workers, all unknowing, with a radar and a radio erasing

time, space, and matter. For the unscientific materialist,

having neither "perspective" nor "scale," refuses to think.

Before I left finance for literature, my first conviction

that for mental communication, whether good or evil,

there was neither time nor space, came to me when as a

secretary of public companies in London at 23, and, later,

director, I was interested in a Gold Coast mine, to which

had been sent a fine young English boy. He had the mis-

fortune to offend the local "Medicine Man," who, point-

ing at him, said only: "I put ju-ju on you." From that

moment although the medicine man had gone two hun-

dred miles away into the bush, the boy began to die on his

feet, to the despair of a Mr. Herbert H. Waters, who was

a sceptic and rationalist and our mine manager. Fearing

that powdered glass or cut hair was being administered in
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the boy's food, a favorite West African method, he him-

self saw that all the water the boy drank was boiled and

himself picked the bananas and other fruit and fed the

boy. Still the boy continued to die, with no cause ap-

parent.

Finally, a Kroo boy who thought much of the young
Englishman, came to the manager, to say solemnly: "You
know, Baas, if you don't take the ju-ju spell off him, he

will die," going on to say that the only way to save the

boy was to send by runner presents and apologies to the

Medicine Man two or three hundred miles away, which

the sceptical Waters most reluctantly did.

The effect was miraculous. When at the very point of

passing, the boy all at once became alive, sat up on his

couch and demanded food and drink, and soon got well.

Waters noted the exact moment of the change to find on

the runner's return that it was at this moment he had con-

tacted the Medicine Man who had said, simply: "I take

ju-ju off him." (A similar case was that of the distin-

guished brother of a governor of one of the African pro-

tectorates who told me that his brother had seen this curse

put upon a woman crossing a bridge, the woman falling

dead on the spot.)

That convinced me and my friend that both killing and

curing at a distance was fact. However, every African there

knew that, as did my Zulu who said about those dying

through witchcraft: "They are killed by their minds."

They are—and at any distance. Thought is potent for good

and for evil. I speak from experience, for I myself once

had ju-ju put on me from a distance of some thousands of

miles. It was at my home, where I nearly collapsed as if

stricken as I opened the envelope package containing the

"spell." Fortunately my wife knew what to do and pos-

sibly saved my life by flinging the package into the fire. It

may be said that prayer is definitely a counter to such
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spells, which as a member of the London Magic Circle I

studied for an adequate period when in my thirties.

Like many others, I had begun to ask myself what could

be the means of communication for sending such death

streams and whether this was the ether itself of which
scientists were beginning increasingly to think.

Mesmer, who was also "etherically" interested, postu-

lated his fluidum as interpenetrating our earth and its

circumambient. So did James Braid, and, in our day, so

did Sir Oliver Lodge, with his universal ether. This pos-

sibly is the carrier of thought in absent healing, irrespec-

tive of distance, for as we now know, even the etheric body
of the human being is tenuous matter as may be the infini-

testimal particles forming the instantaneous electric

current.

Of some of the absence of time and space in psychic

healing, there is indirect proof in the fact that great

healers like Edwards never make time appointments with

what they believe to be their spirit guides, because the

latter are outside time and space. They make their ap-

pointments at the moment of contact by vibrational think-

ing, the wish conveying the message to the world of spirit,

or, if you prefer, in this fluidic Aquarian Age, to the

Power Behind as it is known to the Higher Occultism and

to the Masters, who have been physically and telepath-

ically contacted by eminent people. In a word they "tune

in" to that Power which always instantly responds. Some
healers like Edwards believe their spirit guides to be the

communicants and instruments for that divine Power-
others, like Mandus believe that their inspirer is Jesus,

the Christ, and others again, and from practice, that it

just 15.

You ask: "Is there then a definite technique for calling

up the divine healing power and bringing it on call?" Yes,

there is.

Remember first of all that before answers are received,
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long effort and study may first be essential. But the effort

must not be forced—anv force in healing, in any of its

phases, is fatal—the natural law that "to every action there

is equal and contrary reaction" here applies literally.

Do not forget that the best work by the divine Power is

done during sleep, when the mind is relaxed and the occu-

pant of the body is often away and, as even some of the

psychic intelligentsia now think, engaged upon nightly

errands. If this be thought ridiculous, may it be indicated

that this has been taught by some of the greatest teachers

on this round hard-headed hard-hearted globe? Many of

the greater Eastern and Western teachers have taught this

in one form or other from the Buddhas to Patanjali and

from Patanjali to Paracelsus, pioneer psychologist. We
are also by the experimenters told that the memory of this

"astral travelling" is rare except where trained.

These are not the pages in which to elaborate this, but

it may be said in passing that there is steadily piling up
direct evidence that physicians who have passed over still

continue their work from spirit and, rightly or wrongly,

quite a number of the foremost healers attribute the suc-

cess of their earthly efforts to their consultation with and
impression by such spiritual sources, consultations at

which, together with scientific minds, I have been present.

To deny or omit this in any up-to-date book of psychic

healing would be unfair and, worse, unscientific and
inadequate.

My casebook has case after case of the success of this

"tuning in," which itself raises all sort of potencies and
problems, many of them purely material, if those of the

radar and radio which they parallel may be called

material.

Here, as an example, is the tragic story of a peculiarly

beautiful girl whom I knew over a decade and who lived

in one. of the lovelier of the Georgian houses outside

London. A writer and poet.
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"Clarissa," as I will call her, was one of those women
who from birth seem to trail tragedy as they pass, taking

with her the lovers who with it became involved, perhaps,

if one believes that, karmically. Again and again, Clarissa

would imagine herself to be "in love," whatever that

elastic term may mean, and again and again her contacts

with her lovers ended in disaster, her last lover dying of

malignant ulcer, this ending a projected marriage. As the

years passed, her exquisite beauty began to fade and she

finally took refuge, like so many, in the Roman Catholic

Church, determined to become a nun of a severe "en-

closed" order. This, like all else, failed. She, after "throw-

ing a farewell to life" party, as she put it, and feeling she

had no "vocation," deciding to remain in the world.

Once again, tragedy stalked her. She developed cancer,

was taken to a London cancer hospital, and with all her

dreams of love and marriage vanished, lay there helpless.

When within a few hours of death, her family appealed to

me to help them and her with psychic healing, as the

specialists said she had only a few days to live; and this I

did, one afternoon getting in touch with a famous healer,

who instantly put in the call to the Other World to help

her.

The result was miraculous. The impossible happened.

Almost at once, the stricken girl sat up in her hospital bed,

her aureole of hair spread about her, her eyes shining and

color in her white cheeks, declaring again and again: "I

am not going to die! I will not die!" for like so many of

her type she clung frantically to life. A phone call from

her bedside, to myself, brought the assurance, quietly,

tensely spoken: "I will not die, Shaw Desmond—I will not

die ... I am going to get well. I will get well!"

And for some days, to the amazement of the nurses and

doctors, she seemed to have conquered the malignant

growth. "We have never seen anything like it," one of

them said to a member of her family. "We cannot under^
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stand it—the doctors cannot understand it—it is against

all reason. She should now be dead."

Clarissa did die, but only after a tense struggle with the

disease of which we used to say, before psychic healing

proved it wrong, "it never lets go," for the records of my-

self and others including the doctors, show that correctly

diagnosed cancers have "dried up," sometimes vanished.

I say it with care. But the memory of the working of the

Power Behind in that ravaged, once lovely body will never

be forgotten by the doctors and others who saw it, some of

whom upon further enquiry were now to know that

cancer can be cured by psychic healing. They were to

learn of a psychicist who had cured many cancer cases

given up by the doctors as incurable, as is indirectly con-

firmed by records, for instance, of such healers as the two

American doctors, man and wife, who have written a

classic on the subject, and by English physicians.

That the psychotherapeutics of absent healing can

cure virulent disease at a distance, has been demonstrated

to the reluctant doctors literally ad nauseam. The records

of devoted healers like W. T. Parish and his wife, Peggy,

of London, of William Henry Lilley the renowned heal-

ing Yorkshireman, and of the Englishman, Harry Ed-

wards, are poignant with cures of every type of disease

by absent healing. In some cases, the cure began instantly

upon "the putting in of the plug," in others only after

months or even longer intervals—and here it should be

said that the stricken should never give up because there

are no seeming results at once. Healing needs patient

patients as well as patient healers, and regular renewals of

the treatment are often essential.

Once more, a word of warning, endorsed by nearly

every greater healer. Don't cut out the orthodox doctor

or surgeon, for they have saved thousands by knife and
medicine. Sometimes, in urgent cases, the knife is essen-

tial, as in cases of trepanning the brain or urgent amputa-
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tion or gangrene cases of appendix, since mental healing

might take too long to effect a cure. We must be sane in

our "psychics."

Everyone on earth has his or her "vibrational number,"
no two being the same. We already have "pocket-book"

television based, like all radio and radar, on "tuning in,"

and I verily believe the day will come when by "tuning

in," either with instrument or telepathically, we shall be

able to communicate with any other person on earth—and
perhaps as psychic research now indicates, farther afield!

We may even have "celestial" inter-planetary radar, for

we are surrounded by a great mystery. Literally, nothing

in our day is impossible. Nothing. It is but a question of

time.

To secure effective absent healing, two things are de-

sirable. First, give the healer a clear mind picture of what

he or she has to cure so that directive healing can be given.

Secondly, send short regular letters to that healer to

deepen and inspire that picture. One healing center

claims a "high percentage" of cures and of the balance

over 85 per cent are eased from pain or ultimately cured.

The devoted William Henry Lilley, who asks no fee,

cures nearly half his cases by absent healing. One of the

stranger cases was that of a lady suffering from displace-

ments of hip and lumbar vertebrae, who within a few days

after joining an absent healing class found her bones

adjusted and her limp nearly gone. She insisted that her

"absent" treatment by the invisible power "consisted

mostly of adjustments, massage, and exercises," which

she was able to recognize through many chiropractic treat-

ments by early chiropractors, who had failed to cure her.

Another case reported by Mr. Arthur Keith Desmond,
author of The Gift of Healing, records the case of a lady

who had a diseased leg which "nearly had to come off,"

and who, to the astonishment of the doctors, had her leg

cured by the absent healing of Mr. Lilley's spirit doctor,
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Dr. Letari. In this record there are "absent" cures of

factory and other workers, one of whom became an air-

man and "fly-weight champion of his Flight." One lady,

who "feels the vibration as one would an electric shock,"

was healed by this invisible surgeon after only one month
of the treatment.

The story of the "absent" and other healing of W. T.

Parish, whom I had the honor of knowing, is the story of

a modern saint—sometimes the most misused word in the

dictionary. This winning personality, who never took a

fee, had been a physical culture expert. He was in those

days also an opponent of Spiritualism. The story of one of

the first healers of our world, with thousands of cures

behind him, was to begin with the cure of his wife of

cancer when the doctors gave her only six months to live.

The surgeon who had operated and who had said that

hers was a bad case with the certain return of the growth,

declared her a "walking miracle." She is after all these

years still alive and herself thanking God by curing others.

His story is that of hundreds of healers throughout the

world, men and women of all colors and types, including

qualified medical men and women who have exchanged

their orthodoxy for faith and psychic healing.

There I think we may leave the record of one of the

strangest powers uncovered by the practice of psychic

medicine. Nobody is asked to accept an iota of the evi-

dence here offered without careful investigation. It has

convinced and is convincing many estimable members of

the medical profession. The facts speak for themselves—

the evidence of accumulation.
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Tie MinJ in Healing

We have been writing about Healing that is
'

'Absent," in

which Healer and patient do not meet, and in which the

telepathic mind is the only bridge and instrument, "Ab-

sent Healing" being purely mental, corporeally detached.

But in many sides of the Mental Healing with which we
are now about to deal, there enters physical contact, in-

cluding the laying-on-of-hands.

What is it that happens when Healer and Patient meet?

What is the part the mind, conscious or subconscious,

plays and, indirectly, in all healing of body or nerve,

including Absent Healing itself?

For upon what happens, cure may depend. It may mean
life or death.

This is "the sweet mystery of life," in the song. It may
be the sweet mystery of death, for in this century life and

death fade into each other and people are no longer afraid

of death. Nobody knows which is which.

Today we slip easily across the barrier which separates

the life of earth from the life of the Next World which all

who read these words will one day visit. Perhaps it is not

only a going but a coming, if we are to believe the occult-

ists and clairvoyants and even the New Science which for

the first time checks fact with faith and faith with fact,

132
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for we are told that the vasty outpouring of souls in the

two World Wars has been matched by the inpouring of

souls seeking incarnation. Of course all this assumes that

the reincarnation taught by the greatest thinkers of our

world through the ages is fact, for no one is asked to accept

such beliefs, provable or otherwise.

This traffic between the Two Worlds on either side of

physical death has its parallel on this side of death when
mind meets mind. Never in the staggering history of earth

has mind sought mind as it does today. Never has it been

so easy to engage one's mind with the minds of others

(including the Mind of the World, for our earth is a being

physically, psychologically, and telepathically) whether

by radio, phone, television, or the blind, all-seeing eye of

Radar which has dissolved the earthly solid.

Telepathy, and for that matter the scientific investiga-

tion of "Soul," as various university professors demon-
strate, are now recognized facets of our kaleidoscopic

science. Indeed, telepathy is being consciously or un-

consciously used in daily work. The doctors of our physi-

cal bodies tell us this, also doctors of "souls," newspaper

editors and journalists, and, naturally, the psychiatrist

and psychologist in their dealings with the mind. Great

artists of either sex, pianists and violinists, singers and

composers, pay eager tribute to the effect of the minds of

their audiences upon the power and spirit of their music,

and, mirabile dictu, "the devil's children"—the politi-

cians, with presidents of republics and leaders of armies,

acclaim this intercourse of mind, an intercourse, spaceless,

timeless, instantaneous.

The demonstrations of psychic healing in the largest

halls and theaters on either side of the Atlantic, are them-

selves the proofs. Who will forget the massed Albert

Hall on that Saturday night of September, 1954, when
before members of the Archbishop of Canterbury's Com-
mission on Divine Healing and representatives of the
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British Medical Association, the prince of healers, Harry
Edwards, made history? And everything that happened in

that historic gathering turned on one thing only—the
human mind, that is, the mind of the healer and the

patient, but in the deeper sense, upon the Silent Mind
of the Divine, so forming a trinity of power and cure.

Harry Edwards, after that meeting, became seer as well

as healer when he said: "There is sufficient spiritual

power in this hall to change the face of the world if all

present selflessly will to become its instruments."

Impalpably, our world is recognizing that the spiritual

power evoked by spiritual healing operates far beyond the

healing of the sick body for it operates into the sick soul

that is our modern war-world. Each day there now goes up
from not thousands but millions of hearts what is known
East and West as "The Great Invocation," by people

known as "The World Servers" who are of every race and
color, and by each Server it is said aloud daily at the same

hour. Part of it is:

From the point of Love within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of men-

Let light descend on Earth. . . .

From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the Hearts of men.

Let the Plan of Love and Light work out,

And may it seal the door where evil dwells. . . .

Let Light and Love and Power restore the

Plan on earth!

That is the "Plan" of Mind behind the New Healing!

Here, indeed, in all this is the Power of Mind in excel-

sis, succouring the maimed, the halt and the blind, the

paralytic, the arthritic, and the psychopathic. Little spastic

children from birth who had never stood, standing on

their feet, rheumatoid arthritis cripples who were carried,
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or crawled, on to the stage beneath the great organ, with

"poker backs," limbs like brittle wood, now standing up

to move heads and arms and legs to the glory of God and

His Mind. The blind made to see, the deaf to hear. Sick-

ness and sorrow turned into rejoicing literally, by the

laying-on-of-hands. Behind it all, the omniscient Power
of the Mind.

How many in the Albert Hall gathering in those dense

rows rising tier on tier to the dome asked: "What is hap-

pening down there? What the source? Whose the power?

. .
." and finally—"How is it done?"

Leaving for the moment the Power of Spirit behind

all such demonstrations, let us first look into the minds of

the visible protagonists on the platform, on any platform

—in a room, any room. The Healer and the Sick Person.

As their eyes meet, there is in that first flash a secret

engagement of mind. Already, in the subliminal, their

souls are asking and answering questions: Despair asking,

"Who is this man that holds in his hands—or is it in his

heart—the keys to unlock for me the door to life? What is

he thinking? How does he do it? Can he free me from my
pain? Can he do it?"

And the white robed healer, with the cure of thousands

of sick souls and bodies behind him on his star-trail:

"What kind of man is this? From what is he suffering?

What is his temperament and temper? Is he receptive? Is

he reticent? Is he nervous?" And then: "Can I heal him?"
—the question every healer asks. And always he remem-
bers that the human Will, in the sense of force, is the one
thing which must never be used in mental healing. It

denigrates, destroys, and instantly sets up its counter.

Only babies use Will. The evolved healer uses imagina-

tion and love.

Already two minds, two souls, are tangled, both await-

ing, though they know it not, the coming of the Holy
Spirit. That holy spirit without which the Healer may not
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find the streaming lifeflow of which he is but the instru-

ment, and yet an instrument potent, for without him
even the Lord and Master behind may not do His work.

For omnipotence depends upon potence—the macrocosm
upon microcosm. Even the Master Mind may not save

the world if the world will not be saved.

As I have before said, the Healer knows that he cannot

heal. He is the instrument for the Song of Life. The
Power Behind him, the musicmaker.

Already are the minds of the Healer and the Sick inter-

locked. Already are they engaged in a struggle the issue of

which only the Healer of the World may foresee.

It is upon union, or "tuning in," between healer and
patient, that the cure of disease, mental or physical, turns.

Every healer knows this—ultimately, every patient. Love

is the "tuner in." Great healers must be great lovers.

Within the moment, or it may be only after many
moments and many encounters, the healer finds what he

knows as the "intuition." This is the union of his mind
and that of the man who has come to him. It is a sort of

release from the struggle, and later from the pain, into the

blessing. It is the moment of truth. The healing has

begun.

The psychospiritual contact through the eye and mind
is now replaced by the directly physical, as the white robed

physician lays his hands upon the affected parts, which is

"contact" healing. The importance of this first instant of

virgin touch with its exchange of nervous and spiritual

force is recognized in all the oriental schools of psychic

cure, and especially in certain sides of Zen-Buddhism of

which in Japan the psychophysical ju-jutsu is the physio-

logical base. Here I speak after twenty years' study of an

art which in its later, "Black Belt" or shodan stage, is

more mental than physical as some of the greater thinkers

and artists of a Japan nearly unknown to the West, believe

—and who, like the psychic doctor, must first achieve
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"attunement" with above all, fearlessness of their oppo-

nents and, after that, "mental" before "physical" ingress.

It took me a decade by study and physical contest, some-

times in randori practice against world champions, to

reach this highest "Black" belt, but it was time well spent,

for it taught me how to conquer fear and how to use my
mind. It is not an art for everyone.

That is why in the correlative realm of healing, the

more sensitive healers, occidental or oriental, are chary of

carelessness in a first contact which, as it inspires courage

or fear, may determine the success or failure of the heal-

ing, as this itself is a question of "timing" and exchange

of vibration. The less philosophic sensitives will not

recognize this, or indeed much of the above, but one day

they will.

Before all else, it is the task of the Healer to rid his

patient of our Common Enemy—Fear. A mind held in the

thrall of fear cannot have its body healed until it itself is

healed. Every healer who is also a "seer" knows that Fear

is the weapon of Satan; that it makes the strong weak, and
the weak weaker and strangest of all, that in literally

nearly all cases, fear has either no or little foundation.

The thing we fear rarely happens—it is the thing we don't

fear because we don't know of it, which does. All fear is

wasted energy.

Any intelligent reader reading these words will know
that the thing which seems overwhelming in the morning
is in nine cases out of ten forgotten in an hour, a day, a

week, or a month. We have had all the worry and its

weakness for nothing. The "insurmountable unforget-

table" terror exists only in our brains for there is literally

nothing that may not be conquered.

Fear strikes in the solar plexus or "inferior" brain,

carried there from the "superior" brain which itself has

been fed from a faint heart. Face your fear and pray, and
within two minutes it has already lost its gnaw and bi<t-£<
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Terror lives on itself. Cut off the fear from the patient and
your Healer is already half way to healing him or her. If

you lose a dear wife or friend or sweetheart, face it, know-

ing if you are an educated person, that the grave does not

divide and that it is but temporary.

Loneliness lives on fear. Shut yourself up with your

loneliness and your loss will last your lifetime. People

worry themselves, some of the psychiatrists now tell us,

into physical ills—even into tuberculosis and cancer. Stop

worrying—see your healer—pray to your God . . . and

leave the rest to Him. This is fact—lovely fact. Even death

is not the end. The only thing that endures, not to the

end, for there is no end, is hope and love and light. Give

them a chance to come in and dwell in your heart. That
is what the born healer says to his patient.

People, especially timid people, often ask me: "Where
does hypnotism come into healing and how far is it effec-

tive?" Generally speaking, my own view is that this field

has, as yet, through the unspiritual and therefore "un-

scientific" approach to it, scarcely been explored or ex-

ploited, despite its century of study and application by

various individuals, professional and amateur. It needs

careful collation in a "Clearing House" of all the known
data and a tabulation of types, techniques and, if possible,

results. Men like Mesmer and Elliotson experimented in

it over a century ago, as we have recorded, the one as cure,

the other as anesthetic in operations and childbirth, whilst

the name of the great surgeon, James Braid, we have al-

ready met in these pages. As a prophylactic, it is being

used in our day for such things as smoking and drug tak-

ing, with at least some success, and it has also been used in

mass suggestion in public halls, whilst the experiments of

a leading doctor, a friend of mine, especially in the pre-

natal twilight, seem to have brought remarkable results.

What I think may, with care, be said, is that an organ-

ized persistent enquiry and experiment into the sub-
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liminal and unconscious minds (they are different things)

might yield results valuable and stimulating. Despite all

the volumes written and famous names associated with

psychoanalytical science and even, more directly, with

trance and hypnotism in their multitudinous forms, we
human beings still know very little indeed about hypno-

tism and auto- and extra-suggestion in the pathological

field and especially in the "psychic" healing with which

this book is concerned in its various branches. All we
know is that the powers of the human mind are, literally,

limitless.

Hypnosis and its induction is, however, I believe, a vital

part of all healing into which enters the Mind. We are

as yet but timorously standing on the edge of its fathom-

less ocean, one revealing itself under slowly lifting

horizons.

A fair and remarkable work on what is termed "supra-

sensual" healing and the part of hypnotism in it, slightly

paraphrased, runs as follows:

"By making passes from head to feet—never the reverse

—with the palms held one or two inches from the body of

the patient, or by placing the hands crosswise over the

affected region, good results, and at times, a complete

cure, may be obtained."

The advice adds that the sick person should lie ex-

tended on a comfortable couch, and that this helps "the

radiation from the practitioner being conveyed to him or

her, these being absorbed and circulated through the

whole body whereby the pains are alleviated or entirely

suppressed." But a warning is given that "the greater

part of bodily ailments can never be cured in the above
manner," and recommends that, before resorting to hyp-

nosis, the ordinary medical and surgical channels should
be approached and especially those who have knowledge
of the curative powers of sunlight, air, and water.

The act of hypnotism is partly mechanical. You can
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hypnotize yourself by gazing at a bright sixpence in the

palm of your hand. Church congregations undergo at each

service what is virtually a slight ''mass-hypnotism" as

every churchgoer knows who listens to a boring preacher,

and it leads to a comatose state of mind, then of body,

when sleep may intervene. The same applies to a political

audience when faced by a boring politician. Indeed, in

considering the Mind in healing, we cannot omit the two

"suggestions"—maxs-suggestion and autosuggestion.

Mass-suggestion in what is often genuine healing per-

haps reaches its peak in the religious congregations which

I have witnessed in many lands and amongst many colors

from the Mississippi Negroes' "spirituals" to the novenas

of Roman Catholic Ireland contrasting with disciplined

miracles of Lourdes. But for that matter, you find hyp-

nosis in the "Indian Rope Trick" in which the "yogi"

flings a rope into the air where it hangs suspended, as

his boy climbs to the top, and then his master, after mock-

scolding him to descend, climbs up after him, knife in

teeth, following which he throws down first the head,

then an arm of the recalcitrant boy—all of it actually an

illusion, as the camera proves, but to the tight-packed

"faithfuls" as real as the real thing would be!

For in mass-hypnosis it is first curiosity, then religious

ecstasy, and then fear which unlatches the secret portal to

the subliminal and unconscious worlds. If some Spiritual-

ists and other ecstatics would only from this Rope-trick

learn that on the astral plane "seeing is not necessarily

believing," they would be saved many of the pitfalls and

sadnesses of a spirit communication careless and uncon-

trolled, for although communication with the dead is

now scientifically proved, the spiritualist devotees, when

they suppose they are speaking to their dead, are often,

though not always, speaking either to "thought-forms" or

to their own mental projections.

And in all this, one is but touching the bare outlines of
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incredible problems in the cure of disease and mind-
problems which will demand an incessant observation

and experience rivalling, but deeper-probing than that of

physical medicine. From observation of women of many
nations and colors, I am convinced that certain sexological

problems will be solved primarily by women rather than

by male healers—but that day is not yet.

All of this brings us to the essential point of these pages.

That is, the necessity as I have already said, of the patient

of either sex finding his or her psychic complementary. It

will one day be realized that "Sex" enters into psychic

healing, doing so through subtle and still largely uncon-

ceived psychological rather than physical channels, and, as

I have already indicated, "polaric" healing by an operator

of the opposite sex, may often be more effective than

unisexual healing.

Psychical researchers are discovering that in the seance

room there are at work a thousand phases of mind with a

flashing to and fro of mental-electric currents the physical

derivatives of which are now being pictorially displayed

on the screens of the physicist and psychiatrist. "Com-
munication" with other worlds of other dimensions has

revealed this universal omnipotent operation of Mind in

every domain of our planetary life, it is demonstrated to

the masses by the objective psychic healing in our halls

and, soon to be, in our theaters, churches and cathedrals,

and it is leading, ultimately and inexorably, to instru-

mental access to planes and worlds invisible.

In the sensitive communication between healer and

patient, the Invisible Communication has been brought

to life. The Mind sees everywhere, and as Karen Ewald
put it: "Everywhere is here"
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Contact Healing

I deal with contact, i.e. tactile, healing as it enters into

most of the phases of healing in this book. We have already

realized from what has been said in the last two chapters,

that it is very different from absent healing, or from any

healing in which there is only mental contact. We are now
finding that the mental contact is often more effective

than the physical, especially in Absent Healing. However,

as the Mind is inevitably and fundamentally involved in

all Psychic Healing, there is no such thing as purely physi-

cal contact healing. The rule would be: "There is no
physical contact healing without mental, though there

can be mental without physical."

Yet the technique of direct or tactile contact has its

uses and many sick people respond to it when they would
not to Absent "contactless" treatment. Not unnaturally,

we have still among us Doubting Thomases who wish to

put their fingers into the print of the nails!

After a study of "Direct" and with it, the "Indirect"

Contact of mind, over many years, I believe that with

thousands there is a certain feeling of directive power

coming from, say, The-Laying-on-of-Hands, to take one

example, which no absent healing can give. Folk are still

very literal, saying, "if you see it in print it is so" and

142
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"what you see is sure and what you feel is fact." Yet neither

of these statements is fact! For not only newspapers but

feelings lie. No two of us are alike and every case of sickness

has to be taken on its own merits, as it were, as I have al-

ready said in these pages. In this chapter on "Contact

Healing," I am only concerned of course with Direct Con-

tact of healer and patient.

One of the greatest living healers once said to me to my
astonishment: "You know, although I do touch my pa-

tients, it is really quite unnecessary. If I do it, it is to give

them confidence because they expect it."

Throughout the world, whether in countries Christian

or Pagan, I have noticed that the most common form of

"Contact" healing is by the apostolic "Laying-on-of-

hands." At the great Albert Hall meeting in 1954 one

noticed that Harry Edwards and his coadjutors and
helpers, Olive and George Burton, persistently did this,

placing the fingers over the affected parts. This was in

perfect agreement with what was the age-old Eastern prac-

tice hundreds of years ere Jesus and his disciples used it.

It works, because it induces and discharges concentrated

vibration upon the seat of the trouble. It is also known as

"directive healing." The Eastern occultist healers justify

it because they say that "Energy follows thought," and
that the physical contact centralizes and expands the heal-

ing power of the operator. Yet, beneath, as heart of their

philosophy, every Eastern School of healing is agreed that

it is not the hand but the love which cures. They even

believe that, without love, in one form or other, cure

cannot take place. I also believe that to be true. There is

no exception to this universal rule. Hate hinders love and
happiness—it also hinders healing.

The laying-on-of-hands acts as an electrode to give the

patient "the feeling" or vibration of the healer. In this, it

does what nothing else perhaps can do quite so well. It

acts in the same way but with a quite different object as
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does the touch of hand or lips of lovers, and if it be asked,

as it often is, whether "sex" enters into psychic healing,

the answer is that it does so in the sense that sex enters

into and, indeed, generates everything of life on our

planet! None of which means that sexual feeling is or

should be established between healer or healed, as, curi-

ously enough, perhaps by dissipation of power, it inter-

feres with cure. For the healer must be at once neutral

and vibrationed towards his or her patient. This I have

discussed with doctors in a maternity home. Whilst ad-

mitting that in rare cases sex feeling enters, these medicals

claimed that nearly all practitioners are sexually quite

uninfluenced by their physical or other examinations of

the other sex.

This asexual blending of healer and patient gives that

confidence without which, nothing. But it also gives the

healer increase of power. The healer who is of disturbed

mind through sex or otherwise, and so dithers as to the

outcome of his treatment, cannot heal. He must be sure-

dead sure. He must place over the door of his room: "All

things are here possible."

Healers should never, under any circumstances, slav-

ishly copy one another, even though they can learn from

all. What is the right technique and handling for one

healer may be quite wrong for another, and this also

applies to the patient, particularly in contact healing.

Generally speaking, and without didacticism, I would

venture to suggest in contact healing the following as a

general but not a particular directive:

(1) That the hand or hands be placed either just above

or upon the affected part, the utmost care being taken to

be gentle and sensitive, and even "prayerful" as the action

is made, the healer, without force or compulsion, concen-

trating his or her thought and loving power as flowing

from heart to finger-tips, seeking not only the body but

the mind of the sufferer, and remembering always that it
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is not he or she but the Greater Power Behind who is the

healer: (2) that before this actual contact, the healer will

secure the sympathetic attention and receptiveness of the

sick person by keeping the mind open to giving, the

patient doing the same to taking: (3) the actual treatment

and the position of the free hand, like all else, should be

determined by the controlled intuition, i.e. by the opera-

tor holding the healing mind free but "aware"—a condi-

tion which can be practiced when not healing and one

which after a time, comes of itself. (Healers are often
' right-handed" or "left-handed," one of the hands "carry-

ing the heart," and known as the "power" hand, the other

the "sedative" hand, and therefore polaric and comple-

mentary.) The position of the free hand is, in my view,

important, and in this, again, the intuitive feeling should

be followed as to whether it should be on the crown of

the head or on the front of the body, on the solar plexus

("inferior brain"), or placed on the vital chakras, as the

yogis call the magnetic or "nuclear" belts circling about

the human body, such as those at base and top of spine, or

on the "neutral" parts of the body. But all this demands
preliminary study under a qualified teacher. The genital

sections should never be touched in Western psychic heal-

ing, although they are under special conditions sometimes

used in the Eastern yoga schools. When my wife and I

lived for a time in Holland, we met with a remarkable

woman pianist whose whole life, professional and per-

sonal, had been maimed by the deliberate pressure on
the genital centers by her music teacher and guide "in

order to secure certain rearrangements of psychic and
nervous areas to facilitate expression." This is something

which makes me insist upon all patients using their own
commonsense when asked by the healer to submit to

obviously doubtful "crank" and worse treatments. The
sick person should always remain master of himself or

herself in that sense, independent of the healer.
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Actually, even mental healing begins the moment
healer and audience set eyes on each other—but this we
shall deal with later when we come to the fundamental

''esoteric healing," without some knowledge of which no
healer is spiritually, and indeed technically, equipped
for her or his complex task.

Here, however, it is well to consider more nearly where
and when and how the Mental impinges upon the tactile

or the direct contact.

The strange power of one of the greater healers of our

day is the example of a species of "divine" blending of

"Contact" healing and mind, as set out in that remarkable

book, The Reluctant Healer.

William J. Macmillan, now passed to the Other Side,

whose name and fame are known the world over, was most

reluctant to heal and indeed was troubled when he dis-

covered his unique powers. A sensitive of refined courage

and a persistence admirable, he has by his "rubbing"

treatment, using his hands, literally cured the incurable

... a "laying-on-of-hand" of a peculiar type, and without

which in his case no cure seemed to be possible. But with

Macmillan, the patient was a potent factor in his own
cure, and that patient's self-help and efforts were used to

the utmost. Here, at least, there was no "handing on a

platter," as so many sick people expect, without them-

selves doing anything about it. He insisted that both pa-

tient and healer should concentrate always upon the

"assets" rather than the "liabilities" of their joint opera-

tion—upon the progress rather than as do so many pes-

simists, upon the retrogressions. No negative thinking

was encouraged. The result was that the well-known ter-

rible muscular atrophy, disseminated sclerosis, tuberculo-

sis and even cancer, often succumbed to his power-injec-

tion, helped by his laying-on-of-hands.

His sense of duty enabled this "reluctant" healer to

"carry on." A healer who had none of the healing opera-
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tor's "frills"—no dramatic movements or passes, not even

a prayer. Yet, like Mesmer, he was careful to have his con-

sulting and treatment rooms beautifully appointed with

flowers and the hues and designs of fine artists. Like Mes-

mer, he knew the value of beauty in healing, and his prac-

tice proved it.

He was no "crank." He smoked, as do some of the

greater healers known to me, and he was not averse to a

glass of wine. Even in the Eastern schools of thought and

here in Europe we are finding strange changes from the

one-time urged asceticism to the normal enjoyment of a

full life lived sanely and finely. Not by atrophy, but by

full use of the senses which have been bestowed upon us,

use and not abuse, whether by denial or indulgence, for it

can be either, do we find our way along the path to the

stars which we pilgrims to paradise are all treading from

birth and through death. Each man and woman must

decide his or her own path according to conscience and

intuition—and for each the path is different.

William Macmillan, in his many lives, had seemingly

experienced both the austere and the full, if we are to

believe the Thibetan monk who came to him incor-

poreally out of the blue to tell him that in another life he,

William Macmillan, had been a Buddhist priest of an

esoteric order. He explained to the noble healer the per-

fume which so often poured out around him—something
for which I can personally vouch as it has happened to

me in the presence of others on many occasions, in one
instance lasting for a period of four hours in my work-

room.

Yet about Macmillan there was nothing at all of the

vaguely mystical—he was a normal man working incredi-

ble hours at bringing life and health to his patients. In-

deed, as he indicates, he had to secure neutrality in and
control of himself in order to get his miraculous cures and
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also to discipline his patients to do their part by following

faithfully the exercises he set them when necessary.

His method was therefore both "contact" and "mental.
"

There we can leave our Contact Healing and its

Healers.
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Wnere Orthodox Medicine Comes In

One of the most debatable and formidable differences of

opinion in our modern world is upon this Psychic Heal-

ing, or Faith Healing, or Spiritual Healing—call it what

you will—which I believe is destined to revolutionize our

thought. This revolution will come into every facet of the

tragi-comedy of la vie humaine—3. revolution in evolution.

Already leading Churchmen are divided upon it,

whether Roman Catholic or Protestant, with the thou-

sand and one other churches and sects. Already the ques-

tion has first stolen and then hurtled its way into politics,

and the day is not far off when elections may be decided

upon this issue. Homes are divided. Husbands and wives

and children are embattled. Creeds once counted un-

rockable are being shaken to their foundations. Even the

medical schools are now engaged and engorged with the

question as they were a century and a half ago in the days

of Mesmer and Charcot and Liebault and, later, the days

of Sigmund Freud.

To pychic-heal or not to psychic-heal?

Is the mind, whether the shallower normal or the

deeper unconscious, to be used with the physical?

Which shall we use—the scalpel and medicine bottle, or

prayer and faith?

149
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These are the questions being asked.

And one of the fiercest battles, because it is at root

"religious," is being fought within the psychic fold, itself

a fold in which the protagonists in their quarrels some-

times appear to be a mixture of wolf and lamb. It is being

fought over the challenging: "Is the orthodox doctor to be

worked with or against?—is he or she to be held outside

the fold of the faithful or are the bars to be lowered and

the wolf taken in with the lamb?" It is this which concerns

us here.

To these questions there is no "Yes" or "No" possible.

The answers will be found, one thinks, in both the nega-

tive and affirmative. Indeed, to solve this paradox, some of

us may wish to ask another series of questions, beginning

with:

Can psychic healing do without physical healing?

Is not the material an essential part of the immaterial

and the spirit an essential of the human body—and is it

possible to put the body and the soul into separate com-

partments, labelled: "The Body" and "The Soul"? In a

word, how can spirit prove its existence and its inhabit-

ance of the body unless there is a body to inhabit? Is not

the whole scheme of the Power behind life, whether that

Power be that of a Person or an Imperson, planned upon
the irrevocable combination and interworking of Spirit

on Mind and Mind on Body—and is not Matter itself the

instrument and demonstrator and the expression of Spirit?

The paradise of the fool in which everybody agrees is

(he paradise of the Great Damned Average—a paradise of

the Pit. Happily there is a psychic and psychological law

(and remember that "psychic" and "psychological" are

first cousins but fundamentally different things) which

prevents man and his uneasy partner, woman, from ever

reaching agreement here or hereafter—for as Lucifer

demonstrated, the Plan operates in Heaven!

But there is little danger from that, for we find that our
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simple initial question: "Shall the orthodox Doctor come
into spiritual healing?" has opened a series of tiny doors

to a hundred or more problems of health and disease and

—the real point—to the Wonderland of the interaction of

Body, Mind, and Spirit? In a word, healing, whatever its

form, is the resistless magnet for a humanity that passion-

ately desires to be healed of its pain of heart and body.

Let us hear both sides. Let us listen to what medical

orthodoxists say to me and to others.

First, that psychic healing is the sport and treasure

house of the charlatan and his brood, because there is no
such thing as "psychic" healing because the "psychic," as

apart from the psychological, does not exist and that even

if it does, it is criminal!

Yes, those are the sapient contradictory words that I and
others have heard from the materialist diehards of medi-

cine, who regard all schools but their own as on a par with

the African "Medicine Man" and its witchcraft . . . which

of course presumably also does not exist. How they hate

the psychic!

Then there is the psychomaterialist school, which, in

view of the nasty unpleasant evidence of psychothera-

peutics now piling up, balances on the fence of doubt and
hopes for the best when they fall down one side or the

other.

Then we have, or used to have before the wind
changed, the dyed-in-the-wool Freudians who—so help

them God!—will hear of nothing but Freud and his theo-

ries of sex and "free association" and all the indigestible

and at times highly unscientific a priori stuff which he and
they have accumulated and which they insist upon you
and me swallowing, lock, stock and barrel.

True that, as some of us know, the "eminents" are

themselves now beginning to send their "incurables" to

the despised psychic healer and, "tell it not in Gath!"

come themselves, singly as spies, to be cured of their own
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favorite ailments. But what is logic to the Old Men of

the Sea who crouch on our backs in medicine, politics,

and churches! They are beyond logic—and indeed every-

thing! As we have seen in these pages, Mesmer knew them.

Liebault and Bertheim knew them, the Braids and the

Elliotsons knew them—and indeed had good reason to

know them, for it was these grave and reverend seignoirs

who so often sent them and their like to their deaths,

professional or private.

We are even seeing the "G.P.," the "General Prac-

titioner' ' who is our often rightly beloved family doctor

with his tyrant specialist stealthily attaching themselves

to psychic healing societies and being labelled and libelled

for their pains either as "parasites" or, in the more vicious

cases, as "octopuses" and "suckers," and above all, traitors.

Here, I am going to plead the case for the admission of

Orthodoxy to Heterodoxy, as it refuses to do so for itself.

I will say that not only should the orthodox and even the

materialist doctor be admitted to the psychic healing fold

but that the Psychic Healer should learn from him and he

from the psychic healer. Further, that it would frankly be

savage and unscientifically difficult to keep him out.

Lastly, that to keep him out would be to develop a cas-

trated pseudopsychic healing.

It has taken centuries for Orthodox Medicine to know
what it does know, from the time when Hippocrates was a

boy, and long before, and whatever the excuse, we cannot

"scrap" humanity's pooled experience and effort and its

"sweat, blood, and tears." Apart from that, we shall find

our psychics increasingly working with Orthodoxy and in

the inevitable growth and decay of all things human, we
also will one day establish our own orthodoxy and our

own priesthood and Inquisition, damning with bell, book

and candle those who dare from us to differ!

Nor are we of the Psychic School infallible, despite our

popes of healing now seeking golden thrones and high
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places. Psychic and mental healing are still in their infan-

tile stage, with the infants in the kindergarten quarrelling

most bitterly about nothing. Whether we like it or not,

our allopathic and homeopathic medicine have behind

them a solid foundation of faithful work and effort and,

despite their frequent fanaticism, we are faced with the

bedrock fact, upon which, if we are not careful, we may
break our infant teeth, that up to the present century, it

is they and not we psychics who have attempted to cure

and at times have cured the sick mass.

The compelling fact which emerges is that the orthodox

doctor needs the psychic doctor and the psychic needs him,

and that psychic healing does not inhibit ordinary heal-

ing—it but aids and complements it.

In our contemplation of psychic healing being helped

by orthodox medicine, it is of first importance to say that

we must, in suitable cases, call in not only the orthodox

doctor but curative gymnastics, the osteopath and chiro-

practor, and the rare genuine teacher of a yoga deep-

breathing modulated for the Western body, always be-

waring the charlatans who abound, especially in the

advertisement columns. As myself a student of the Scandi-

navian schools of gymnastics and elsewhere of the Indian

deep-breathing, I may be allowed to say that the use of one

of these other channels, in addition to psychic healing,

may tip the scales from failure to cure. The intelligent

patient will always use every means at his or her command
and no single means alone. If the faith healing or psychic

healing sometimes succeeds alone, that is another matter

—if not, add to them one or more of these other life chan-

nels. But every human being should daily practice gym-

nastics and normal, but not hatha-yoga, breathing—breath-

ing only for the beauty of body and mind and to prevent

disease. I say "not hatha-yoga" because this, without an

Indian^trained teacher or guru, can be dangerous, espe-
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cially in the case of some of the asanas (postures) and
advanced breathing.

What the psychic healer can say with confidence is that

he now has overwhelming and increasing evidence behind

his statement that his healing can often cure where physi-

cal and intellectual "brain" medicine fails, and that the

dominating majority of the cases brought to him have

already been marked "incurable" by the orthodox hospi-

tals and physicians. There, he is on safe ground. Only
ignorance may challenge him ... or, as it now so often is,

"her," for the woman is entering the magic realm of mind
and psychic healing as she is entering the Church as

priestess and missionary.

The gradual inevitable metamorphosis in the outlook

of not only the average general practitioner but of the

specialist is indicated by the following.

One of the first London gynecologists and a personal

friend, determined many years ago after his own profes-

sional investigations into the world of psychics that there

was a case for their employment in medicine. From that

"moment of truth" he set himself steadfastly with Scottish

pertinacity systematically to test this step by step as a

pioneer into strange country. He was of course laughed at

and slandered by his confreres for his adventurousness,

and referred to as "just a spiritualist" and "a crackpot."

He, however, went on with his experiments and after

some years reached the point of using a woman psychic as

his diagnostician. He solemnly assured me, giving me full

evidence, that "this woman had never made a serious

solitary error in her diagnoses over a period of some years

and that she often accurately described the internal condi-

tion of the patient before the knife was used."

Whether such "irregular" diagnosticians work by brain

or by feeling, it is sober fact that they are often uncannily

accurate, and many doctors could, if they would and
dared, speak of such cases.
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In the case of a relation of my own, suffering from a

then little known disease, her case was faithfully analysed

and diagnosed by a certain Egyptian doctor "in spirit,"

an entity who had frequently done the same in other

cases. Sometimes the course of the case, its origin and

cure would be meticulously described, there being upon
occasion, as check, a medical man present.

The Hindoo doctor-guide of William Henry Lilley has

done this so often that the cases cured or helped number
not hundreds but thousands. The doctors laugh. Let them
laugh! . . . "They say. What do they say? Let them say!"

I often rub the salt into the wounds of self-esteem of

my medical friends, when I give them the wTeary list of

the great but unorthodox healers, psychic and other,

whom they had rejected with shrugging shoulders. These

were the underdogs of medicine. They had dragged their

dejected and rejected way to the chiefs of their profession

who should have warmed to them instead of treating them
as pariahs, only, in later years and without acknowledge-

ment, to accept their theories and use their remedies,

pluming themselves upon their percipience. Mesmer with

his electricity, James Braid, the surgeon, with his hyp-

notism, Elliotson, securing painless delivery of women
under hypnotism, so long ago as 1838 together with surgi-

cal operations upon patients in an induced somnambulis-

tic condition—all these pioneers anticipated the modern
experiments in delivery of women under hypnosis, and
with this, the vibrational diagnosis of the Abram Box
type now again being seriously considered and even used

in certain quarters. Yet all these men were casually flung

into the discard.

The Die-hards first shied at and then most reluctantly

accepted manipulative surgery as a substitute for the

carpenter's knife, the Viennese master Lorenzo, who
visited, the English hospitals in the nineties of last cen-

tury, being I believe their instructor and pioneer, much
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as was that other master, Barker, the Bonesetter, whose
mastership because he was not a qualified orthodoxist

they at first sublimely rejected, only for Barker in the end
to be knighted. Speaking from long acquaintance with

"bloodless surgery" in relation to athletics, I can only say

that neither at my ju-jutsu nor other athletic schools did

we dream of sending our injured men to other than the

so-called "quack," for we knew there were people like

Blake who "cured the incurable," and how many have

cried: "God bless Blake!"

I served as lay representative of the public upon a

Cancer Trust for many years, where I met the crack

specialists, and there found myself, as did my lay col-

leagues, up against that incalculable embittered dislike of

the new in medicine which is one of the most conservative

of crafts. Even when Orthodoxy agreed to test a new un-

orthodox cure, it sometimes changed the recipe.

However, this intransigent attitude is now breaking

down under the pressure of evidence and in view of the

psychic and faith cures of the more incurable diseases such

as dementia, sclerosis, and even cancer and paralysis. I had

a happy experience of this more liberal attitude in a lec-

ture upon Prophylactic Medicine, with excursions into

the Eastern and yoga schools, which I gave in one of the

London general hospitals, to doctors and students. I had

to answer an hour of questions after the lecture, with

demonstrations. I might say that my audience, like all

such, was strongly vivisectionist.

This book is upon Healing of Body and Mind, not upon

such issues as Vivisection, but no book of this kind would

be adequate if no reference were made to this crime of a

nation and of a noble profession.

I am no sentimentalist, for I know especially from my
studies of faith healing, how a false sentiment can be as

dangerous as the false scientific mentality, and that it can

breed nightmares, and after some decades of acquaintance
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with and speaking upon the facts of vivisection, I may
venture to speak about it with some authority, and cer-

tainly not with fanaticism. Even the official figures prove

that only a small percentage of the animals are anesthe-

tized during the full course of the operation. As these

words are written, countless dumb animals are writhing

in agony in the vise and under the burning iron of the

professional torturer.

The voice of anti-vivisection societies is blanketed in

face of a phalanxed profession of vivisectionists law-pro-

tected, a veritable pride of lions, dyed, bloodily dyed, in

the wool and sheltering behind the specious plea that the

tortures they inflict, calculated to a hair, ''are for the good

of humanity." In this evil work we are spending millions

of pounds upon cancer vivisection with little success. I

have known many of these licensed torturers in many
countries, and have found them almost invariably quietly,

deathly convinced that what they were doing to animals

was noble work deserving of the highest recognition and
rewards which it so often receives. Conscience for them
does not exist. They are men and women behind a mask—
the mask of the "right" of the human to torture to the

limit, if necessary without anesthetic, in order to save

human life. About saving the human soul they say

nothing.

The work of psychic healing is partly to educate a pub-

lic which, shocked by the fact that 394 rhesus monkeys,

intended for vivisection experiments, had died through

accidental suffocation in an unventilated van, was doubt-

less gratified to learn in a newspaper paragraph, that "in

future monkeys—thousands of which pass through every

month en route from India to America for medical and
scientific research—will be carried at the airport only in

ventilated vans."

Those experimenters by vivisection are often uncon-

scious schizophrenics—split personalities. In their homes,
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they are loving husbands and fathers, but in the labora-

tory, doped by their science, they are different beings. For

the scientific passion to know can denigrate as well as

inspire.

Yet, in spite of all these things, I am definitely in favor

of working with the Orthodox physician, knowing that

the day is approaching when materialist will have to yield

to psychic medicine.

The future of Medicine is to the Mind, and orthodox

psychotherapeutics is the bridge between the two schools

of thought.
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Psychic Healing Snares

We have now reached a stage in the psychic healing of

our world which calls for a word of warning to the sick

and maimed who seek the mental healer. For this is the

age of charlatanism, conscious and unconscious, of money-

makers and of the get-rich-quick quacksalver, and the

object of this chapter is to help the patient to get the best,

and not the worst, out of his or her adventure into psy-

chics, which can be the adventure splendid.

The pitfalls may be divided into the physical, the psy-

chological, and the spiritual, for all three gape for the

unwary patient. The physical pitfalls may involve harm
to the body, the psychological to the mind, and the spirit-

ual to the soul. Orthodox physicians always concern them-

selves with the first, may concern themselves with the

second, and rarely even visualize the third. Psychic heal-

ing should, in its final objective, be soul-healing.

The greatest menace to the persons and let it be said,

the purses, of the patients comes from the "unconscious"

charlatan, of whom there are now armies in existence,

breeding like ants. "He," and more often a "she," is the

man or woman who sets up a healing establishment over-

night without preliminary study or even thought. "I want
to heal—I know I am a healer—therefore I can heal!" is
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their slogan. Yet few of these wanderers in the wilderness

of healing can even cure themselves, much less their

unhappy victims. Even when they really have a gift of

healing, it is a gift largely wasted because it is neither

studied nor directed. All healing should be both.

The high-priests, and especially the high-priestesses or

vestal virgins of the thousand and one " temples" of heal-

ing now springing up in Great Britain and America, are

in the majority of cases semi-crazy or at best, weakly,

harmless men and women with no ability. The crazier

they are, the crazier are the cognomens they give to their

temples, "everlasting," "perfect," "angelic," and so on.

The wilder of them, particularly what are known as "the

wild women," although not certifiable, might be incar-

cerated for their own and the public safety behind the

"inner-courts" of their temples until they had recovered

themselves.

Nevertheless, some of these self-deceivers are genuine

believers in their powers, even if they want above all else

to make money out of those powers. The calculating, un-

scrupulous quack at present forms only a "vulgar" frac-

tion of their number, but these quacks of either sex are

now bursting out and painting the landscape with their

advertising, and where yesterday there were scores there

are now thousands.

As for the rest of these poor deluded healers, they are

in it not for money but for fame, and let us be fair, for

world service, which at least will be counted to them for

righteousness. Such muddlers often do not even take a fee

and others take it out, not in money, but in "puffed-uped-

ness." The lust to power itself accounts for vast numbers

of the amateur healers.

You must judge the bona fides of your faith-healer as

you would that of your ordinary doctor, by reputation

and personal experience . . . and do not trust to those

fatal "first impressions." Countless women literally fall in
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love at sight with the smooth-spoken flatterer or swami of

whom I met so many in my American lecture tours. I

remember horrifically one fat rotund Indian gentleman

enswathed in pale pink turban, collarless frock-coat and

white linen drawers, who exuded healing and faith ... at

a price. As for the American Wild West "women-swamis"

with a Message, they grow on every bush and sometimes

two or more on a bush the farther you go West into the

happy hunting ground of the religious charlatan—Cali-

fornia, where what they call "suckers" hang on every

thorny cactus. (It is however only fair to say that Cali-

fornia's "Golden Gates" are also nurseries of genuine

experiments in religion.)

Yet, once again, the greatest menace are the "uncon-

scious" quacks.

Manipulation, whether massage or surgical, tends to

enter increasingly into the healing by mind. When this is

done by a psychic healer who is also a trained osteopath,

as he should be, no harm will and much good may ensue.

But what of manipulative surgery and massage by the

"starry" psychic, his eyes fixed on his stars rather than his

patient, who gleefully starts manipulation of the spine

and other danger spots!

The types of charlatan, whether innocent or guilty,

psychotic or merely idiotic, are of intense interest to the

psychological novelist and sociologist dramatist, and,

through the dramatist, they are now creeping into the

theater. Among the males, there is the specious "special-

ist," with the "I know all about you before you can speak"

air; and there is the Promiser—the soft-spoken ingratiat-

ing gentleman, very well dressed, with at times prime

ministers and members of the government in his clientele.

And finally you have the "lead you up the garden" hard-

bitten professional fee-hunter who, if a man, overcomes

you by his sheer power and haggardness, and if a woman,
by her smothering "mothering" sweetness.
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One of the Indian gentlemen, who to give him his due,

knew a great deal about yoga and manipulative healing,

to my knowledge was able to ask, and get, fees varying

from fifty guineas to, in some cases, one thousand pounds.

I knew of one fee which came to £2,000, part of it, it is

only fair to say, a thank-offering for miracles received.

Yet it was one of the more expensive and expansive

and less knowledgeable Asiatic healers, who by ignorant

manipulative treatment combined with manipulative talk

nearly blinded for life a friend of mine—an actress and
"leading lady" of such singular beauty and presence, that,

as I was told, "no other woman on the stage with her,

seemed to be there," a quality which did not exactly

endear her to her dearest enemies, her fellow leading

ladies. To this latter class belongs the pseudo-hypnotist,

who may have genuine but adventitious hypnotic powers.

Then how are you to know the genuine psychic healer?

First, if you are a good judge of character, by "feeling"

and, in this case only, by immediate impression, later

checked by experience. You must not be suspicious of your

healer if you wish him or her to cure you, but you must

always be "aware"—that awareness so essential in other

things than healing. And remember that the faith-healer

can be a man of dual personality—indeed his very power

to heal often means this. The ministering man or woman
you meet today may not be the man or woman you will

meet tomorrow—something which may explain your

everyday unpleasant surprises at the "changes" in your

friends! When hypnotic healing is used, it is also always

well to bring a friend with you to your healer, but as many
such demonstrations are in public, this may not be neces-

sary.

Beware of three things when contacting your healer.

First, of the false imagination (i.e. flashing wilful first im-

pression); secondly, of wishful-thinking (i.e. imagining

you are better or worse after treatment because, as so
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many do, you wish to imagine either); lastly, of not giving

your healer a fair chance to heal (i.e. allow yourself to

relax under treatment, to follow faithfully what the healer

advises, and, above all, regularly to visit or write to him or

her so that the healer may "keep in touch" and so renew

the treatment if necessary after apparent permanent cure,

this persistence in treatment, especially in dangerous

growths, being perhaps the most important of all).

Remember, that this last failure is accounted for not so

much by ingratitude as by the naked fact that ninety-nine

people out of every hundred have only barely enough
strength and initiative to do more than wash and dress

themselves, read a newspaper or two, go to some silly

movie eschewing of course those that make them think,

and do the work by which they earn their bread. It is

only the unusual person who has the power or ambition

or "plus" and the love for humanity, which enables this

man or woman, after working hours, to work for their fel-

lows without reward in the evenings. Indeed, you can

judge a man or woman by this quality.

From some of the preceding chapters you will have

already learned the importance of choosing the right

healer type so as to secure mental and nervous collabora-

tion and synchronization. Many exoteric, but rarely

esoteric, healers detest diagnosis of their patients, pre-

ferring "to leave it to the Lord as diagnostician." Here
they are cutting away the intellectual from intuition, to

do which is to display sentimentality, without the Mind as

check and guardian. A pity indeed.

You should always be as frank with your healer as with

any ordinary doctor, and with a healer you trust, hide

nothing, either secret habits or weaknesses, and especially

with esoteric healers, or those who are partly esoteric,

such frankness is for them valuable psychological and
sub-conscious assistance which may be the determinative

in treatment.
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Then there are above all and beneath all, the spiritual

pitfalls. If there be any other pitfalls to avoid, it may be

the danger, paradoxically enough, of falling into love or

hate with your healer—the one, particularly in women,
often succeeding the other. Always therefore help him or

her to keep your relationship upon a neutral friendly

footing, as one knows from experience that the entrance

of active love or hate often gets in the way of the "fluence"

or healing current . . . switches it off or causes a "short

circuit."

There are healers who perhaps as a matter of profes-

sional pride, or in self-defense, or even believing it, will

tell you that they have never had this experience—but,

then, there are many thousands who have had it and some

who will admit it. Psychic contact can to a curious degree

involve psychological and even physical complications. If

a healer and his patient fall in love it is well for the latter,

while having the right to remain in that blessed madness,

to seek another healer.

A study of this chapter will therefore be found to cover

all the major and some of the minor pitfalls of psychic or

mind healing. Attention to it will secure the intelligent

reader from error and give that reader the fullest advantage

possible. The menaces to persons and purses, to body and

soul, from the charlatan of every type to those "Temples

of Healing" which spring up like mushrooms in our day,

should be carefully watched.
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The "Black" Occult in Heal111!

I will begin by making a statement now "scientifically"

unchallengeable, for it accords with the latest findings of

psychology and now of what I will call "Psycho-Physics,"

for spirit and matter are now merging. That statement is:

the Power of the Mind is limitless.

The Latin word "Occult" means only "secret" or

"hidden" and is not necessarily associated with evil and

"black magic" as so many ignorantly think. There is a

"White Occultism" as well as a "Black Occultism"—

deadly enemies yet both fulfilling that mystic completion

of good and evil in the eternal friction and combat of

these two polaric forces of our earth as of all the worlds.

In the works of the greater occultists, I have often been

bewildered by the interlacement of "white" and "black"

and, as my studies progressed, by the affrighting and

puzzling recognition by the White Occultist of the malign

power and also the place in the economy of God of his

"Black" brother. This mystical acknowledgment you will

find in the New Testament and indeed, as I think, in

most of the scriptures of our earth, Christian, Buddhist or

other.

In this chapter we are concerned only with the pitfalls

and dangers of "The Black Art," as it was known in the
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Middle Ages, especially in relation to the darker facets of

"magical" cure. These are dark and sometimes ugly facts,

often unknown to the ordinary healer who has not made a

study of them. And lest we forget, remember that all heal-

ing has a psychic foundation. There is no such thing as

purely "physical" healing.

The "black" doctor may be a European or a Negro or an

Indian, but whatever his race and color, he is a menace. In

every European as every African and Asiatic city, the

black magician is at work and it is true to say that mil-

lions of every social grade and degree of education resort

to the black magician for fortune-telling and money
manipulation.

His instruments are "spells," a hypnotism which may
be used to induce auto- or external "suggestion" for base

ends, and with this, the one unforgivable sin—interference

with the free will.

I have in my "case-books" two such cases—one of a

calculated and persistent power-seeker by magic, an ex-

tremely rich woman, the other of a lady who, ignorant

but not self-seeking and never accepting fees from clients,

"tells fortunes" when she thinks she is acting as a medium
between the White angelic forces and earth.

One menace to the victim of the black magician is that

it is literally possible for the latter to send at will his

destructive aerial message by what is virtually the "Absent

Healing" method now employed for good purposes by

nearly every living healer—but in the case of the black

magician, used "in reverse." In Africa, not so much ab-

sent-healing as "absent-killing" has been used for un-

counted centuries by the abatakati or wizards, the follow-

ers of whom I encountered in Northern Zululand and

elsewhere; but these same wizards or "medicine-men"

can and do also use it to restore the apparently dead and

to cure ills impossible of cure by a white doctor. I have

known of a case, but in another part of Africa, in the
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"Obeah" belts, in which the wizard, after putting a "dy-

ing-spell" on a white man, brought him back by deliber-

ately removing the spell, the victim being drawn back,

literally, from death's door and instantly recovering.

Little foolish white people and little foolish "scientists"

unhappily laugh at such stories, although I have known
Egyptologists who did not laugh. When they have them-

selves experienced the power of the "death-mind," as I

have myself, they laugh no longer, and the Carnarvon

story of death following excavation of the Pyramids will

here bear recall. I scarce know any white settlers in Africa

who after some years of contact with the wonder-working

wizards, laugh. They have seen it work.

Nor is there any doubt in my mind that many White
fakirs of both sexes use these methods both for making
sick and making well again, after absorbing Eastern and

Ju-ju lore. They practice in thousands in our great cities

and they prey upon the credulous as well as the incredu-

lous.

Magic, "White" or "Black," can accomplish almost any-

thing with the human body and, as a preliminary, with

the human mind. Not only my own African researches and

experiences but those of some of the keenest minds to

visit the Dark Continent agree in this. No sane reasonable

doctor, scientist, or settler who has lived long in Africa

and studied it, will be likely to deny that the primitive

nyanga, or witch doctor, in killing and curing, has learned

from his animist ancestors in some things, especially

occult cure, more than any modern orthodox specialist has

ever known. Such psychic authorities as Frederick Kaigh,

the late erudite Montague Summers with whom I dis-

cussed such matters, and scores of Boer friends, vouch for

this. The witch doctor sometimes believes he is pre-

destined from birth to be initiated into one of the most

ancient medicine societies on earth—that to which some
of the Mau-Mau leaders also belong.
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In all this native killing and curing, the Mind is the

activator. It is the Mind that kills and it is the Mind that

saves, my Zulus and other Negroes, including those in the

Mississippi belts, insisted. The term of preparation even

of the already dedicated "doctor" may last for decades, as,

except rarely, nobody has seen a young man witch-doctor,

or for that matter a young woman sorceress or "Medicine

Woman," the old woman "doctors," being known, almost

invariably, as insanusis. However, the witch doctors are

almost always elderly or old men.

The witch doctor's pharmacopoeia itself, consists also

of something more tangible but infinitely less effective

than Mind. The abatakati (wizards) have a complete list

of herbal medicines which work, also a long time of mas-

sage and manipulative surgery as well as a very bloody

surgery of knife and even suture stitching which is ex-

tremely effective and, despite its often filthy preparation,

has, I understand, never been known to cause sepsis in a

wound. To see a witch-doctor, after consulting his

"bones," operate upon the human ear as he expectorates

into it with sluicing force and the ineffable result, is to

see a new method of manipulative surgery. But, once

more, it works. He is also a fully trained "spiritualist,"

with a knowledge of nearly but not quite every genus of

spirits known to the modern spiritualist and a nice line

in poltergeists!

It is only fair to him to say that his idea of God and of

heaven and hell, curiously enough, often shows a certain

analogy to the very latest in modern theology and the

science of comparative religion. For instance, neither

heaven nor hell is eternal and fixed or a one-way street,

and the way to and fro is open for any man or demon who

is not afraid to attempt it. Also, for the animist witch-

doctor, the spirit world is much more real than his earthy

earth, and with those spirits he is in regular contact,
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especially when engaged in his experiments in the use and

services of mind, and especially of the pathological mind.

Again, the witch doctor "throws the bones" to foretell

the future according to the way they fall. No wonder the

Government forbade it by law, not because the forecasts

didn't happen but because they did!—the fact which gave

them their power over the native mind.

Some witnesses of standing and long experience attest

that they have seen gaping and deadly wounds heal within

a few hours or, indeed, at times, instantaneously—and to

this we have the attestation of white doctors and surgeons.

When he wants rain out of a cloudless sky, he carries his

white stones up into the hills and again, they work. White

doctors and surgeons have often had recourse to the witch-

doctor in cases that seemed to them incurable, much as

some of my "Harley Street" friends do with the modern
psychic healer.

When he dispenses his mooties or wangas (potions),

which may be harmless or may be deadly poison, they will

do their work in either case. As Kaigh says, "the means of

inflicting death are many, but they all rely on one thing:

absolute faith on the part of both the would-be murderer

and the victim." The healing of disease or of mamba or

cobra snakebite, also depends upon such faith and it can

be instantaneous. For "miracle" is everyday to some of

these Medicine Men. Call it self-hypnosis, auto-sugges-

tion, dementia—what you will—these things the eye, ear,

nostril and touch have recorded for generations of white

and other travellers.

Were I to give the actual facts about the Black Magic

Wand, in which the head of the wand gradually assumes

the face of its possessor and then becomes a living familiar

who lives with him and does his bidding, whether to kill

or to heal, I should be laughed at. Yet it is fact. As much
fact as the dwarfs or imikovu about whom my Zulu friends

gave me such exact particulars, both as to their creation
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and their ability to do what they are told . . . that is until

they assume human likeness and power, when they be-

come obstreperous and literally as an African traveller

said, "a damned nuisance." And it is then, when the

haunted owner tries to rid himself of them that "the

band begins to play." For such dwarfs can haunt a man, or

woman, as does the amorous leprechaunish tokoloshe, who
can be of either sex and the male of which the Zulu girls

fear at the fords, because of the risk of rape. It is often a

girl who wants to win the heart of her lover who creates a

particular genus of them, but the method of creation I

refuse to divulge for many reasons—one of which is that it

is disgusting and terrible. My own studies of the Lower
Astral plane, lead me to believe that these small demons
also come from that plane.

But these Magicmakers can do more than that. They
can do the incredible, sometimes for preference under

the light of full moon. Anniversary after anniversary,

sceptical white men, watching for fraud like cats watching

a mousehole, have seen the return or seeming recovery of

the dead to the world of the living under the guidance

of the nyanga or witch-doctor. Here is the extraordinary

opposite of the killing of the darker magic by the magical

restoration of the dead, and if, as is natural, any European

denies this, it only means that he has never witnessed it,

for officials who have lived long amongst the African

tribes, whether as administrator, magistrate, or native

commissioner, know that these things happen, although

they will sometimes do almost anything to avoid having

to confess it.

White investigators, with knowledge of such magical

sects as the Lodge of the Leopard or the Jackal lodges,

have repeatedly seen the witch-doctors and even their

sycophants stark naked and without animal skins or

masks, seemingly turn into animals as they danced the

terrible "mind dances" of Africa. But it is only certain
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animals, such as wolves and jackals, into which the dancers

and witch-doctors appear to change. The "Leopard-Men"
do, it is true, simulate the leopard, and wearing leopard

claws and skins, do tear their meat and kill—but they do

not actually become leopards.

All the menaces of the "Black Hand" are intimately

bound up with the Mind and with both Mind-Healing

and Mind-killing, which is the reason I dealt with them
here, however superficially.

Many white men of responsibility have seen "The Call-

ing of the Dead," in which after the nyanga or wizard has

done his stuff, a dead chief, for one short but pregnant

hour, is found to be sitting on the great throne erected for

his reception from the shades by the crouching natives

who watch. One moment in that clear space with hun-

dreds of eyeballs turned upon the empty throne, and he

is not there: the next, and there he sits as in life, royal-clad

as chief, with all the insignia of old. And there, believe it

or not, the living-dead speaks to his living people, still his

subjects, advises them, criticizes them, drinks with them
the sour green native beer which I also have drunk, and

then, descending from his throne and showing, as he

turns, the gashes in the back of his head from which he

died on earth (as Frederick Kaigh's immortal eye-witness

story has told), he walks up the moon trail and out into

the African night.

There is a persistent association in the public mind of

the more demonic sides of Black Magic with the black

races, those sons of Ham who are presumed to have a

cinch upon Satan. No greater error could be made.

Through the centuries there have been white magicians

who, with a cunning unknown to their Black Brethren,

have through their magic overturned thrones, murdered
at a distance by poison-thought, and to seize the power of

which they wrere avid, have known no scruples.

Mind and its Power is neutral—we alone determine
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whether it be used for God's glory or man's destruction.

This is here essentially true of healing and the healing

power, and all this applies to ordinary orthodox medicine

as to the healing which is psychic. It is human free-will

which makes the transmutation possible—whether good
or bad.

As a study of black magic allied to the cure of disease,

I take the case of Grigori Efimovitch, or Rasputin, who
took the name by which the world knew him and who
was black magician and healer combined. I give the story

as I had it from the lips of a lady of the highest character

and close to the Czar, who was a relation of one of the

Grand Dukes present at Rasputin's murder.

Rasputin was a Siberian, born at Tobolsk of humble
parents, and was intended to be a miller. He did become a

miller, for he drove a mill which, like the mills of God,

ground exceeding small—its corn, the souls of men and,

especially, of women of the highest rank and beauty who
either gave themselves to the terrible Monk or were taken

by him by force. As Rasputin would say: "No woman is

safe from me—I do not respect even the highest rank."

This so-called "monk," his face modelled in blasphe-

mous derision upon that of the traditional Christ, his

thick dark hair, sometimes oiled and combed to the last

hair, sometimes dishevelled, coming down to his slender

but powerful shoulders, and blending with his long

shaggy pointed beard and the brutal moustached mouth
of the raper, might have passed for a mad reincarnation of

one of the ikon saints of the Russian Church. But it was

the eyes set over the powerful avid nose—those eyes with

the tiny staring irises under the dominant brows—which
showed the soul, or rather the absence of soul, of the man
who for some years held everybody from the Czar and

Czarina down to the last politician within his tiny, fine-
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formed hands. Rasputin was a very tall man, who might

have been a hermit but who was, perhaps, of all the licen-

tiates of licence of history, the chief. He was above all a

healer of power and scope and it was through this power he

found fame, fortune, and finally death. He was not the

first or the last of the "black magic" healers. He traversed

large areas of Russia, "curing the incurable." But his

power to cure was also his power to kill.

This man's secret was his power of mind, which he

showed by his domination, subtle and complete, of all

those about him. He had only to ask to have—but he never

asked—he commanded. Those eyes fixed upon a woman,
whether countess or peasant, and she would come to his

embrace trembling—for of women Grigori Efimovitch, or

Rasputin, was omnivorous. He even attempted rape of

one of the grand countesses before one of the grand

dukes—those fabulously tall handsome men who looked

like knights out of a heraldic piece.

His technique was never to murder if possible, and if

challenged, as rarely happened, especially by men of

power (for no woman ever challenged him), he would do

everything possible to meet and immunize his man either

by buying or cajoling him, or having him killed by his

murder-squad or by poisoning his cup, whether the cup

of the Blessed Sacrament or a cup of tea. He always got

his man and he always got his woman.
And Rasputin worked miracles.

He had discovered by his reading and study of black

magic that the mind could kill or cure. Possibly he knew
all about African Voodoo killing at a distance by spell or

doom-message. Anyway, and from actual personal prac-

tice, he knew that this was possible in Russia. After leav-

ing his native Tobolsk, he eventually found his way to

Court, and was one day to find himself the terrible un-

crowned dictator of the Russian Empire and its two hun-

dred millions. Not nominally, but, actually. This man was
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hated by thousands, the attempt was repeatedly made to

assassinate him and as repeatedly failed—it seemed as

though the "familiar" who possessed him placed about

him a magic circle.

It was not by murder (in which he was a specialist) but

by healing that this terrible Psychic climbed to the top

of his ivory tower. Both the Czar and his consort, despite

repeated warnings from their entourage, had already

come under his sway—the Czarina, in particular, fasci-

nated by those pinpointed eyes as though she were a bird

taken in the snare, and, influenced by her weak-willed,

well-intentioned husband, who was the tool of everybody

from his official political advisers to their master, Ras-

putin.

The occasion was no less than the illness of the Czare-

vitch (or tsarevitsh), the darling of his parents' eyes, pride

of the Romanoffs, heir to the Throne of all the Russias,

who, alas! was bleeding to death from hemophilia. The
distracted parents called in the first specialists of Russia

and of the world, but none could stop the bleeding. The
drip-drip of blood could not be staunched.

It was at this moment, when all hope had been aban-

doned, that the Monk, whose "timing" was always im-

peccable and who always knew the instant to intervene,

stepped in. He said with his impenetrable frown, for he

rarely smiled, "I can stop the blood." As well he might,

for was he not, as his enemies would say, himself a special-

ist in blood?

He stopped the blood. Rasputin was, from that mo-

ment, the master of the hearts and, unfortunately, con-

sciences of his royal patrons and through them the master

of Russia.

How did he do this?

By hypnosis, say some. By selling his soul to the Satan

he served, said others. By prayer and fasting and the
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eschewing of women and the flesh said yet a third—surely

the most gullible of all. None of these was true.

Each day he would visit the young Czar to be, and

gazing at him and using "the laying on of hands" which he

practiced, he would direct the healing stream upon the

heart of his patient. The young Czarevitch recovered.

Rasputin's power increased, and so did his enemies.

But the night had come for Grigori. It was the night of

the sixteenth of December, 1916. By a series of some of

the most cunning moves ever recorded upon the chess-

board of murder, in which some noble Russian ladies took

part, Rasputin was snared to the Yusupov Palace by the

Moika to the house of a nobleman standing close to the

Czar, a prince and a man of high position in Russian

affairs, by whom he was persuaded to believe he could

"buy off" the exposure with which a friend of this noble-

man had recently threatened him publicly in the Duma
before some of the most influential leaders of the Empire

—for into all this not only high ladies but high politics,

including world politics, entered. This man was the noted

Duma orator, Purishkevich. Rasputin, though assured by

the principal intermediary of his personal safety whilst

concluding the terms of the "buy off," actually took his

revolver with him, but this his hosts had guessed and so

to prevent him using it, had made him drunk as the eve-

ning ran out, and with it, the sands in the hour-glass of

Rasputin's life. The other two of his three hosts, one of

them a grand duke, were amongst the very highest in

the Russian Empire of that pre-bolshevik day, and what

is here written is partly based upon their own account. So

here is the picture of a death-feast which was to change

Russian history and with it, world-histories.

Four men seated at a sumptuous table 'neath the shaded

lights of one of the most richly furnished palaces in

Russia. Two of them remarkably tall and athletic men,
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obviously aristocrats coming from something higher than

the ordinary nobility, and one of them a young man of

distinction and a count, who had actually been the inter-

mediary between Rasputin and his hosts and the instru-

ment of the ruse which had brought the unsuspecting

monk to his last meal.

The fourth man, as he always had done on the world

stage, seemed to pervade the whole room, leaving the

elaborately dressed and decorated hosts, so to speak, in

the background, dwarfing them, not by his own height,

for two of his hosts were still taller than he, but by the

dreadful impact and infiltration of his personality. If you

will—of his dark magic.

So did these four men, three of them by dark calcula-

tion, gradually pass out of decency into one of the

indecent orgies beloved of their guest—the dissipated

so-called monk, or rather "monkey/* as some of his

"enemy-friends" would laugh behind his back. Yet was

there nothing of the ape in that tall dark-faced madman
who, as he drank, gradually seemed possessed by one of

his demons, and who bursting from his taciturnity and his

prison, let himself and his latest Occupant out in vile

stories and violent bursts of laughter. So far as I know,

there were no servants present, the staff having been sent

to a distant part of the great palace that night and the

sitters helped themselves course after course from the

dumb-waiter with its caviar and French and Russian

delicacies—all washed down in floods of vodka.

"Washed down," I said—but not by Rasputin, who in

the beginning drank warily and sparingly, as could be his

custom. Possessed by his "familiar," he howled and japed

with the others, exulting in his imagined buying off of his

enemies—those others who were watching him like snakes

a bird. The time had come to make an end of the feast and

the sacrifice.
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For, unknown to him, and having long since decided

upon ridding Russia of her incubus, arsenic had been

baked into some of the monk's favorite confections, which

he devoured ogreishly. Cyanide of potassium was rubbed

on some of the cakes. To their increasing astonishment,

this poisoner seemed himself to be poison-proof, he de-

voured the arsenious pastries without trace of harm. Thev
waited for him to pass out—but, instead, he came on, and

kept on coming on, roaring and yowling like a wild beast

as he came. Nevertheless, the arsenic, with the cyanide,

had begun to do its work and so frought the crazed gour-

mand to his feet as his stupefied brain began to realize

what had happened to him and that he was seeping

poison. Still the three men seated at the table watched

him silently, waiting for the final convulsion, which how-

ever did not come. For, to their astonishment, if anything,

the now mad monk began to gather a new fiendish

strength, as he staggered about the room tearing down the

heavy curtains, breaking up the costly dishes on the table,

his tiny irises staring into vacancy with a froth on his

sensual lips. Pointing crazily at his killers, he poured out

his curses and reaching for his pistol where it lay hidden

to kill the killers—drew it out, and now, fearing that he

might escape, one of them took out his pistol and shot

and miraculously missed the madman repeatedly, then

wounding him in face and body—and still with the ter-

rible shock-absorber absorbing his bullets and remaining

on his feet in some mysterious way. At this moment,

Grigori had enough lead and arsenic in him to have

finished a score of men . . . but still perhaps held together

by his "black art," he cursed.

So did Grigori Efimovitch seek to break from his cage

. . . and all the time the watchers watched pitilessly, avoid-

ing his aimless lunges and retchings. And, believe it or

not, Rasputin did in some uncanny way of his own burst
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out of his cage and out of the palace by the Neva into the

outer yard. But behind him came the avengers, firing as

they came, and it was only as he was seeking to climb the

high wall about the yard, that finally the death shot came
which sent him to the hell which awaited him on the

Other Side—for death does not free such beings, who make
their own hells.

Rasputin's body, shot through breast and head, was

found by the police in the morning near the Petrovsky

Bridge, pushed under the Neva ice by his executioners,

with the monk standing upright in the water, both hands

lifted over his head as though to implore mercy from the

offended God in Whom this demon strangely and strongly

believed, and the feet bound by a rope. Not far away, his

coffin, with the end knocked out and lengthened by a foot

or two to make room for a body which would not fit it,

and for which it had been prepared ere ever the monk had

entered the palace by the Neva, in it bullets of three

separate types and enough poison to poison a regiment

and with the man himself passed not to his eternal but

to his infernal "rest"—Grigori Efimovitch, magician,

monk, and murderer. But though death is not the end,

to hell, even for a Rasputin, there is an end, when even

down to him the light of God reaches, and there is hope

for all.

You will ask me: "How may we deal with Black Magic?"

To which I reply just one word: "Don't!" The magic

that is black has no power over the human being who
refuses to think about it or to acknowledge it. If it peers

with its sooty smoothy smiling face over the wall, by foul

mischance, a prayer combined with fearlessness and that

"cutting out of the dark thought" upon which it and its

like feeds will send it on its way. For as I have emphasized,
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"negative emotion" must even in ordinary life be instantly

replaced by the thought luminous and refreshing. The
dark thought, magic or no magic, is the breeding ground

of darkness and of death. Eschew it.

Only once in a life's contacts with dark magic had it

against me the power for a fleeting second to strike—but I

annihilated it by the counter thought.

You cannot separate "Black Magic" from Psychic Heal-

ing, because you cannot separate healing from hell, curing

from killing and death. And, taken at its roots, "Black

Magic" is death. Yet, as life springs out of death, we shall

see under the law of physics that "to every action there is

equal and contrary reaction" and that sometimes the

black magician uses his art to restore life. If good did not

sometimes come out of evil there would no longer be any

good or good people left in our world—for as the Bible so

exquisitely and accurately puts it, "we have all sinned and

come short of the glory of God."

Yet the black magician must be not only "suppressed"

but converted to that glory. The poor man but suffers

from the common sickness of humanity—that of ignorance.

And it was to convert such as he and because of his igno-

rance that Jesus came to heal.

So let us sum up what we have learnt from this chapter.

First, that the darker side of the occult which we call

"Black Magic" holds within it both a contradiction and a

deep mystery, that the power upon which the magician

draws may sometimes be used for its opposite and become

"white magic," and that it is we humans who are the

transmuters of the Power. Next, that it is only fools or,

rather, ignoramuses, who in these days of the New Science

and the Newer Spiritualism, try to sneer magic, "white"

or "black," out of court. Then, that as we found in the

chapter "Psychic-Healing Snares," Black Magic opens its

own peculiar pits for the unwary. Then, again, that
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"Thoughts are things," and that "Thought-forms" are as

real as living creatures of flesh and blood, and that there

are new worlds and vistas opening to us in the psychic

realms, all of these being associated, one way or other,

with modern science, and therefore soon to be accepted

by Science and by our world of ordinary men and women.
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Faitn, Prayer, ana "Miracle"

Within the blessed trinity of Faith, Prayer, and "Mira-

cle/' Faith Healing, itself part of Psychic Healing, is

intertwined. Few indeed are the greater healers who dis-

count or discard any of the great "3." Is faith essential to

cure? It is.

"I can cure without faith—I cure the faithless," said, in

effect, to me the English healer whom I have already

quoted. Can he?—could he himself cure without his own
faith? I go farther. Can any sick man or woman come to

any healer without a tiny nesting of faith somewhere? As
that healer of souls, Saint Paul, so exquisitely put it:

"Faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence

of things not seen." Faith is the harbinger of healing, the

substance of cure.

Faith, accompanied by its sweet comrade, prayer, is of

disease the universal solvent. It is the preparer of the way.

It is the way.

Cure may not come to stubborn mind, but prayer made
not mechanically by dulling repetition but from the heart

out of which all cure comes, and with even a single spark

of the faith which fires it to the throne of grace and

answer, can cure. Heal the broken heart, and you heal

the broken body.

181
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That was the method which Jesus, the Master Healer,

used, he who prayed as he healed. He who was first a

curer of souls and then of bodies, who performed his

miracles by mind and spirit. It is the method of nearly

all the greater world healers, even though some of it is

unconscious. For much of our cure of disease takes place

in the unconscious deeps, and even the psychothera-

peutists are beginning to tell us that. "Thy faith hath

made thee whole." Faith and prayer are "creative

thought."

The power of prayer and mind combined with faith has

been for untold centuries recognized in Eastern healing

yoga and religion, especially in hatha yoga and bakti yoga,

and now in the West we can see it in the modern great

religious revivals sweeping not only over America and
Britain but over the European Continent ... all this quite

apart from one's own agreement or disagreement with

their form and teaching. Their 19th century precursors

were the Moody and Sankey and Torrey-Alexander reli-

gious revivals and the Negro spirituals which I heard in

the Mississippi belt of the Deep South. There were also

the gigantic mass meetings of Billy Sunday, the ex-base-

ball player, in his "bell-top," even as late as the "20's"

and "30's" of the present century. All these led to the

peak of the vast Billy Graham revivals which filled the

greatest buildings and sportdromes in London, New York,

and Berlin in 1954 and 1955, themselves but harbingers

of still vaster "turnovers" from war to peace, despite their

crude fundamentalism and crude delivery.

Yet let us remember that Mass Healing in great halls

and in places like Lourdes is done without any direct

physical contact. At the same time, in such places with

often heightened frenetic stimmung or atmosphere, there

is built up by the faith and expectation of the audi-

ence or congregation one of the most powerful massed

Thought-Forms possible, as clairvoyants and as our own
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intuition tell us. Even the sceptical psychiatrist and con-

sulting psychologist are beginning to realize the intense

power and what they call the autosuggestive "influence"

built up in such gatherings, and some, who have studied

psychical research, are prepared to believe in the thought-

forms which, as every occult student knows, are "ele-

mentary." At least, nearly every modern general practi-

tioner today recognizes the power of autosuggestion.

Mass-hypnosis has its collateral in the most publicized

faith healing annual pilgrimage in the world—that to the

Grotto of Lourdes, in which mass-suggestion is reinforced

and fed by the autosuggestion which is so often its fellow.

Here is a pungent paragraph from Emile Zola's world-

known novel Lourdes, from the Scene in the Grotto which

points the moral and adorns the tale of what I have been

telling:

"While the benches before the Grotto and the vast

reserved space were filling with sick people, handcarts

and stretchers, the immense crowd swayed on the out-

skirts . . . black with people—a human sea. . . . Beggars

in rags beside neat bourgeois, peasants of either sex,

well dressed ladies . . . the mystery was open to all, the

procession of the Blessed Sacrament, during which such

frenzy burst forth that accidents were always to be

feared. . . . Many, not having slept for three nights, had
reached a state of hallucination and walked about in a

rageful dream . . . the continual prayers were like whips

lashing their souls. . .
."

And then the lift and fall of the litanies with the recur-

rent "Mary we love thee!" . . . "Holy Virgin of virgins,

breathe—breathe upon our sores and our sores shall heal!"

Breathe—oh breathe!

Zola, the arch agnostic, who went to Lourdes a con-

vinced unbeliever in psychic or faith healing, had to
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admit, as he did, that "there were instances of real cure"

—cases of consumption, angina pectoris, "incurable" cases,

also attested by the medical men attending. This analyti-

cal but warm-hearted Frenchman found with St. Paul

that "faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evi-

dence of things not seen." But he only found what a thou-

sand Emile Zolas are today finding . . . that naught is

incurable and that neither time nor space may divorce

our sick humanity from the living God—as the spirit of

Karen Ewald, the Danish writer, returned from the grave

to say in her immortal phrase: "Everywhere is here!" It

is what modern science is recognizing—time and space do

not exist, "Everywhere is here," only love exists as in-

dweller, not as visitant.

The one body which seems to have reduced mind heal-

ing to something of a science, is that of Christian Science

which has penetrated the Anglo-Saxon world on either

side of the Atlantic and of which I made in America a

special study. Of one thing I am certain—the thousands of

cures made, it is claimed, daily, are often genuine and
not imagined.

Its founder, Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy, has already been

told about in these pages, but it may be added that her

undoubted cures are founded upon "Faith" and "Mind,"

as her writings show. But her genius lay in combining

these two intangibles with the rock of a Science then

appearing.

The increasing recognition of the power of prayer in

healing is now demonstrated daily by what is virtually

"mass-prayer." One of the outstanding examples of mass

or, rather, collective prayer, is the international "Tri-

angles" or "Network of Light and Goodwill" now evolv-

ing on either side of the Atlantic, each "Triangle" con-

sisting of three persons of both sexes praying and working

together. There are also such millionwise regularized

efforts as "The Big Ben Silent Minute." No wonder world
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leaders like President Eisenhower stood in homage each

evening at 9, as Big Ben from his lighthouse sent out to

the earth his signal of hope, as he did throughout the

World Wars, to what he called "a mighty Act of Faith by

hundreds of millions of people throughout the world

uniting simultaneously together in prayer. . .
."

When in my African travels I visited the lepers who had

just come to Westfort from Robbins Island, there also

came to me the poignancy and power of prayer. As in the

Church of the Good Shepherd in Zululand, flooded by

the African morning sun, I see and "feel" before me my
"congregation," its members of both sexes awaiting

hungrily my message of an inter-nation love and an inter-

nation God, translated into Sesuto, I wonder at all the

ghastly horrors of "the disease that eats"—leprosy. Dear,

affectionate people whom I have learned to love and, I

hope and trust, who love me whom they have endowed
with the Zulu name for "king-magician"—God help me
and them! And as in that chapel of God my message of

human brotherhood and God's fatherhood draws to a

close, there comes the sound of "knucklebones" as in

gratitude they strike their stumps of hands together. As I

wrote in my African Log:

Patient they sit, waiting to be reborn,

Listing the trump of Resurrection Morn
With trustful hearts—their hands and hearts upraise,

To clatter their poor stumps in hymns of praise.

Out of the black peoples who have of all the earthfolk

the most fervent faith and prayer, "miracles," instantane-

ous and delayed, can and do come at intervals.

Their witch doctors although as we have seen, often

workers of spells and death-potions, and although the mis-

sionaries frown upon them, are the councilors and

curers of their tribes, the Rainmakers of the blessed rain
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out of hot cloudless skies. Their "spells," whether good

or evil, "work," as the London Magic Circle has proved

beyond question in its years of experience, and as I have

described. Taking their spellbinders, the rainmaking

white stones, up to the top of the hills, often after weeks

of desperate drought, the rain comes down as promised

the once sceptic settler. And in South Africa, especially

in Zululand, I have seen such rain, following pepper-

drought, as has no equal, except in India. Not "showers"

but masses of tortured water hurling themselves upon
straw kraal or corrugated iron roof to make a litany of hell

and, at times, to drive in the roof—rain that scours and

gorges out of dust-dry dongas, hurtling rivers that smother

and crush all in their path within the space of a few

seconds.

Our healers might do worse than do what I did—that is

get initiation not only into the secrets of deathmaking by

"mind" and lovemaking by the "love-spells," but also into

at least the beneficent tribal magic of cure, the records of

which I have encountered in North-East and South-East

Africa, not only in the lands of the Zulu but of the Mau-
mau. The witchcraft of the Kikiyu in Kenya to which I

made a flying visit, is a craft, indeed, universal throughout

that Dark Continent. The White brother healer may
learn from the Black as the Black from the White.

Not by bomb and gun will the path be found to the

African heart or perhaps even to the heart of a war-torn

world, but through the universal human channel of heal-

ing. Witchcraft will not be wiped out by bombs but dis-

solved by the one teaching and the one Figure which in

the experience of myself and others finds its way to the

hearts of any African tribe—and that is, the teaching and

Figure of Jesus the Healer. But a Jesus without dogma—

a

Jesus carrying in His heart that love which is the true

"divine" healing.

"The Archbishop of Canterbury's Commission to In-
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vestigate Divine Healing," as though the Church alone

had the healing that is "divine," is a misnomer. All psychic

healings, whether "faith," "spirit," "mental," "absent,"

"contact," or other, are divine. They all come from the

God who is the Father of mankind and womankind. But

whatever divine healing is or is not, it is based on "law."

Behind all healing there is a rationale, some of the work-

ings of which our healing scientists may now hope to

discover. Nothing happens by chance . . . but nothing is

fated. That should hang over every healer's chair for

both healer and patient to see.

This brings us to the question: "Is instantaneous heal-

ing possible?"

Masses of religionists of all sects have an invincible

belief that miracles supernatural, i.e. beyond nature, are

possible, and that faith and prayer can, so to speak, turn

the clock of the universe backwards and sweep aside

natural law. In this they are wrong. There is never at any

time a reversion or revulsion of natural law through

which the Power Behind Life, which men call God, does

His work. But there are instantaneous cures . . . some-

times!

Long research has convinced me that, as one of the

more brilliant healers, a Yorkshireman, insisted bluntly,

"instantaneous cures are rare . . . indeed, nearly un-

known, and, unfortunately, clouds of optimists, rushing

into psychic healing, expect miracles while you wait."

Let no man or woman who reads this give up hope be-

cause cure has not come at once. Cure can take weeks or

months ... or even years. For months of prayer and frus-

tration can "explode" in cure.

Every wise healer I know in various parts of the world

and excepting fanatics who themselves rarely, as they

claim, "heal in the twinkling of an eye," has confirmed

what I here say. They all insist that the sick person must
make many visits to the healer for what I will call "cumu-
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lative" healing, and, what is more, they must willingly

and faithfully co-operate with the healer and carry out

any course of treatment he may advise and, in some cases,

even consult an ordinary medical man as a further co-

operator, so making "the healing triangle." However, the

healer must never force the patient to do anything, as it

instantly sets up what I have named "the Law of Reverse."

I have before me two extraordinary cases of instantane-

ous healing following upon a single joint prayer by healer

and patient, one of them a blood disease, the other a disease

of the joints. These were very very rare cases, although

as many of us know from hospital and other experience,

ordinary physicians and even sceptical specialists will ad-

mit grudgingly or willingly, that cancers do dry up, that

"incurable" growths and even serious orthopedic muscu-

lar and bone cases "do get well of their own accord," the

phenomenon of "the melting of the bones" and tissues, as

in rheumatoid arthritis and the curing of goiters which I

have personally witnessed, being now accepted fact.

Prayer and faith can remove mountains and even unlock

the gates of hell! There have been many records of cancer

cures in the remarkable book by Dr. Rebecca Beard and

her doctor-husband and also medically certified cases

such as that of a correctly diagnosed cancer weighing it

was estimated some 30 lbs., dissolving in a night after

four years of persistent prayer, which is one of the most

poignant and moving of my records.

Nobody knows better than the writer that cures of such

intractable and malignant cases will bring the "snuffles"

to the ordinary uninformed doctor—nevertheless there

are Harley Street specialists who no longer snuffle, some

of them now going either for treatment or details of the

new healing to the once despised "faith-healer." One of

these is the head of a great hospital and himself one of the

first European authorities upon a certain disease group.

Always hope. Never fear.
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A surgeon friend of mine and the first in this country

to attempt an operation which has saved the lives of many
children, is himself, through the evidence, a profound

believer in faith-healing, as, indeed, is another surgeon of

my acquaintance, although surgeons have a pronounced

tendency to be materialist. Yet, once more, let us not

forget that we owe thousands of lives to their skill. The
surgeon, once, and naturally, the enemy of the psychic

healer, will one day be his friend and co-operator. We
shall one day see psychic consultants working with ortho-

dox consultants on our hospital and clinical staffs. Al-

ready, to my knowledge, such a working partnership is in

unofficial existence, for our surgery does not yet extend

into the Fourth Dimension.

Speaking of the Fourth Dimension, into which Science

herself seems today to be moving, we are apt to forget that

the Fourth, like the Three-Dimensional world of length,

breadth, and height in which we have hitherto been en-

cased, has its own law. What we call
'

'miracles" of appar-

ently supernatural but actually not supernormal law, have

their being in the divine "Fourth." Of this Fourth in-

tangible world, our Science is only just on the threshold,

but with beta and gamma rays, and radiology and radar

and the frightening atomic field now coming into and

indeed enveloping everyday science, we shall soon be able

to reduce four-dimensional working to law, rhythm, and

"math." In this, however, another giant is at work—in
the world outside Time and Space—the extra-spatial

world of After Death, into which the antennal, filamentary

fingers of the Psychic Researcher are groping.

Many psychical researchers, who, remember, for nearly

a century have had in their ranks some of the greatest

names of science, have reached in regard to the effect of

mind on matter the following tentative conclusions:

In the forefront, that it is from Thought, which is to

say Mind, that all the phenomena of our earth spring.
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Next, that one of the more effective workings of Mind is

to be found in wish and desire leading to "Faith" and
"Prayer," and the greater the intensity of faith and there-

fore of the Prayer which follows faith, the greater its

efficacy and accomplishment.

As regards "Miracle," itself the most spectacular result

of faith and prayer combined, there are living today quite

a number of eminent thinkers who believe from the

evidence of their own eyes and ears and feeling, that in

the sense of immediate or slower apparent reversal of 3-

dimensional natural law, "miracle" is fact.

Yet, again remembering that the Fourth Dimension has

its inexorable laws, which, like those of the third material

dimension and like the Ayesha of Rider Haggard's She,

"must be obeyed," there are even in this incredible Age of

Healing, as it will be known to our descendants, certain

things which are "incurable," certain things that cannot

be done.

To take a supreme example. No psychic healer can

"raise from the dead." Raise from the apparently dead-
yes: Raise from the actually dead—no. Only when the

"silver cord," as it is known in Scripture, is severed after

the death of the body and after the heart has ceased to

beat, is the immortal soul free to lose itself in immortality.

In the raising of Lazarus as in that of Jairus's daughter,

even the Master Healer, Jesus, could not have brought

back the Soul from its flight into the extraspatial tempo-

ral world where as the psychic scientist and even the radar

scientist knows, space and time are not. For, once more,

healing and the healer is always subject to the Law of

God.

Nor is this the only limitation to the powers of psychic

healing.

There are cancers and malignant tumors for which,

after failure to cure by the Invisible Healer, only the

surgeon's knife or allopathic material treatment can be
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the remedy, and this also applies to some but not all cases

of paralysis, for some are susceptible to the psychic. At

the other end of the scale, sometimes such urgent cases as

those of appendicitis and its fellows must at once come to

the merciful scalpel of the orthodox surgeon, and again,

although many spastics and "mentals" have had notable

cures or relief from the psychic physician, there are many
who cannot respond to such treatment. And, let us not

Forget if we wish in these pages to be honest with ourselves

and with psychic cures, that there is always a fraction,

Dccasionally a formidable fraction of cases of people of

svery type, who, for various and often inscrutable reasons,

including karmic, do not yield to psychic healing.

But with those we deal elsewhere.

This chapter should fitly conclude in a concise cate-

:hism on prayer, a subject of which not only the laity but

too often their priests are piteously ignorant. Attention to

this short catechism should bring results, at times results

is unexpected as they can be astonishing. Here it is:

Why is it that so rarely does prayer seem to be answered?

Firstly, unselfish prayer is always answered, but rarely

In terms of the prayer. It must be answered because prayer

:auses a stirring and movement in the Four-Dimensional

world to which it belongs, whatever its form.

What form should prayer assume—is any particular

form necessary for its efficacy?

The prayer of a little child can be as effective as that of

a bishop or a scientist, often, because the little ones have

an implicit faith, more effective, as with a little boy who
ended his prayer by saying: ".

. . and please, God, don't

forget to bless Yourself, for without You we're sunk!"

Nevertheless prayer, like that Fourth Dimension in which

it works, has its own laws. For reasons, now becoming ap-

parent, direct prayer is literally infinitely richer in re-

sponse than the nearly universal indirect "petitional"

prayer, as such researchers as Richard Inglese in his The
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History and Power of Mind and Lucius Humphrey in his

And It Shall Be Done Unto You, have proved beyond
contradiction. The "Give me!" of egoistic prayer should

be replaced by the "Let me give, O God!" which will not

only "leave it to the Lord" to give. This direct evocative

prayer was that used by the world healer, the Lord Jesus,

in his "Our Father," which it will be seen is always "di-

rect," even "commanding" as the right of a son to receive

anything he needs from his heavenly Father. Try it! In

my own case, after seemingly many months of fruitless

prayer and meditation there came to me unheralded one

afternoon four most astonishing fulfilments. Try it your-

self—you who read these words.

Should we, then, not ask for things as in petitional

prayer?

Yes, if we wish—but as the Master Himself said, the

Lord knows that of which we have need ere we ask for it—

and perhaps the unfailing power behind life which men
call "God," whether in healing or otherwise, may be sup-

posed to know a little better than we what we need! But

ask with faith.

Why don't we see today in healing-prayer, miracles like

the "wholemaking" of the leper in an instant or even,
<e

after a reasonable time," cancers vanish, disseminated

sclerosis at least gradually pass, and such general objective

disorders as rheumatoid arthritis and badly diseased bones

heal and the bony distortions and adhesions disappear-

why can't we do what Jesus did?

To which the answer is that we can, and indeed that

we do all this every day and in various countries and that

God's and our idea of "a reasonable time" may differ,

possibly because God is outside time. It is happening per-

haps in your own street or town . . . perhaps in your own

house, as some thousand cases of carefully tested records

would appear to show. It is only when people, as they
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evolve, rise above the level of ordinary consciousness to

become "aware" of such things that they seem to begin

to happen, although they have been there throughout.

The only test of prayer is result. The only tester is you
and me.
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Woman, Religion, and Healing

So far in the history of healing generally, Woman has

played an entirely subjective part as nurse, mother, and
attendant upon the doctor. Yet, in the ancient days, as we
gather from the records, Woman as spiritual mentor and
comforter was much more than a nurse blindly obeying

the priest-healers of the time, and one need not doubt

that in ancient Greece and Rome and in the Egypt of the

Pharaohs, especially as herself priestess, she was also

physician.

I believe that modern Medicine, until the turn of the

nineteenth century, suffered immeasurable loss through

the doctor always being male. The Woman's touch was

essential but incommunicable in the practice of the oldest

art, one which, until our scientific age, had always been

directly intertwined with religion. The priests of the

temples of Egypt as of the Graeco-Roman, were always

healer-priests; their priestesses and vestal virgins were also

healers and especially ministers to the unquiet souls who
sought restful ease from the fret of the outside world, as

the ritual and religious dances and even the more volup-

tuous rites indicate.

Curiously enough, it is in our age of materialist science

that, unlike the famous Kipling story, it was not the Man
194
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but the "Woman who came back" to her rightful place as

scientific and intuitive healer. Some of our leading M.D.'s

and, more rarely, our specialists, are women, but it is in

the uprising ranks of what is becoming the profession of

psychic healing and faith healing that woman is today

coming into her own. Indeed, by and large, there are five

women for every man in the ranks of the Invisible Heal-

ing, a term we use generally for all types of psychic

healing.

But our scientists sometimes scoff at this, asserting that

the brain and intelligence of woman is so inferior to that

of man and her creative powers, save in the production of

children, so inferior to the "lord of creation" that it is

ridiculous and unsafe for her to take any part in healing

except that of nursing the sick and doing what she is told

by the male pashas of the hospitals. To wTatch the adoring

nurse help the great surgeon into the white linen of

sanctity is still to see the lord of life secure upon his

throne, only that now the "he" is sometimes a "she." But

woman refuses to submit to this and is now passing her

examinations and taking her medical degrees with the

best of her male critics and competitors, whom she herself

now orders about!

What these superior males forget is that, whether they

like it or not, Woman is likely to play within a few years a

decisive and creative part in giving birth not only to

babies but to the new ideas demanded by faith healing

and psychic healing.

What is this potency of Woman in the Christ-realm of

healing? Who is this new queenly creature who dares to

challenge the masterful male in his own preserves?

Whence does she draw her persistent, incredible power
to endure, to serve, to save, and now to create on even

higher levels?

It is not that the New Woman Healer has to challenge

the male on his own ground of brain and intelligence, if
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only because woman's brain and mind (two very different

things) are quite other in type and quality from those of

the man. It is not a question of competition but of co-

operation. She does however bring to psychic healing in

particular the phenomenon of her intuition and with it

the intangible thing we call "Woman."
The woman-power in healing as in the other profes-

sions she is now entering is her extraordinary receptive-

ness and power to "cradle" and nurture . . . and above all,

the power to give strength, as the ancients showed in the

shakti figures. It exudes from her like a perfume which

interpenetrates everything about her, something of which

she is usually conscious on the lower sensuous plane,

rarely, except in the very greatest of her sex, on the

spiritual plane. It is a spiritual essence and all women have

it.

The charlady on her knees scrubbing the floor, as also

the Society beauty, has it, and it is not to be confused with

sex, which reduces the woman to the lowest common
denomination. She has something that no male possesses

—the power to nurture and to endure and, indirectly, to

"create" in the endurance. This is "the moral force" of

which so many great and not so great men speak when
they are honest enough to pay tribute to what is known as

"the woman behind the man."

Of the hundred odd male leaders of our world in litera-

ture, politics, and music whom I have personally known,

I know only a fraction who have not told me that they

owed much of what they attained through this "invisible

power." I know that in my own case, whatever I have

managed, however humbly, to accomplish has had behind

it this invisible power of my wife, who unfailingly

throughout a long married life was able to trace ahead of

time the courses of world events by what she would insist

was not a psychic but an intellectual process. She was not

a spiritualist, but a believer in the scientific proof of the
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survival of memory and identity after the death of the

body. Nevertheless, I am convinced that her flair for the

coming event, in her case often capable of reasoned proof,

was psychic an fond.

It is in the psychic healing of the Child that the woman
healer will find perhaps her chief and natural field and

even though she often kills her own children by her kind-

ness. The Child whom through the ages she has borne and
then nursed, she will now heal by Mind and the feminine

intuition which no male healer may have and which the

fatuous male will deny. Already there are thousands of

such women doctors at work in Britain, America and in

the continental countries in which I have lived, and now
inside Islam, but here there is no room to do more than

allude to and indicate such special powers in passing.

Hitherto, the weakness of the woman doctor, as of the

professional woman generally, has been that she has tried

to be a copy of the male in possession. Tomorrow she will

be his teacher. He will have to learn what she has had to

learn—that is to co-operate with the other sex and so draw
the polaric strength which, like the electric current, can

only come through the junction and working of the posi-

tive and negative poles.

To write a treatise upon Psychic Healing and to leave

out God and religion would be both foolish and (some-

thing for the Scientist and Intellectual), still more im-

portant, unscientific—whatever that word may now mean,

for nobody seems to know in these days of the Fourth

Dimensional. To omit them in order to please the ''pure

professional," would be affectation or cowardice.

The hidebound psychoanalyst and psychiatrist, like

the blinkered materialist scientists, or what is left of them,

will look down their sapient noses at this view of healing

by mind, and, if you like, by religion. Indeed, as some of

our finest writers upon the mind know too well, the

very mention of religion or immortality will often cause
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the book to be flung upon the bonfires of the Unholy
Inquisition of Science as heretical and even blasphemous.

Anyone who, like the writer of these words, has had half

a lifetime of contact with the Inquisitors as well as with

the New Scientist who rejects but does not burn, will

know that this is not exaggerated, as men like Whitehead
and Freud and inventors like Edison, the world-known

surgeons and scientists like Alexis Carrel and now some
of the jet-plane and atom men, and a long line of such

free minds, have known and recorded.

That is why in this record of Psychic Science applied to

Healing, together with, in apposite places, such asides as

hints on healthy living, there enters from time to time the

"religious" axis upon which, after all, our whole world

ultimately turns. Einstein himself has indicated this in a

quotation already made in these pages. So will there be

found not only purely technical and "scientific" questions

but those of pure "psychics" and of the survival of the

soul. There will also show the new angles on Prayer and
Meditation, humanitarian questions of diet and vivisec-

tion, and the problems now emerging in those twilights of

the shadowy frontier of the Third and Fourth Dimen-

sions, or No-man's Land, in which physical as well as

psychological science is today losing itself most reluctantly

and, so, finding itself. The psychics of healing are the

science of healing, and the psychics of the body are as vital

as the psychics of the mind, for the introduction of which

I make neither apology nor apologia.

Here enters religion with which through the ages

woman rather than man has been primarily associated as

devotee. Not only is the modern woman becoming doctor

but also priest. Indeed the priestly and medical functions

are each an inescapable part of the other. I do not mean
by this the co-partnership of the dogmas of religion and

medicine, but the united practice and functions of both,

as indeed we see in the purely orthodox religions, in the
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missionaries' medical missions which I have visited in

Africa and elsewhere. But we have also seen this combina-

tion in the medical-spiritual work of devoted priests in

the slums of Britain and America.

We see it in the Churches' Council for Healing which

was established so long ago as 1944 by that advanced

Churchman, Archbishop Temple. This Council was

founded upon the premises that all healing is "divine"

whatever its form or name and that, as the minister of a

Birmingham Congregational church put it, "mental and

spiritual factors, as well as physical, are involved in the

cure of disease, hence the importance of what are called

psycho-somatic disorders, 'all of which,' says a doctor, 'is

accepted today in hospitals, in Ministry of Health reports

and medical schools.' " He goes on: "Doctors have told

me that from one-third to one half the cases of illness

treated by them are caused by mental and spiritual fac-

tors." Sir Henry Cohen, elected as a President of the

British Medical Association, declares that modern ail-

ments cannot be measured by the stethoscope alone . . .

but the causes are likely enough to be a man's loves and
hates, his passions and fears, his worries and anxieties.

Now the establishment of the Archbishop of Canter-

bury's Divine Healing Commission, whatever its more
immediate outcome, will one day lead to the actual

demonstration of psychic and divine healing in our

churches and cathedrals.

When in that finely formulated statement given by
Harry Edwards before the Archbishop's Commission at

Lambeth Palace on the 7th July, 1954, he said that "spir-

itual healing is a law-governed process needing discrimi-

nating, intelligent direction" and that "divine healing

was a spiritual science," he spoke truth.

Harry Edwards also said to the Commission that "by a

Spiritual or Divine Healing" he meant a healing that is

brought about by a non-human agency and that he de-
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fined a "healer" as a person who is used as an instrument

only for such healing but of himself "possesses no personal

ability to heal." Nevertheless, the "instruments" vary

enormously in type, quality, and method as conductors of

the divine power behind them and that is one reason why
some succeed more than others. Once more, remember
that it is not the Healer but the Spirit behind him that

heals.

This fine exponent of religion in healing, also said

three other things which should be remembered by the

clerics, doctors and professional scientists before whom he

said them: first, that "some people believe that healings

take place through the agency of prayer, establishing a

personal contact with God," that at his Healing Sanctuary

in Shere, "we have seen many, many thousands of sick

people healed," and that the "majority of these had been

made well through what we call 'Absent Healing' which

you might term 'the power of prayer,' " and lastly, that

"while it is true that we see instantaneous or so-called

'miracle' cures, the great majority of healings are a gradual

process as the remedial changes are brought about. We
also have to remember that sometimes healings do not

take place."

One other notable statement he made. He said that

"after the physical death our spiritual bodies live on in

the spirit realm, able to acquire greater wisdom, retaining

our individual characters, personalities, and the potential

for spiritual progression." In this, whether one likes it or

not, he now has behind him an increasing number of

scientists of rank and, literally, more people on earth

who believe than disbelieve it, from all of which it will be

observed that religion and spiritual healing are intimately

and inevitably bound up.

It is the Woman who with her strange devotion, will

make much of this possible, for we see in the above how
inextricably bound together with the Invisible Healing
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are Religion, and that Woman, who is at once the pre-

server and demonstrator of the religious life and who,

with her peculiar genius for religion, carries her religion

into her everyday life, naturally finds in the healing of

body and mind her vocation and her justification. She has

done this through the centuries, it is true, but it is only

now in this age of science, when the wand of Divine Heal-

ing by Mind and Spirit has been placed in her hands, that

working side by side with her comrade man as equal, she

may with him transform our sick planet into a place

where dreams come true.
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Spirit Healing*

Spirit healing is an essential part of Psychic Healing.

Cut out "spirit healing" from Psychic Healing and you

have left the Prince out of Hamlet. Actually, behind all

healing, the spirit world stands, directly or indirectly,

and Psychic Healing is fourth-dimensional healing.

What is "Spirit-healing," or, if you prefer the term,

"spiritual-healing?"

When people speak of "spiritual healing," they may
mean any form of psychic healing, whether by "mind" or

"faith" or otherwise, so long as it is outside the more or

less materialist orthodoxy. Others, whether "spiritualists"

or not, really, sometimes erroneously, mean by it healing

through the spirits of the Astral Plane—that is through

those who inhabit the world after death. Such spirits are

usually termed "Guides" by the Spiritualist proper, that

is to say, by one who belongs to some branch of the World
Spiritualist Movement. In what is the most disorganized

movement of our disorderly planet, there are millions of

"solitaries" who are not lined up.

In this section of my book, I refer to any form of heal-

ing by or through spirits, who are either "called in" from

this side of death, or who themselves visit our earth. (I am
assuming that in these enlightened days, and in view of
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the evidence, few will question the actual existence of the

world, or, rather worlds of spirit, of varying rates of vibra-

tion, usually invisible.)

I am only concerned with spirit-healing as a whole,

which of course will embrace spiritualism as a single

though most important facet.

The Psychic Healing renaissance of our mid-twentieth

century definitely arose not from the Churches, which

remain supine through the centuries after the healing

demonstrations two thousand years ago by him whom they

call their Founder, Jesus of Nazareth. It seems to many
today that Jesus came only to teach love and service and
not to found any Church—certainly not the pomp and

circumstance which has heaped itself into the amorphous
mass of much of the organized Churchianity of our time.

Neither did this healing renaissance come from the medi-

cal profession which was, in the first stage, its implacable

enemy. Nor did it come from the mass of the lay public.

Whether we like it or not, it came from thousands of

Home Circles and an organized Spiritualism which first

demonstrated to an astonished and hostile world that we
could speak with our Dead and that not only did Man and

Woman survive the grave, but that there was a fair scien-

tific probability and intuitively an emotional assurance

that the soul existed and was immortal. Immortality they

did not, because they could not, prove. The farthest even

that psychical research has got, is to discover that on the

Other Side there is what is called a "Second Death," in

a word that death, and therefore life, goes on.

But Spirit Healing, in one limited form, has been used

through the centuries, in the form of prayer. Not only in

churches, but in thousands of homes, there have been
prayers first, for the "sick," and then for the "dead." That
is to say, prayers for the recovery from sickness of those

still living in the body pent, and then for those who, if

religion and science together mean anything, and they
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should mean the same thing, are not dead but continue to

live out of the body "no longer by the body pent." No-
body has ever died. Death is the Great Delusion.

But public awareness of healing by definite spirits, as of

the psychic healing or "Invisible Mending" of which it is

part, a healing for the first time consciously and even

intellectually recognized, came only in the present decade.

Now this recognition has rushed across a sick world

hungry and thirsty for healing, both of body and soul. Of
all this, organized Christianity, from soon after the cruci-

fixion of its Founder upon the Cross which is at once the

symbol of suffering and of salvation, has remained igno-

rant. It is indeed the profound ignorance of the hierarchies

of the Churches of all these things that dismays, as we can

see and hear from pulpit and radio, though, at last, and

through the Healing Renaissance, the dawn is showing.

Now, for the first time, even the primitive "prayer" to

cure sickness and generally to make well is taking on the

aspect of science, and the once petitional prayer is becom-

ing definite in statement and assuming new and more
effective forms as its vibrational powers are recognized.

With this has come the Spiritual Healer or Faith

Healer, who nearly always invokes the aid of the world of

spirit, whether by direct prayer to "God," or, in seance

or otherwise, invokes the spirits of the more or less great

dead to help him or her to do the work of restoration of

failing flesh and fading mind. When spirits of the dead

are directly invoked, you have entered the vasty inchoate

and difficult boundaries of a Spiritualism which has now
become a world movement without priest, leader or

programme, but a movement which is rapidly becoming

a world religion to challenge the unsure reign of the

Orthodoxy of the present great world religions, whether

Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, or Hinduism. Yet, still

more strange, this blind-seeking spiritualism draws di-

rectly not only from all these religions but in its more
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advanced forms largely bases upon them its own existence

and its multiple creeds and dogmas.

The Sufis or saints of occultism of the three hundred
millions of the Prophet Muhammad, like the leaders,

saintly or other, of the Churches of England and Rome,
are now imitating and trailing the Spiritualist revelation

whilst the latter are
'

'putting on their own psychic shows"

in their churches, as witness the Church and other Heal-

ing Commissions and even demonstrations. This develop-

ment among the millions of the United States and the

British Isles (excepting the Eire part of my own Catholic

Ireland, where such movements are tacitly discounte-

nanced), and in the British Commonwealth, is now taking

head, and may one day become a flood which may wipe

out old landmarks, pull up old anchors, whether theo-

logical or political, and may even have a decisive influence

upon international affairs.

The spirit-healing of Spiritualism, qua Spiritualism, at

this point demands our closer attention. I have studied in

all its forms both inside and outside that much discussed,

ignored, and misunderstood movement which, like that

of the crab which might be its symbol, is often sideways or

backwards. Nevertheless it grows, advancing like a forest

fire, first on ground and then in air and may now number
throughout the world, directly or indirectly, perhaps over

one hundred million people interested in its survival side

and now, with more intense feeling, in its healing side.

These numbers now include some of our leading scien-

tists, men and women of letters, theologians and leaders

of various branches of the Christian and extra-Christian

churches, and gifted and exceptional people of both sexes

engaged in all sorts of activities. Uniquely cutting into

the underbelly of materialism, the Spiritualist movement
in its unique demonstration that we survive death, may be

the world's most important movement.
Historically speaking, it might be said that a modern
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healing seance with its healing medium, its sitters, and
its invocative prayers parallels with exactitude the meet-

ings of the Early Christians recorded by St. Paul, who,
had he lived today, would without possible doubt, have

either been a prominent member of or leader of the

World Spiritualist Movement.
In the spirit-healing of Spiritualism, two methods are

generally used. Either the Healer, after sometimes an

opening by music and prayer, to help the vibrations and
contact with the world of spirit, invites the attendance of

his Guides or Spirit Healers from the world invisible to

come and do the work of healing the sick, or he himself,

either going into trance, or, more commonly, not in trance

and conscious, allows the Spirit Guide to " possess" his

body. After possession, the Invisible Healer uses that

body and perhaps the spiritualist healer's larynx, to do

the work of healing by the laying on of the medium's

hands or by ''passes" or otherwise while speaking to the

audience and explaining the curative technique as he

goes, in all of which it is the invisible spirit that is the

healer and not the medium, who is merely the instrument,

whether conscious or entranced. Upon occasion, as I have

myself witnessed with audiences professional and lay, the

Invisible Healing Collaborator speaks plainly out of the

air in the "Direct Voice" through the medium's larynx

and tongue just as the spirits seemingly did at the Pauline

healing and prayer seance.

Spiritualism is a mosaic of inconsistencies and "sects,"

as exemplified by their "churches," which are actually

often weak imitations of the ordinary church, and which

seem to be engaged in endless personal jealousies, bicker-

ings and squabbles. Philosophic teaching at many if not

most of these Spiritualist churches is often conspicuous

by its absence. Of the "vision" which they are always

claiming, they often have none.

Yet, whatever their methods, I have seen spiritualistic
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healers of every type get results. So much so that one

wonders how the invocation of spirit entities or otherwise

can affect or effect the healing. After many years of obser-

vation and thought, I have tentatively reached the con-

clusion that whether spirits are or are not invoked or

present, many healers, some of whom are rationalists and

non-religious, can still act successfully as mediums for

the invisible healing power. Also, that although I believe

"faith" may be a potent aid, I fell assured that results can

often be obtained without its conscious employment, but

I would claim that some faith is always there in all healing

endeavors, whether successful or not. The Source, Divine

in its fount as I believe, is able to manifest and find its

human channel under any conditions whatever.

Spirit Healing in Spiritualism, and even in that ex-

clusively "phenomena-hunting" "Spiritism," is nearly al-

ways introduced with music, by gramophone or the hand-

played instrument. The subconscious, beneficial effect of

music cannot be overestimated. As it is usually accom-

panied by prayer, its effect is doubled, for prayer, used

with the living thought and consciousness, rather than

gabbled as so often in massed prayer, can, as we know,

move mountains. Only, those mountains are rarely moved
at the moment of praying. The holy spirit of Healing can

be leisurely and take time to do its work. Yet it can also

work like a lightning flash.

Except in its healing application, this book is not con-

cerned with Spiritualism. But in that application, it is

essential to disabuse the minds of armies of people en-

gaged or interested in spirit healing, especially in dyed-in-

the-wool spiritualists, of certain preconceptions, dogmas,

sentimentalities, and superstitions.

First of all, no "Spirit Guides" may necessarily be pres-

ent. The average spiritualist medium, and sometimes

even the leaders of that vast and woolly movement, are
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woefully ignorant of the pitfalls of psychism and spiritual-

ism, often imagining that which is not there.

Long years have convinced me and some of the first

minds engaged in psychical research that, in the ordinary

seance, the spirits of the dead in four cases out of five

though believed to be present are not, or only fitfully

present, and that the voices which speak through the

larynx of the medium and which are presumed to convey

to and through the medium their messages, can be those

of (a) the "thought-forms" which spiritualists are now
compelled to consider, but which have been known to

the Eastern sages for centuries, or (b), as we know from

our deeper and more spiritual psychologists, may be but

"mental projections" of the medium's mind, or (c), as they

so often are, may be spirit interlopers and "playboys"

from the Other Side of death. Hence the pitiful persistent

failures of "prophecies" to materialize and the common-
place "communications" which come over at the average

seance.

It is, however, fair to say that some of our finest poetry

such as the million lines of "Patience Worth" and various

accurately recorded antedatings of scientific discoveries

have come through mediums. Also, there can be no reason-

able challenge to the fact that we do sometimes, even in

public demonstrations and at Home Circles, speak with

our dead. Scientists of eminence have been witness to the

presence of the Spirit Guides, and in some of the heal-

ing, and especially manipulative surgery demonstrations

through mediums, there can be no reasonable doubt of

the psychic fact that behind the often quite unconscious

tranced operator there are spirit hands and brains at work.

This, at least, is clear from the evidence.

Well, we have pointed to some of the pitfalls of the

spirit-healing of Spiritualism and they will have to be

taken into account by the serious student. Indeed, we are

about to see in Spiritualism cleavages, divisions, and
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entirely new angles of vision, some of which are now show-

ing themselves. We shall also see the division of at least

the spirit-healing of Spiritualism into two camps—in the

one, the formidable few who study, think, and carefully

criticize, then accept or reject; in the other, as in all such

movements, the vast, massive ignorant average wallowing

in its comforting messages and the Aunt Louisas who were

bores in this life and still more appalling etheric bores in

the other, and refusing to make healing a living forward

movement.
To sum up and evaluate the problem of spirit healing

and its pitfalls, there is no reasonable doubt that the

world of spirit, whether directly or indirectly as has been

indicated here, does enter into it. The subject, however,

needs the most conscientious and detached study not only

by the professional psychic researcher but by the lay

scientist. In a sentence, the spirit healing side of psychic

healing forms at once one of the most fascinating and
fruitful but puzzling fields for the trained (and untrained)

observer. Nevertheless, it is still a fact, a beautiful fact.
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Esoteric Healing

The healing which, unknown even to many healers, lies

beneath and above all other psychic healing whether you
call it "Mind-Healing," "Faith-Healing," "Spiritual Heal-

ing," "Divine Healing," or, just "Invisible Healing/' is

Esoteric Healing. Consciously or unconsciously, it is eso-

teric thought and concepts which underpin and control

not only the healing but all the thought and action of our

Earth.

The splendid work on Hatha-Yoga of such rare students

of Hatha-Yoga as Theos. Bernard and the books of other

writers and travellers have set this beyond doubt, as has

the study of Indian science by such minds as Jung, Ous-

pensky and others.

Behind all the Eastern and yoga schools of healing,

there rests the shining mirror of the esoteric. These

"Schools of Miracles," as they seem to European visitors,

have been in existence according to the Sanscrit, Pali and

other records for centuries, reaching back in time and far

behind even the remotest Chinese, Egyptian, and other

records of the Western chronology. Those of us who have

studied Hatha-yoga and other yogic branches know that

they start from the fount of all healing of disease—the

Mind. The Western medical schools begin with the body
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and the material—the Eastern with the human soul and
mind, to which the material is malleable.

What is this esoteric world of thought and inspiration?

It is the hidden or secret world of the Mind Divine

"stepped down" into the human understanding. It is the

world of the Divine "Fourth-Dimensional" interpreted

and made plain in terms of the Three-Dimensional world

in which we live and move and have our being. It is the

secret path followed and trodden by all the saviors and
enlighteners of mankind, known as the illuminati, and
expounded by the spoken or written word in their philos-

ophies and scriptures, sometimes esoterically, or half re-

vealed, sometimes exoterically or quite revealed, accord-

ing as the junior uninstructed souls were able to bear and

to understand. It is, indeed, if I may humbly say so, that

which underlies and runs through these pages.

The understanding of the phenomena of this sorrowful

planet, by the younger or baby souls, that is to say by the

Great Average, has always necessarily been that of chil-

dren, of undeveloped souls just beginning to grow up.

When the Master Jesus said that we had to "become as

little children," he did not mean we had to remain un-

grown and undeveloped, but that we should have the

childlike faith which in either child or adult is essential

to receptivity, to learning, and to growth. Faith rather

than culture will help us to storm the heavenly kingdoms,

for the so-called cultured can sometimes be Children of

Darkness, babes in the wood of words without enlighten-

ment and therefore growth, and without faith we shall

remain in spiritual darkness, as indeed so often do the so-

called Great of our world. We shall know that it is not

vulgar success measured by wealth or even intellectual

achievement or the adulation of ignorant publics which
shall be our yardstick, but often rather the seeming failure

and suffering without which no son or daughter of man
may learn and lift to the faraway.
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That is why psychic healing is perhaps the most vital

and rewarding of all our studies and why the sick and suf-

fering whom it heals are of all living beings the most
favored, strange as it may seem. For it is still, though it

will not always be, the principal path to knowledge and
realization of worlds invisible, to whose suns and shadows
it leads as we toil upwards.

It is to this path that the esotericist unerringly and
uniquely leads. There is no other path to illumination.

It was this path of sorrow and joy that was followed by

Jesus and his spiritual brother, the Gautama Buddha, by
Plato and Patanjali, Osiris and the ancient Egyptian

seer-priests, by Zoroaster and Lao-tze of Persia and China,

the sufis of Islam, and such moderns and followers of the

Ancient Wisdom as Gandhi in the East and the greater

Mystics of the West, and it is being followed by the West-

ern esoteric schools now lifting above the horizon to meet

and greet those of the Eastern Thought. All these followed

the sorrowful path, which now is for the first time becom-

ing a path not of stones and thorns but of joy and hope and

even fulfilment.

All this means that the fight with disease, like the cure

of that disease, has its hidden occult purpose and goal.

That purpose and goal is the yielding of lustful ease and

lustful desire to the love and service of our fellows and

with it the ultimate freeing of our sad three-dimensional

world into the higher planes of the glorious ''Fourth,"

where pain and suffering and disease are unknown and

where we, touching at last the stuff of the gods, shall learn

and advance only through the exultation of life and

being, and, let it be reverently said, of the love and under-

standing of God and of ourselves who are part of Him. It

is to pierce the veil of matter into the Nirvana not of

annihilation but realization.
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The first task of the esoteric healer is to synchronize and
bring into smooth action the sometimes dreadful disunity

of the physical body and its psychic nature. It is only when
the physical, the psychic, the mental, and the spiritual

vehicles and natures are at one that permanent cures of

mind or body or both may be effected. Only an esoteric,

i.e. a. fundamental, approach can secure permanence as

apart from amelioration or the total failure of attempts

at healing. The lack of this deeper knowledge is one reason

why so many seeming cures prove temporary, or, some-

times, though I believe rarely, either set up or leave un-

cured other disorders.

The Art of Cure is not for children or fools. It demands
persistently fearless study and operation. It needs, if you
like, a strong admixture of the divine with the human—of

divine grace and knowledge with brain and its instru-

ments and concepts, not only spiritual and mental but

vibrational, the last linking it to modern science.

Man, the puzzle, has his roots first, in the world of spirit,

next in the world of nature, and lastly in the world of

spaceless time. He is a psycho psychic unit, and the doctor

must never forget that " psychological" and "psychic" are

quite different things. What the spiritualist and occultist

call "psychic phenomena," may inhold both the mental

and the physical, but the "psychic" is that four-dimen-

sional quality which lies intertwined with them. When
man is, in the higher sense, psychic, he is "religious." If

you wish, the psychic brings religion into science and

into life and into death. Without the "religious essence,"

there is no progress on our earth . . . there can be no

progress.

The psychic healing now opening to our time needs,

first of all, the esotericist or the esoteric approach; next,

such an approach demands a terminology and interna-

tional reference library and liaison for the exchange of

experiences, which originally was the idea behind the
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Survival League and, later, of the International Society

for Psychic Research which I founded in London. Today
we need also a spring cleaning and clearing of the multi-

tudinous psychic bodies whether of pure psychical re-

search or of religious or spiritualist origin, and especially

of the mushroom healing churches and groups springing

up without either study, knowledge, or experience behind

them.

What has so far been said is essential as preliminary to

the understanding of esoteric healing. Yet all this means
no more than that all healing, like all the disease it heals,

comes from the Mind, but that the healing that is esoteric

comes from the deeper Mind—the depths which lie behind

the surface of ordinary psychic healing. Being human,
folk think that in the healing of the future, we shall only

have the healing by instinct—by intuition, whereas our

future healing will be also accomplished by deliberately

conscious thinking. Indeed, that future healing and its

miracles will be the result of the deliberate uniting and
working together of intellect and intuition, with the

orthodox practitioner first working with the unorthodox

and, in the last resolve, being himself a compound of both.

Today we are working in the blind—tomorrow we shall

work in the light.

Neither sentiment and heart nor even the good intent

of "faith" are sufficient. Only the little foolish ones say in

their hearts: "Give us miracles without thought!" Behind

the miracles of Jesus or the Buddha there lay thousands of

years of incarnations and suffering and thought.

But you may say—why not leave all this deeper knowl-

edge of the human body to the Guides on the Other Side?

That is not the way the Guides of spirit work, whether

you assume they be angelic or other. God's Guides help

those who help themselves, as we know by experience.

The vehicle of transmission of the healing current must

be prepared—that is to say, the healer, upon whose mind
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and body the new healing will make severe demands.

That is all.

Beginning with the organs of the body, some healers are

now feeling that a knowledge of anatomy and glandular

function is a help to their cures, more particularly because

they are beginning to realize the part that temper and

temperament play in healing and that here the glandular

system is intertwined with the nervous system. A hard-

boiled newspaper man of wide experience insisted to a

selective circle: "A man is his glands—a woman is her

glands." An ironic neurologist added: "A man is his

temperament—a woman nothing else!"

Now glands largely express themselves and their con-

dition through temperament, or if you prefer, the tem-

perament through the glands. But that is the old question:

"What came first—the hen or the cggT* An increasing

number of medical men interesting themselves in psychic

and faith healing, are asking for charts of the endocrine

or ductless glands and the nerve systems to be supplied

by the psychic healer . . . "and where are your teachers

and your textbooks? ... we can't work without," they say.

Such demands, elaborating and multiplying, must be met.

To meet them, we shall one day have a liaison Clearing

House between nations for psycho- and psycho-physical

medicine. It will come.

The studies of such "combined-healers" will now in-

clude studies of the etherie body and, later, of the mental

body—both bodies known to the occult fraternities

through the ages. The fact of the existence of the etherie

body is slowly dawning on Harley and Wimpole Streets,

and some bolder spirits are using it in diagnosis as these

pages have already indicated. The more remote "mental"

body will slide into the limelight as soon as the etherie

ghost has, not been "laid," but found its place in medicine.

These are not the pages to discuss its place and function,

and it must suffice to say that in the planes now showing
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themselves to modern science, the mental plane lies above

the astral or etheric plane, the physical plane lying be-

neath it, and all these planes use physical matter for their

phenomena and demonstration. (Incidentally, the trained

incumbents of certain churches and ancient Egyptian

physicians have worked on and with these planes through
the centuries.)

Next, as we go deeper in esoteric healing, we come to

the implications of the subtler and more potent glands—

the pineal and the pituitary, those tiny determinants of

the lives of every human being, to whom they are rarely

even known. It is upon them that the pioneer of the com-

bined psychic-physical (physio-psychic) medical schools

will concentrate. Literally, the only groups today who
know anything worth knowing of these two glands, both

situated in the head, are the esoteric, and access to them,

as yet, is not but will be available when the new science of

psychic healing has been established, and the ignorance of

our professors has been enlightened by the increasing

pressure of the facts.

Going deeper still, we shall find that the above will

irrevocably lead to a more penetrant probe of the parts

played in the cure and cause of disease by desire, frenetic

or other, and with it, the diseases of "worry."

To probe even farther into the depths, the esoteric stu-

dent, at times to his or her dismay, at other times to rejoic-

ing and delight, will pass into a veritable and unsuspected

terra incognita, taking what is known to the trawlermen

as "The Great Dive." That is, the vastly complex Karma,

allied with that other complex problem of Reincarnation,

a shadowy but utterly real domain in which the causes

and forces behind all our planetary life prepare and do

their work.

The implicity and factfulness of the karmic existence is

only matched by its matchless involution and evolution.

Yet, for the doctor of souls and bodies not to realize its
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existence, is the same as an Archimedean attempt to lift

the earth without a lever. Karma is not only the engine

and the machinery but the Mind behind all our earthly

evolution, and, in the view of our greatest Eastern and
Western thinkers through the ages, it must also as a

principle be universal. To postulate a world without it

and its instrument rebirth, as do our scientists and theo-

logians, is to postulate a world of vacuum in vacuo. But

the serious student can only be referred to theosophical

and occult works for further reference, and especially to

the Bailey "Tibetan" books, themselves a modern revela-

tion, one in line with, but seeking and focusing goals far

beyond, modern science.

Karma, put briefly, means only that "we reap what we
sow/' Elaborated, it means that we ourselves, from life to

life, are the arbiters and makers of our own lives and
destiny.

Now, plunged into the karmic womb, the healer will

find himself or herself automatically segregating all Di-

sease into (a) its psychological causes, with these sub-

divided into causes of the emotional-desire kind like

anger, irritation, and worry; (b) causes arising in the

Etheric and then in the Mental Body (including mind-

warping, frustration, and, what I may term "negative

thought" and the "thought-forms" of which our Western

world is still pathetically ignorant). Such deeper investi-

gation and tabulation will be followed by a study of the

"Centers" not only of the more recondite systems such as

that of Ouspensky (himself in some ways, as he demon-
strated by his famous Tertium Organum and A New
Model of the Universe, perhaps the most original and
most ignored thinker of our time) but of others.

The "Group," in chameleon-like forms, is rapidly estab-

lishing itself as the structural machinery of the New Age
now opening, and that not only in the sphere of healing

but in spheres political and sociological, and above all,
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scientific. I remember Edison once telling me in his labo-

ratory that at that moment on a single invention he was

working on his "io,oooth group experiment, but I started

it!" The individual can but inspire—the working out has

to be done by a group, and in atomic and other danger-

fields by a "dedicated" group, for in our day it is the

scientist rather than the theologian who is the missionary.

I am personally convinced that it is not today by the

individual alone but by "group" that esoteric psychic

healing with non-dogmatic religion as its base, will scale

new heights and perform new miracles, until one day we
shall purge our earth of disease both of body and mind.

But that day is not yet.

Finally, as is now believed by the advanced schools of

esotericism, the medical man and woman will find them-

selves faced with "the karmic debts of the individual"

and what are known as the "Seven Ray Causes of Karma"
itself. These esoteric causes they will find themselves

compelled to study and understand, calling in to their

aid the esoteric psychologist and the psychiatrist of that

future time. Some of our present physicians, pioneers of

the New Medicine, are already engaged in such studies.

To sum up the esoteric technique which will be used

by the future psychic and psychological healer as diagnos-

tician and as the groundwork of diagnosis of his patient,

we shall find it necessary for him or her to know:

(a) His or her "Ray," as all human beings are upon

one of the seven major rays, and the skilled treat-

ment for the patient on one ray will not fit that of

another:

(b) Something of the patient's Karma and previous

reincarnation, and therefore of his accessibility

and receptiveness to treatment, and with that,

again, the right treatment to use:
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(c) His or her "love-life" and "hate-life"—being the

esoteric polarics, which in their turn will throw

light upon the temperament:

(d) The "astrological" signals and symbols of the pa-

tient—an astrology which has behind it centuries

of proven facts, to the study of which some of the

new and reputable schools of psychology are

turning:

(e) The everyday work of the patient, craft or art, and

with this, the work he or she would wish to do as

distinct from the work they have to do:

(/) The dream-life of the patient, purely as indicator

of his or her unconscious:

(g) The religion of the patient, the congregation to

which he or she actually belongs or would wish to

belong, and, most important of all, the ideal re-

ligion of which he or she dreams or desires.

Our medical world, whether orthodox or unorthodox,

has still to learn that for centuries the fundamental laws

and rules of esoteric healing have been set down and
enumerated as cleanly as, and far more clearly than, those

of modern allopathic medicine. Everything has been

allowed for and nothing has been omitted. I have read

many medical works, and as layman have done medical

and health lecturing on my own lines, and I would ven-

ture that not more than a specialized and devoted fraction

of our present psychic healers will reach to the study of

the deeper esoteric healing for many many years, and for

a simple reason. None of this esotericism can be learnt

only out of a book, and in the first instance the only

teachers will be the established esotericists and occultists

who obviously, because of the reserved nature of their

task, are difficult of access and acquaintance, and the stu-

dent will only find the teacher when he or she has reached

a certain stage of evolution and spiritual development.
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As the Eastern magi put it: "When the pupil (chelah)

is ready—the Master is there."

In all these tabulations of esoteric healing, it may be

asked by the more evolved: "What is being done to imple-

ment this esoteric healing—what and where is the esoteric

machinery and the technical esotericists to work it?"

This work has already begun, and even at this early

stage it would need a book as long as this to describe the

workers and the work. From what is a sort of "UNESCO
esoteric" in perspective, we see the first steps in our time

in organized esoteric healing, by "Triangles," each of

three persons of either sex, not necessarily belonging to

any "ism" or "osophy" or Church, all of them "carriers of

light and distributors of good will," now working on

either side of the Atlantic in England and America, in

"a long and carefully planned campaign to aid humanity

to achieve the drastic reorientation of consciousness neces-

sary for a triumphant entry into the New Era."

Here we see the far-reaching potentialities of psychic

healing reaching, as I have always urged, into every sphere

of public, national, and now, international life. It means,

literally, a training for citizenship of a world government

not yet in corporeal but only in ideological existence. It

is, indeed, education for world citizenship as Unesco

stated it in relation to political and sociological measures

and trends, and it is only here mentioned for the purpose

of indicating the immeasurable vibrations set up by a faith

and psychic healing which may easily become the very

warp and woof of the internation fabric of our New
World.
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Tne Future or Psychic Healing*

The Invisible Healing of spirit of which I have been writ-

ing in these pages, is a fingerpost pointing to the strange

New World now opening about us and even to worlds

beyond that of earth. Its healing is not only physical but

mental and spiritual. Its goal, ever removing as we ad-

vance our horizons, is the full healing of body, soul, and

spirit. Its doctors, not only the Faith Healer and the psy-

chic healer, but the Great Physician whom we call God.

Let us see what we have found.

Beyond all else there has stolen to us the blessed secret

that our healing, as I have said, covers each part of our

trinity of matter, flesh and spirit, and that it is concerned

with our life here on earth and with our life beyond the

earth. Next, that our healing may possibly be the universal

solvent for which our troubled earth has been seeking

during these years of world war and that it may be the

"philosopher's stone" to dissolve all ills and by which our

age of wars will melt into an age of peace. For are we not

discovering that when men and women work together in

the hospitals and consulting room and the sick room which

are the- Lord's vineyard, and when the Good Samaritan

nurses not only the man who fell among thieves but the

221
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thieves themselves, our quarrels and killings vanish into

a limbo from which they shall never return.

Perhaps one of our greater revelations has been the

slow, sure realization that psychic healing is not only

intuitive and effortless flashing, but that it will need
deeper and further study and the finepointed attention of

the scientist as well as the spiritual guide. There is no
room for the amateur in this Age of the Transition and
certainly not in that healing which is the fundamental

scientific and intuitional probe. That the psychic healer

shall need to work with, teach to, and learn from the

orthodox medical man has been made plain, and that our

statesmen will have to give pride of place to the erection

of laboratories not only of the body but the mind, in what

is actually always mental healing, and with them replace

the hospital by the research station, as the "politics of

party" yield to the "Group." For the Group will gradually

replace the more cumbrous and standardized State, will

free the individual to do his or her work with genius

unencumbered. Perhaps we shall from the beginning be

careful to avoid State action or subsidy and so avoid that

curse of all pioneer institutions—the entrance of "poli-

tics." Politics and psychic-healing do not blend. The spirit

of God must be free to do its work.

Then, a notable discovery—we know now that none of

us really knows anything about the deeper and esoteric

sides of healing by mind. We are all babies playing with

our sand castles upon the shores of a fathomless ocean,

upon the shadowy horizons of which we glimpse the first

tiny ray of sun below the fleeting margin. The greatest

living authority I know has in effect used these words: "I

do not venture yet to write or speak of the deeper aspects

of psychic and mind healing to the present pioneers of

healing, because they have not yet prepared themselves or

been prepared for them." And then he added ".
. . they
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are making many and grave mistakes in their splendid

but groping efforts." I have paraphrased this authority

from memory but I dare to set this down because I know
that it is the truth, but that in this authority's opinion all

the pioneer work is fine and essential work to lay the

foundations of the deeper divine healing and the making
of mistakes is the road to truth and to the perfect tech-

nique. Only let us be both fearless and humble, and trust

in the Infinite Power which guides but does not impose.

We shall yet reach heights undreamed, and miracles

shall be the norm of our healing lives.

Intellectual medicine had already reached its limits at

the turn of the nineteenth century into the twentieth and

was gradually being moved by some unseen force away

from the surgical knife and the black potion—in a word,

out of matter into spirit. But the physicist and even the

mathematician had already, strangely enough, through

their materialist science, been compelled out of three-

dimensional matter into the unnumbered dimensions of

spirit, as I learned during my lectures to the scientific and

other societies of Oxford and Cambridge and at the lead-

ing American universities.

Science is slowly but surely becoming spiritual, as such

masters as Eddington and Jeans, Lodge and Bohr and

others have shown and are showing. The future is with

Invisible Healing, and not only is it doing its work "Work-
ing Outside Space and Time" (which was the title of one

of my lectures at the Clarendon Theater, Oxford, to an

audience of scientists and undergraduates), but is inti-

mately concerned with religion, just as the theologian

and the big business man are realizing at last that Reli-

gion itself is not something apart from Money and there-

fore from everyday life. Our world is realizing that Reli-

gion is not a part of life,. but the whole of life.

That is why the Psychic Healer is the spiritual teacher
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of the future and his art and craft, as it was in the day of

his great protagonist, Jesus, the art of all arts, the craft of

all crafts . . . indeed, in a word, the solvent of evil, of life

and of death.
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Shaw Desmond believes that without religion,

Psychic Healing is impossible. He is indifferent

to creeds and theology. In these pages the great

religious leaders of all faiths perform their mira-

cles. Above all is Jesus of Nazareth, the greatest

of all healers. But Desmond learned too from

Buddha, Zoroaster, Lao Tze, from the ancient

Greeks, as well as the great doctors of Islam,

from the Yogas and others in India, even from

savage peoples like the Zulus and the Kikiyus.

He comes down to our time with Mary Baker Eddy,

Sir Oliver Lodge, Billy Graham, Harry Edwards,

William Henry Lilley, Elsie Salmon and Karen

Ewald.

He analyses the effect on healing of the voice, of

color, of music, of electricity, and of the laying

on of hands; also hypnotism and White and Black

Magic.

He deals with Spiritualism only as it relates to

Healing. He tells how the next world can effect

cures in this, though he condemns many of the

methods of certain spiritualists.

Most important are the six rules he gives for

training the healer; and just as important the six

rules for training the patient.

His message is fhis:

Pick you healer carefully, then BE NOT AFRAID:

ONLY BELIEVE.

For the Healer must be the instrument of God . .
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